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Prologue

“You’re interested in interviewing me?” Guan-sheng replied in incredulity as he
gnawed on a piece of tobacco, an oddity even in the modern age of oddities.

Alison looked up at Guan-sheng and nodded her head gently, her pen poised
over her stenographer pad. It wasn’t her idea to show up at the apartment of
Guan-sheng, but one of the editors on the board (they never told her who) thought
that there was something interesting to be found on Diamlah, the only city-state
that was left in the world. Her editor had been vehement against assigning her to
fly nearly ten thousand miles from New York City—they needed her to be working
on another scoop—but he was sorely overridden by the powers above.

And so that was how Alison found herself attempting to interview the rather
curmudgeonly disposed Guan-sheng.

Guan-sheng eyed the young journalist with the squint of one who’s had spent
the better of his life being wary. He was still in his apartment, a government
subsidised affair that seemed ordinary by most measures, with the gate firmly
between him and her. Alison looked at him, trying to decipher what his thoughts
were, but the more she looked at him, the more it seemed like she was staring
deep into the abyss.

“Where’re you from again? Some newspaper of the United States?”
“Yes sir, I’m from the e-zine ’Murica!, now also a national newspaper.”
“National huh,” Guan-sheng replied gruffly, “never heard of you before out

here in Diamlah. What do you want to interview me for?”
“Yes sir,” Alison began again, “like I said before, I’m interested in writing a

story about Super Technologies, of which you were an integral part of back in the
day.”

“Why does SupeTech interest you anyway?” Guan-sheng interjected.
“Well, rumour has it that they are going to have an IPO out in the New York

Stock Exchange and that somehow no one seems to know much about them, ex-
cept at ’Murica!. We did a story nearly twenty years ago about Super Technologies
on our e-zine, so we weren’t unfamiliar with Super Technolog—”
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6 PROLOGUE

“Look ’ere missy, if you wanna interview me, at least call the place right. It’s
‘SupeTech’, you hear that? Don’t tell me that whole crap about ‘Super Technolo-
gies’ being the official name of the company and so on—you’re in Diamlah now,
and in Diamlah, we call it SupeTech,” Guan-sheng replied, cocking his head ever
so slightly to the side as though he were trying to make some kind of decision.

“Oh,” Alison quietly replied, making a mental note of it before continuing on,
“okay, sorry. Anyway, so we at ’Murica! aren’t unfamiliar with Super—SupeTech
and thought of coming by to interview some folks from SupeTech so we an write
a mini-series on SupeTech for our readers.”

“And beat the pants off the other lousy newspapers? That’s what you want?”
Guan-sheng replied, glowering at Alison. She felt a little cowed, but steeled her-
self as best as she could—’Murica! was not known to have wimpy journalists,
not even when they were still a fringe e-zine before the Great Media Purge that
happened scarcely five years ago. She was not about to be the first.

“Yes, though I’m not allowed to say it that way,” Alison replied truthfully.
Guan-sheng looked at her thoughtfully.
“I can probably tell you some things you might want to know about SupeTech,

but there are many things that I cannot tell you—you are better off trying to find
that out from someone or somewhere else yourself. The things that I will tell you
are as generic as it gets in talking about SupeTech, and there will be no way to
identify me personally from it all. Also, spare the flattery—‘an integral part of’? If
you are willing to take what I’m allowing myself to tell me, then you can get your
interview,” Guan-sheng said through intermittent chews on his tobacco through
the gate.

Alison paused for a moment as if to consider the offer. She had been told
that the former employees of Super Technologies had a fierce sense of loyalty
to the corporation, but there were one or two of them who had left disillusioned.
Guan-sheng was one of those that the researchers at ’Murica! have discovered
that was more inclined to that, but warned her that it was at best borderline, and
that despite it all, he was an honourable man who would not divulge anything that
was worth divulging. That they had surfaced his name up to her at all was just a
means of getting a more up-to-date background information about the company
before they could figure out a good story or angle to tell it.

“Alright, I’ll do as you say.”
“In that case,” Guan-sheng replied as he grabbed the keys from behind his

door to undo the locks on the gate, “come on in. I have a kettle of tea on the
stove that I’ve just about heat up, and there are some light snacks I have lying
around in the living room. I was told to expect you, but I didn’t expect you to
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arrive just this instant, so pardon the mess that I have.” The gate opened up,
and Alison gingerly stepped through, her mind slightly befuddled.

‘ “I was told to expect you”. How did he even know things like that? I was very
sure that only the handful of editors and I know about this trip down to Diamlah
to do a story of Super Technologies,’ Alison thought to herself quietly as she
kicked off her sneakers and laid them neatly near the overflowing shoe rack.

Guan-sheng had locked up the gate—there were three locks, one for each
level—but kept the door opened. He walked through the living room and into
the kitchen, where he returned with an aluminium kettle in his right hand and a
couple of mugs in his left.

“Sorry, I don’t have nice china for tea—you’ll have to make do with thesemugs
instead.”

“Thank you,” Alison said as she sat down carefully on an empty standalone
sofa seat while Guan-sheng flopped himself into his personal recliner that had
already been set to a comfortable angle. Alison poured herself a mug full of tea—
it was a rich brown thing that, when she sipped it, had a strong smokey flavour
to it.

“Lapsang souchong. . . not exactly a tea that is frequently drunk out here
in Diamlah, but it’s something that one would find most SupeTechies seem to
develop a taste for. I prefer coffee over tea, but sometimes it is just good to
drink something a little different. I hope that the tea is somewhat tolerable for
you,” Guan-sheng said as he sipped out his own mug that he had somehow filled
from the kettle without Alison’s observation. He had also got rid of the tobacco
as well, since he wasn’t chewing it any more.

“The tea tastes rather robust. . . I think I’ll be fine,” Alison replied. “Maybe we
can start with the interview?”

“How about. . . no. I will tell you a story, and then you decide what you want to
do with it. I feel more comfortable with doing that than an interview, because I
don’t really like the idea of you asking me things according to your own agenda.
I know your type of work; I’ve read some of your articles before—don’t look that
surprised. You are a very astute journalist, and the problem with astute journalists
with SupeTech is that SupeTech. . . really doesn’t like pointed questions at them.
So instead, I will tell you my story, you will listen, make notes, then you will leave
at the end of it without asking me any of the myriad of questions you may have.
I think that this is the way we are approaching, and you can either accept it
wherein I will begin, or you can reject it, in which case you can have the tea, we
shoot the breeze about things unrelated to SupeTech, and you will be on your
way back to your next stop.”
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“Do I really get to choose?”
“Not really. We both know you only have one choice, mostly because your

supervisors really want the scoop on SupeTech to really silence the upstarts.”
Alison sat there in silence and sipped on her hot tea for a moment. She knew

that he was right, but she did not want to give him the satisfaction of gloating.
“Tick tock. What would it be then?”
“I’ll listen to your story,” Alison finally replied.
“And?”
“And I’ll make my notes, then take my leave without asking you any questions

that I may have, and carry on my way.”
“That’s right. Excellent,” Guan-sheng said as he suddenly sat bolt upright

from the recliner and looked deep into Alison’s eyes. If his initial demeanour
was considered candid, then what Alison experienced next was the diametric
polar of that candidness—she found that she was staring into the face of a very
deep and dark man.

“I shall begin my story.”



Guan-sheng

I started in SupeTech nearly thirty years ago, just after I was done with my college
education at the Diamlah University. Nowadays, almost everyone is from some
university or college from either Diamlah or from somewhere else in the world,
like the United States, but back in the day, a college education isn’t exactly that
easily accessible. I was not part of any of the elites then—various businessmen
(local and foreign) and senior government officials. College costs, on average,
the equivalent of nearly twenty years of what my family was making, which meant
that there was really no way for me to get there.

But there was a scholarship that was being offered, and my high school
teacher was the one who surfaced it to me and suggested that I go ahead to
apply for it. The scholarship was a big deal—it promised paying for all the tu-
ition, as well as living expenses. In return, it requested a bond of working with
the funding organisation for about ten years, with the additional caveat that the
choice of course at the college was one that they were going to need in nearly a
decade from then.

As you may have guessed by now, that funding organisation was what you now
call Super Technologies, or SupeTech. But back then, they weren’t called that
yet; they were still using a more socially friendly name, something like Diamlah
Betterment Society or to that effect. It was part of SupeTech, but it was more
of a subsidiary—the name “SupeTech” didn’t come until about when I was done
with my bond, but I’m jumping the gun there.

Anyway, I went to college, got a degree in electrical and electronics engineer-
ing, and started working for SupeTech nearly thirty years ago. I was fresh-eyed,
full of ideas and the feeling of invincibility and immortality. I felt that the world
was at my beck and call, and who wouldn’t in a place like thirty years ago Di-
amlah where there were only a handful of degree holders among the middle and
low clases. Of those handful of degree holders, all of them were at college on
some scholarship or another, and a surprising three quarters of them were on
scholarship from SupeTech.
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10 GUAN-SHENG

The first day at SupeTech was also the coolest day that I can remember now.
It was as though I were in a comic book scenario. The main SupeTech building
is still where it is now on the west side of Diamlah—the exterior looks similar to
what it looked like before, but then again they have been doing lots of recon-
struction work on the exterior to ensure that time does not ravage it. It was a
non-descript gray cube that was as large as the eye could see—it looked omi-
nous and incongruous as it sat there among the greenery around it, but to me, it
was love at first sight.

Getting to SupeTech on the first day was not that straightforward, mostly be-
cause there was no public transport that came close enough to the place. Mind
you, this was thirty years ago, and so the main public transport available was the
buses and the rather pricey taxis—all that subway and hyperloop travel methods
that we are taking for granted now were not available then. The bus got to within
two kilometres or so from the main building, and the remaining distance had to
be completed via a short and direct walk.

Now, when I said “two kilometres or soe from the main building”, I meant that
it was literally that distance away, as the crow flies, from the nearest bus stop.
I was told to report at around eight in the morning, and so there I was, making
my way slowly towards it along the only path that was available. The nearest
buildings that were not a part of SupeTech were another kilometre or so in the
distance behind me, and even then, they seemed to be fading away despite the
clarity brought upon by the morning light. It took me a short while to walk all the
way to the main building, and by the time I got there, I was drenched through
from the perspiration, but I had around five minutes left to spare.

The guard house at SupeTech’s main building was just a small white shack
about twenty metres away from the main entrance itself. The solitary guard there
seemed to be expecting me, and when I got up to him, he immediately called
me out by name.

“Guan-sheng, you are early. You need to wait here till your supervisor comes
out to pick you up.”

“Oh, okay,” I had replied. Despite all the heat I got from walking through the
sun so early in the morning, my enthusiasm for finally working was not dampened
by any degree. I had cultivated this vision of an awesome place that did a lot of
amazing technological stuff throughout the four years that I had spent in college
taking my degree, and it felt very surreal that there I was, ready to embark on yet
another fun journey.

Time ticked on slowly, the longest five minutes that I had to wait up till then.
There was no place to sit and wait comfortably—the guard house shack was the
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only building available, and it was already occupied by the guard himself. I de-
cided to spend a bit of the waiting time just observing the guard.

He was standing there nearly motionlessly, armed with a standard AR15 rifle,
which was in itself a very odd thing. If you don’t know yet, Diamlah isn’t like the
United States—gun control is a real thing, and almost no where in Diamlah will
there be anyone who can possess a gun of any sort, security guard or otherwise.
Yet this guard to SupeTech was armed to the teeth. He did not look like he was
from the military—he was in uniform for sure, and I might even call it some type
of camouflage fatigues, but they weren’t indicative of any of the military-type
groups in Diamlah. I think that he had noticed that I was observing him, but
he did not actually show any form of overt recognition. To him, I was basically
invisible.

Eight o’clock finally came about. I was starting to get a bit bored with trying
to observe more of the guard and was thankful when the non-descript door of
the non-descript building entrance of SupeTech opened and a person holding a
clipboard starting walking out of it. I think it was a she—she was wearing one
of those cyan cover-alls with a belt in the waist area, which gave her silhouette
that tell-tale hourglass figure that made me think it was a she. The cover-all
covered up even the hair, and all I could see from the initial twenty metres was a
soft-featured face with hints of an auburn fringe. She was wearing some glasses.

These days, it is not so strange to find women wearing cover-alls and working
in places that required them, but mind you, this was thirty years ago. No one was
expecting women to be working at things beyond administrative work. And I
thought that she was just the HR representative wearing the company’s standard
gear when she finally came up to me and introduced herself.

And no, I’m not going to use her real name. Let’s just call her “Erica Wu” for
the purposes of my story.

“Hi,” Erica said as she offered her free hand for a handshake, “I’m Dr Erica
Wu. You must be Guan-sheng. I hope you find your trip out here tolerable? The
first time’s always rough, but don’t worry; we’ll get you sorted out so you don’t
have to worry about this in the future.”

“Hi Dr Wu,” I replied, taking her hand and shaking it, somewhat confused.
“Please, just call me Erica. There are nearly equal proportions of PhD holders

and non-PhD holders in SupeTech that it is just easier to reference everyone by
their given names. Please follow me in.”

Pleasantries exchanged, she scribbled some things on the clipboard in her
hand and turned around briskly before walking back to the entrance of the main
building of SupeTech. I followed behind her meekly but excited, turning around
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only once to give a quick glance at the guard, who was still standing at the guard
house shack looking as though nothing was happening.

The doors opened up to a maw of darkness and Erica stepped through it
confidently. I followed in quickly.

I did not know what I was supposed to expect. The exterior of the SupeTech
building gave no clues on what the interior housed. There was no sense of what
the architectural style could be, no hints on what they could be doing like trucks,
or even tell-tale chimneys.

It started off very dark when I first entered the building. I blinked my eyes
hard, trying to get them used to the much lower level of brightness. I could hear
Erica bustling about, seemingly operating some sort of equipment in the dim
interior.

“Don’t move Guan-sheng,” Erica warned as I heard her fiddling with some
dial. “You shouldn’t be able to see anything just yet—this entry way has an in-
truder screen that reduces vision of any one who is not registered as an employee
of SupeTech yet. I am configuring it to detect and record who you are so that the
next time you use this entry way, you will not to experience this effect. It takes a
little while to calibrate, so I’ll just have to ask you to stand still and relax a little.”

I nodded my head in agreement, and, not knowing if Erica could see me, also
answered out loud in the affirmative.

A soft humming came about from somewhere below and above me, and af-
ter a while, I slowly found that the ambient light seemed to be increasing in
brightness till it was roughly at the level that I would expect in the interior of a
room.

“There, that should do the trick. The system has registered you, and you
should be getting your vision back. Can you see me?” Erica said. I turned to the
right and saw her there, and replied in the affirmative again.

“Good. Now, here’s a quick vision test to ensure that the calibration is done
correctly.”

She flashed me a bunch of red/green colour blindness tests, a near-range
reading test, and a standard three-metre distance test. I passed all of them and
she was obviously happy that I had. She again made some more notes on her
clipboard.

I looked about me, trying to take in my first proper glimpse of the interior
of the place that I was to work at for the next ten years. To my disappointment,
the entryway was. . . as bland as it was on the outside except for a small control
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panel where Erica was working the dials and other controls to enroll me into the
system. Apart from that, a single light source from behind a frosted glass ceiling
was the only other visible thing—I looked behind me and found that I could not
even see the door there, despite having stepped through it only a short while
before.

“A little disorientating, right? Don’t worry—everyone faces that same problem
in the beginning. Now, if you’ll follow me this way, we will get you suited up in
your work clothes.”

“Work clothes?” I had repeated confusedly. I was in a pair of long sleeved
button down shirt, a pair of dress pants, and matching leather belt and shoes, as
was suggested in the letter that was sent to me.

“Yes, work clothes,” Erica replied as she stepped through another door that
seemed to open out of one of the non-descript walls. I followed her through.
“When we’re within SupeTech, we always wear these cover-alls that you see here.
Not very fashionable I know, but is exceedingly useful due to the types of work
that we are doing in SupeTech.”

I nodded my head as we appeared in a locker room. There were quite a few
rows of lockers, and a signboard above projected my name followed by a pair
of coordinates. I looked at Erica, who nodded and walked with me to where it
pointed.

The lockers were arranged in rows and columns, with locker having a specific
identifying coordinate based on which row and column it was in. As we walked
along the columns of the lockers, Erica started to explain to me some of the
details about the cover-alls.

“As you would have noticed, I’m wearing a cyan coloured cover-all since I’m
doing electrical and electronics work. There are other coloured cover-alls, and
each colour represents a certain expertise that the wearer has. Every now and
then, the colours of the cover-all representating an expertise will be switched
around so that no one gets too sick of their colour. The only two colours that don’t
get switched around with the rest are the white ones for management and yellow
ones for security. Depending on where you are located and what you are working
on, you may be issued protective gear like hard hats, steel-capped boots, respi-
rators, protective eye shields, protective face shields, ear plugs, ear muffs, heavy
gloves, and even exoskeletons. All these work clothes and protective equipment
belong to SupeTech, so do remember to change out of them before heading out
at the end of the day. Security will be there to remind you, but they may not be
too polite about it.”

We arrived at the locker and I looked at it, baffled. It was as non-descript as
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everything else, without a handle or anything on it to hint at how to open it up.
Erica looked at me and told me to just touch the front surface.

I did as she suggested and the non-descript surface suddenly revealed a thin
seam before opening itself up soundlessly. In it was a small set of shelves, and
on two of them were a set of work boots and a cyan cover-all. There was space to
put away things that I didn’t need for work, which was basically everything else.

“You can just change into your cover-alls here. Remember to stow away ev-
erything else, and then when you are done, just close the locker door—the system
will take care of the rest. I will be waiting by the door when you are ready.” I nod-
ded my head at her and she made another note on the clipboard before walking
back towards the door that we had used to enter the room.

I took my time to examine the locker more carefully, and to my surprise, there
was not much to look at. It was pristine—completely unlike what I was expecting
from a locker. The material felt waxy to the touch but did not leave behind any
residue. I carefully put away everything that I had brought and changed into the
cover-alls. There was a mirror behind the door that I used to adjust the belt on
my cyan coloured cover-alls. When I was done, I gently closed the locker door
the way that Erica suggested, and was quite amazed when the seam that marked
it slowly faded away until it was just a non-descript surface. I made my way back
to Erica, and she opened up the door and led me through it once more.

I must say that I was rather surprised when I ended up in a place that was
completely different from where we first came from before entering the locker
room. It was completely unexpected—I was very sure that it was the same door
that we entered from earlier thanks to the consistency of the coordinate systems
in the locker room, and yet it opened up to a different place altogether. I didn’t
question what I had experienced then, and I never did question that through-
out the thirty odd years after that that I had worked at SupeTech. It was just
something that I learnt to get used to. Oddly enough, the doors never seemed to
connect to places that I was not supposed to be at for that moment in time—I’ll
leave you to make whatever you wish out of that on your own.

Anyway, we stepped through the door of the locker room and ended up in a
laboratory of sorts, where I could see other people who were clad in the cyan
cover-alls similar to what Erica and I were wearing. They had their cover-all
hoods up, which held back whatever hair they had, and looked pretty much like
how one would look when viewed from the back in a cover-all—human-shaped,
gender defined through roughly how high the belt was sitting on the cover-all.
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I was expecting some kind of overall hailing of the rest of my co-workers by
Erica so that we could have a quick introduction, but apparently that was not
the case as she led me carefully through the laboratory, talking quickly about
the various machines and processes that each station was involved in as we
walked by it. Whoever was manning the station at that time looked up, gave a
knowing nod, before bowing their heads down to concentrate on what they were
working on. The entire environment had a strong air of professionalism in it—
there was little to no chatter, the machinery surrounding us hummed quietly, and
ever so often, the gentle swishing sound of a pen or pencil marking on a piece
of paper as one of my colleagues or two would make a note of something that
was interesting that they had observed or hypothesized.

“Erica, why isn’t anyone talking to each other here? At my internship at Great
Electronics, I found that the labs were full of chatter as people discussed ideas
and even gossiped. But it’s just so quiet in here, almost as though it were in the
middle of an exam hall!”

“Most of the work that they are doing here are not like what one might expect
in factory or even corporate lab,” Erica explained as we made our way through a
bend in the room to another part of the same. “This floor where you will be work-
ing at is the research and development lab. We’re dealing with very advanced
technology here, things that are at least a decade before they will ever be re-
leased into the world. The people you see here are the best in their own fields,
or if they are not there yet, on the way to being the best. The work is complicated,
and requires intense concentration at times. The manufacturing and industrial
process-related engineers are on a different floor. Your internship at Great Elec-
tronics was to a more production-level type of engineering—it was part of our
assessment of fit for the the role that you will be taking up in SupeTech. As you
can probably tell by now, you have been assessed to be most suited for working
on research.”

I looked at her quizzically.
“Just because you do not have a PhD does not mean that you do not have

the potential to do research. Our work here is so advanced now that it is actually
better to get non-PhD holders to come work on the research instead of having
to retrain those who have a PhD. Also, here we are.”

I looked at the lab bench where we stopped at. It looked vaguely familiar with
the electrical and electronics lab benches I had back in college with all the usual
oscilloscopes, multi-meters and a small chest of drawers of components. But it
also had a fairly large foot print of various machines that were just idling in the
background. They were things that I had read about and studied in college, but
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had very little chance to work with personally till now.
“Wow,” I managed to say out loud as Erica stood next to me, her face beaming

with pride.
“Complete isn’t it?” Erica asked. “We pride ourselves in having the best

facilities available for our researchers.”
“Anyway,” Erica continued, “do you have any questions for me?”
“What do I do about lunch? And how do I go about exiting here at the end of

the day?”
“I’ll come over and grab you for lunch and to meet with your fellow colleagues.

Everyone’s a little busy now, so it is a bit hard to actually just go around to say
hi to them, as you would’ve noticed till now. We do have a eatery where we can
get catered lunch, and I will come pick you up in the evening to help you with
how to exit SupeTech and head home, as well as brief you on other logistics that
you will need to know. I think you should spend this time looking over your lab
bench and familiarise yourself with the set up. I have actually talked with the
senior electrical and electronic engineers and I think that we have something
interesting that you should be able to work on, but we still have some details to
thrash out before we let you in to the discussion.”

Erica wrote a few more notes on her clipboard and gave me a nod before
turning away to walk through the maze back to wherever it was she was heading.

I looked about me. The entire laboratory floor was open, yet apart from my
own breathing and the sounds of the machines that were at my lab bench, I could
scarcely hear anything else, even though I could see that some of my other lab
mates were clearly talking, some to each other, others just mouthing in a manner
that seems to be like they were talking with themselves. It was all so curious, yet
somewhat intoxicating—an open environment without all the noisy distractions.
It was just so much better than the old lab I was given to use when I was in
college.

Having decided that I had soaked up enough of the environment, I turned
my attention to the lab bench and putzed about for a bit, looking for where the
meters were stowed, figuring out what each machine at my lab bench did, and
trying to make sense of the components that I didn’t recognise but were part of
the standard issue “drawers of wonders”.

I didn’t realise that it was lunch time until I heard sensed that someone was
trying not to loom behind me despite actually doing so. I put down the small
device that I was working on and turned around to find that Erica was there. She
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did not have the clipboard in her hand, and beside her was an unfamiliar face.
“Getting settled in yet, Guan-sheng?” Erica asked in a lightly concerned voice.
“Yes. The lab bench is really well stocked! I hope you don’t mind that

while waiting, I started to put a little something together just to get the hang
of things. . . ”

“No, not at all,” Erica replied. “It’s your lab bench. As long as you make a note
of what you are working on in the lab notebook that you’ll find in the drawer and
can justify why you are making it, it should not be a problem. Part of what we
do here involves various levels of experimentation, and sometimes that involves
trying new things out, or even trying out some of the old things just to verify how
they work in a bid to see how they can be improved upon.

“Anyway, here’s one of our senior electrical and electronic engineers. Erik,
meet Guan-sheng. He’s our new hire for the year.”

Naturally, “Erik” wasn’t his name either, but you knew that, didn’t you, Alison?
Erik was a heavy set man nearing fifty. He had dark hair, and an almost wild

look about him, as though he would greatly prefer being in the woods hacking
away at trees than at a laboratory. He had a great scraggly beard that was un-
heard of here in Diamlah, and was noticeably non-local. He, like Erica and I, wore
a cyan cover-all, but he also sported conspicuous white arm bands around both
arms, like the sort of sleeve holders that a croupier in a casino would have, only
white and about an inch thick.

“Hello! I’m Erik Strannossen, senior electrical and electronic engineer in
charge of Advanced Electronics Projects on this floor. I’m pleased to meet you!
Have you settled in to your lab bench yet? It is very important for us at SupeTech
that you are very comfortable with our lab bench. Much of your time will be spent
at your lab bench—it has everything you need to develop various ingenious and
wonderful devices and contraptions that we need designed and made. If there’s
something that you need that isn’t currently at your lab bench, you can always
give me a call with the internal phone, and I will see that you get what you need
if it is within the power of SupeTech to do so.”

I nodded at Erik, already warming up to him. I didn’t dare to ask if he had
a PhD or not, but then again, it didn’t seem to matter. Erica would go on to
tell me after lunch that the white arm bands of Erik indicated that he was part
of the technical-management dual-track, with a primary role of electrical and
electronic engineering and a secondary role of being in management. There
were a handful of such people around SupeTech, and they tended to be primarily
within a technical realm and secondarily in management. She also mentioned
that there were one or two legendary inversions of the technical-management
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dual-track, where the person was primarily in management and secondarily in a
technical domain, but she had not personally seen any of them.

“Alright, shall we head on for lunch?” Erica asked us. Erik shrugged and I
nodded enthusiastically. Then I remembered something.

“Erica, do I need to put away everything and lock up my lab bench before we
leave?”

“No,” she replied. “It’s not necessary to do so. Security here in SupeTech is
very very strict, and so it’s really unlikely that work in here gets to leak out to the
outside world. We know that sometimes when one is deep in a build or design,
there is a need to maintain a certain level of spatial consistency to work as a
memory mnemonic. Don’t worry about how others may come in and see your set
up or disrupt your experiments—only a small handful of people can actually see
what you are doing at your lab bench. You are basically looking at that default
group of people who can actually see what you are doing at your lab bench,
namely me, Erik, and yourself. No one else can actually see the details of what
you are working on—it is as good as being invisible to them.”

“But didn’t I see lots of the machinery and what-not at the other people’s lab
benches while we were walking through?”

“Ha! I knew you’d be a sharp one!” Erik exclaimed almost joyously.
Erica smiled. “Did you try to actually look at what they were doing?”
I shook my head.
“Well, why not try to see what they are doing now as we make our way to the

eatery,” Erica replied with a somewhat enigmatic smile as she followed Erik, who
was already making his way through the lab space towards the eatery.

I followed behind them as closely as I could. I had been so excited about
working at SupeTech that I didn’t realise that I hadn’t really gotten out of my
seat for the four hours that I had been there, not even to use the toilet. And as
we walked on, I slowly started to recognise the path that we were taking—it was
roughly the same as backtracking through the path that Erica and I originally
took to get to my lab bench the moment we exited the door that originally led
from the locker room.

As we passed by the lab benches, I tried to do what Erica suggested and
looked hard at them. I could see the standard fittings that all the lab benches
had, but when I tried to look at the contents of the table tops, I found that I just. . .
couldn’t see anything. It wasn’t so much as a blur masking things that were on
the table, nor was it a complete sense of blankness. It was just a disconcerting
sort of visual void that made no sense viscerally. It just turned my stomach.

Erica caught sight of me trying to peek into the lab benches and started to
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smile knowingly. “I see that you are trying it out. How did it work out?”
“I. . . cannot understand what I’m. . . not seeing?”
“Yes, that’s exactly it,” Erica replied without breaking stride. “Anyone who’s

not authorised to look at the contents of a lab bench cannot see them, and in-
stead have a strong sense of discomfort that hopefully dissuades them from
continuing to look at what they ought not to see. This is a very strong security
system that we built here in SupeTech and used in SupeTech.”

I looked at Erik to see if he had any reaction, but he just plodded on through
the lab space towards the door.

We soon arrived at the door—it was the same one that we had entered from.
Erik threw it open and stepped through, with Erica and me following closely be-
hind.

I found myself with Erica and Erik at the entrance of yet another room. This
one was much smaller than lab space—it felt like a small diner of some sort.
There weren’t many people there, but they were obviously relaxing themselves
a little, with some of them chatting, others eating at the tables, and some just
reading a book or two at an easy chair. Not all of them were from electrical and
electronics, as there was a potpourri of cover-all colours.

“Welcome to our eatery!” Erik announced in an almost dramatic manner.
I looked about anxiously hoping that no one would have their attention drawn
towards me or Erik, and to my relief, everyone else seemed non-plus. “This is
our eatery; I know it doesn’t look like much, but the food here is always made
fresh by our staff chef and his small army of cooks. Lunch is always served here
from around eleven to two, and if you wish to stay late you may indent dinner
through a quick phone call to dining and they will work something out for you.”

“Does everyone have the same lunch time?” I asked.
“Yes, but most people just stagger their time throughout the lunch hours of

the eatery. Some do it to avoid the line, while others may accidentally end up
doing it because they came in without breakfast or were working on something
for too long in the morning to forget to come over for lunch,” Erica replied.

I looked about me. The room itself was almost completely white on all its
surfaces—walls, floor, and ceiling. On one side, a long rectangular alcove served
as the food station, where behind the counter were a small army of people
dressed in all black except for their head dress, which were white cook hats.
They were all smiling as they dished out various food that were pointed at by
those who happened to be served at that point of time.
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Erik made his way slowly to the end of the line and stood with the rest of
the queue as Erica and I stood behind him. Erik pointed out that the eatery’s
food was catered, and it was free for all employees of SupeTech. He mentioned
that the lunch hours were set up mostly as a means of ensuring that everyone
remembered to eat during the work day, and to guarantee that the food being
served is fresh. I just looked at my surroundings in awe—the eatery reminded
me of an all-you-care-to-eat buffet that crossed itself with the school canteen,
something that I wasn’t expecting at all.

Eventually it was our turn and we grabbed our food along the counters and sat
down at a table near the centre of the room, Erik and Erica stopping every now
and then to exchange pleasantries with the other colleagues they knew. They
also took the opportunity to introduce me to them, and I just awkwardly say hi
each time.

At the table, I looked at my plate full of food. It had rice, some form of mutton
curry, and a small assortment of vegetables. Erica got something that looked
wholly vegetarian in nature with a cup of hibiscus tea, and Erik got a combination
that looked similar to mine. I took a couple of mouthfuls of the food, and was
immediately satisfied with the flavour that I was tasting. I continued to wolf down
the food in as polite a manner as I could—I didn’t realise that I was that hungry.

“It’s good, isn’t it?” Erik said, in between mouthfuls of food. “The food tech
here is also based on work that the chemical guys did some time back.”

“You mean the food is synthesized from chemicals?” I asked incredulously.
“What? No! What kind of crazy science fiction have you been reading?”

Erik chuckled. “They didn’t synthesize the food—they actually tweaked the food
chemistry of the food so that no matter how much you eat, you will end up with
exactly the nutrients and energy you need, and nothing more. The input param-
eters for the system are supplied by the enrolment process you did earlier with
the security system—I’m sure you remember that, right?”

I nodded my head slowly again. That was some really advanced technology
right there, and I was starting to feel as though I wasn’t really as good as they
said I was, and felt that I might have made a terrible mistake in taking up that
scholarship and ending up working in SupeTech.

“Don’t worry,” Erica said, as though reading my thoughts. “No one’s asking
you to build these kinds of things overnight. Erik’s just excited to share with
you just how advanced SupeTech is with respect to technology. We are basically
doing things that the other companies out there don’t even know if something is
even possible in the first place. Also, it’s not the big inventions that count—it’s all
the little small ones that get to be a part of the big one that make it all possible.
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So don’t worry if you feel that you’re an imposter—it’s normal around here. It’s
normal when you’re among people who are at the top of their fields working to
the best of their abilities.”

I felt like I could understand what Erica was trying to say, but there was still a
gap of sorts that I couldn’t seem to surmount. But then again, it was just my first
day on the job, and already I have found that there was a high bar of standard
to meet. I could only hope that her words were right and that I would eventually
prove my worth without having to worry about being inadequate.

Lunch was eventually dispensed with, and the three of us lounged a little in the
eatery. Erica was filling me in on some of the other things that she didn’t manage
to cover in the beginning of the day, mostly involving some logistics and other
administrative tasks. I asked her why she didn’t begin the day with all of those
and she just replied that they wanted to ensure that I was actually comfortable
with the role that I was to play in SupeTech before they would actually formally
accept me and share the more important information.

“But. . . what if I didn’t make the cut?”
“Ah, but you did. . . ” Erica replied.
“Just humour me. What if I didn’t make the cut?”
“Well, we’d have to transfer you to another division within SupeTech, mostly

because you still need to serve out your bond requirements as stipulated in your
scholarship,” Erik replied. “But we rarely have mistakes in judgement, and I think
we have kept the streak going still.”

Lunch time was eventually over, and I had learnt enough about SupeTech to
know how to operate through it. I spent the rest of the afternoon tinkering with
the device I was working on, and at the end of the day, filled in my lab notebook
about the work that I had done just to ensure that I had a record of it. When
it was time to finally leave for the day, Erica showed up as promised and we
followed the now-familiar route back to the door.

“So, how was your first day so far?” Erica asked as we neared the door of the
laboratory floor.

“I think it wasn’t as jarring as I thought it to be. I mean, yes, the technology
that was available was more advanced than I was expecting, but it didn’t really
stray too far from what I thought SupeTech was capable of doing, except maybe
it was just quite a few years ahead of everyone else. Unlike many of the other
students in college, there was no one who had interned in SupeTech, or knew of
anyone who ended up working in SupeTech, thought we all knew that a few of the
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best and brightest from each cohort inadvertently ended up in SupeTech.”
Erica chuckled. “Yes, we have a tendency to be of a lower profile than most

of the other engineering and technology firms. But you can see now why we are
doing this.”

I nodded.
We arrived at the door. Erica stood aside and motioned me to try opening

it. It would be the first time that I had personally touched and opened up the
door that was connecting the different rooms and floors throughout SupeTech. I
took a closer look at the door itself. The texture reminded me of the locker room
doors that I had used to stow away my things earlier in the day. It had the same
smooth waxy feel that left no residue on the fingers. It also had the same non-
descript type look, completely seamless except when its edges were embedded
in the wall itself, the part of the door that would naturally be the door frame. A
single brushed steel handle protruded on the right side of the door, roughly at
waist height—it was the only indication that the blank wall in front with a slightly
different texture was indeed. . . a door.

“Think carefully where you need to be, then grab the handle and open the
door resolutely, and then step through confidently. Do not waver in your thought
about where you need to be and do not hesitate when walking through—things
get a little disorienting when that happens. If you messed up, you will just end
up walking back into the room that you began with, except you’ll be confused for
a bit as your mind settles in on the fact that you just opened a door from a room,
and walked out back into the same room.”

Following Erica’s advice, I thought that I needed to be at the locker room. I
grabbed the handle and opened the door as resolutely as I could, and stepped
through it.

I found myself back in the laboratory, and was a little addled at what hap-
pened.

“Few get it right the first time,” Erica said, chuckling lightly. “In your case,
you hesitated that little bit between the opening of the door and walking through.
The best way to do this is to just go through the door as though you know that the
door opens to the place you need to be—which in this case, is the locker room—
and just walk through it knowing that in a smooth action. It’s basically part of the
security mechanism here—one can only enter a place that one is certain to know
of, thus keeping out anyone who doesn’t know where they are heading. This also
means that the only way to gain access to a different room or floor is to be taken
there first by someone who has access to that room or floor.”

I blinked my eyes and shook my head to clear it, and tried it once again. This
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time, I found myself in the locker room. Erica had also stepped through it and
was next to me.

The signboard above me projected my name and a different set of coordi-
nates. I didn’t have a photographic memory, but I was relatively certain that the
coordinates provided this time was not the same as the ones that I had earlier.
I turned to look at Erica, who just shrugged and just replied that it was just part
of the system.

“Do you have your locker here as well?”
“Yes, but I’m not leaving just yet. I have a few other things to confirm for

your project and this was the only time that I can get hold of some other people.
Tomorrow, I will brief you on the project that you will be helping us with. I’ll wait
here while you get changed and help you out with the last bits of steps needed
to exit the building and head on home.”

I nodded in agreement and followed the signs to get to the coordinates that
was pointed out to me in the signboard. I faced yet another non-descript locker,
and like before, just touched it with my hand. It opened, and the contents of it
were the same as what I had left it in earlier in the day. I quickly changed, and put
my cover-all, work boots, and belt into the locker and closed it shut. Like before,
the seam went away and it was just another bland-looking wall. I back-tracked
to where Erica was waiting.

“Good, good,” Erica said. “I hope you had a great first day! Now, I will take
you to the employees’ exit/entrance that will facilitate your ease of entering and
leaving the building.”

Erica held the handle, opened it up and walked through with me following
behind her.

I found myself in a large room of sorts. It had the similar set up of the eatery,
in that it was completely white from the walls to the ceiling to the floor, with an
ambient sort of glow that was not altogether unpleasant. On the opposite side of
the room, I saw that there were a few obvious doors—obvious in the sense that
they had a strong shape of what one would expect of a door. In front of each door
was a very short line of no more than five people, and the queues were quickly
cleared as they were refilled by new entrants into the room itself.

“This is the external transport hub for SupeTech,” Erica explained. “The doors
you see in front are hard-linked to a few regional entrance-exits. Most employees
end up using the external transport hub system to get to and fro SupeTech, mostly
because the main entrance is just so out of the way to reach, as you would have
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discovered today.”
“Ah, so that’s why I didn’t see anyone else arriving at the bus stop outside of

SupeTech and entering through the main entrance.”
“That’s correct. This system has been around for a while, but previously, ev-

eryone had to enter and leave the same was as you did earlier—it was a mess
and productivity was quite bad due to all the time it took to get in and out. But
the new system is much better. Since you have been registered into the system
as an employee of SupeTech, you are now dialled in and can make good use of
the external transport hub system to get between home and here.”

“Does it matter which door it is I use?”
“No. It will always drop you at the regional entrance-exit that is the most

convenient for you. As to how they determine what is ‘convenient’, that’s some-
thing that I don’t know myself—the algorithm was apparently concocted by a
joint research team a little before my time.”

“Anyway,” Erica continued, “any more questions?”
“The regional entrance-exit. . . how do I get back into it to come to SupeTech?

Do I have to find something that looks like these doors and go through it? If so,
how do these doors get left alone by the unregistered people?”

“For your first question, no worries—the regional entrance-exit isn’t a door in
the conventional, physical sense, so you don’t have to worry about ‘finding’ it.
You just need to pass through it somehow. As for how the door gets left alone by
the public, don’t forget that these doors work through intent, so even if you are
passing through it but don’t have the intent of getting to work, you won’t actually
enter the regional entrance-exit itself. This is something that you probably need
to remember, because if you’re on the way to work but have the feeling that you
don’t want to get to work, well you won’t get to work because the system figures
out that that’s not where you think you need to be. We’ve got quite a few cases
of people who, ever so often, don’t feel like coming to work for one reason or
another. Management isn’t pleased about it when the numbers get a bit too
high, and when that happens, they will try to come up with some measure to
reign it in.”

Erica looked at me expectantly, seeing if I had any more questions for her.
I shook my head and thanked her for showing me around that day, and agreed
that it was indeed a most wonderful place to work at, and that I was excited to
hear of the project that they wanted me to work on tomorrow.

With that, I joined up with one of the fast moving lines of people and slowly
made my way towards the throng of people who were exiting SupeTech as Erica
turned around to leave through the door that we had come in from.



Intermezzo

“That’s the end of the story I want to tell you,” Guan-sheng said with an air of
finality to Alison.

She looked back at him with an air of almost confusion.
“That’s it?”
“That’s it.”
“But you had. . . thirty years of experience in SupeTech! And all you’re telling

me is this short vignette of. . . your first day?” Alison replied, her professional
demeanour faltering.

“Yup. That’s all I can tell you. Those things that I told you in my story are so
old now that it is safe enough to reveal them. The things that happened after
that, well, you’ll need to get them from someone else—it sure as hell isn’t going
to be me,” Guan-sheng replied as he finished up the rest of the tea in his mug.

Alison looked at the retired engineer. He looked relatively content and smug,
and she knew that she had no other leverage against him to get him to talk more
about the super secretive organisation that is SupeTech, that was suddenly trying
to get an IPO. Something did not make much sense in her head—how can such a
secretive company go public without spilling the sorts of secrets that are needed
when filing the necessary paper work that would enable them to actually proceed
with the IPO?

But she knew that Guan-sheng was not the right person to get the kinds of
information she needed. There’s got to be someone else that can tell her more. . .
useful things. But who?

“Alright, thanks Guan-sheng. Do you happen to know anyone else that I can
consult to get more information to write the article?”

“No, stop asking. I told you, you’re not getting more information from me
other than that story that I told you. If you are half as good as you think you
are, that should be enough for you to write that exposé that you are looking
forward to help beat your rivals into the dust or something. Not that I care if you
‘win’ against your rivals—I’ve not read any of these magazines or newspapers
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for a long time. Most of it is garbage in my opinion—you guys end up writing
things that you barely have an understanding about, pontificating this view or
that while the real people who are getting things done are spending their time
actually building and deploying things that you people only talk or write about.”

“Hell,” Guan-sheng continued without letting Alison a chance to defend her-
self or her compatriots, “I don’t even know why I agreed to this in the first place.”

“Okay okay, no need to get aggressive,” Alison quickly replied as she put away
her stenographer pad into her bag. “I really appreciate that you took your time
to share this story with me. I will figure out what to do next.”

“Yeah, you’d better. You’re not getting more information from me anyway.
Come, finish up your tea and let me show you the door.”

When Alison had finally left Guan-sheng’s apartment, he locked up the three
locks on his gate and closed the door before applying the three bolts it had. He
went back to his reclining chair and sat down in it, watching the clock on his wall
attentively. When thirty minutes had passed, he got up quickly from his recliner
chair, walked up to the door, and checked through his peep hole to survey what
was going on outside. He then made his way to the sole window that opened up
into the corridor and checked that it was still shut with the heavy drapes released
around it.

Feeling secure about his apartment, Guan-sheng retreated into his bedroom,
lifted up the handset of an antique dial phone on a land-line, and punched in a
familiar set of numbers.

The phone on the other end ringed for five seconds before it was picked up
and a voice was heard.

“Good afternoon, this is Pizza Prince Delivery hot line! What would you like
to order today?”

“One double cheeseburger super deluxe complete with a personal pepperoni
pizza with anchovies on top, double baked.”

“Would you like a coke with that?”
“No, I don’t want to aggravate my diabetes.”
“We are out of double cheeseburgers. Will chicken strips in honey do?”
“I don’t think my mother would like that. I’d really like the double cheese-

burger please.”
“Hold on, let me get my manager.”
“Alright.”
The phone line went into call waiting for about ten seconds before a different
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voice answered it.
“Guan-sheng, did everything go smoothly?”
“Without a hitch as far as I can tell. She’s sharp, but I think she bought what

I told her. Are E-li and Henrik prepared?” Guan-sheng talked carefully in reply
to the gruff and obviously camouflaged voice.

“Don’t you worry about that—Dr Wu and Mr Strovëngson are well aware of the
roles they need to play. Did you tell her anything else?”

“No, just hinted about the teleportation technology, and the tweaking of the
food chemistry.”

“Good, good. . . that’s exactly what she needed to hear. Are you doing okay
out there? Are you sure you don’t want to come back to work?”

“Nah. . . I’m alright. It’s a refreshing change of pace. Besides, don’t you have
more staff now than before?” Guan-sheng replied.

“You know that they aren’t as brilliant as you were at your best.”
“Now you’re just exaggerating. By the way, do you need me to get out of the

way until this whole ’Murica! e-zine article has done its job?”
“Negative. That would draw a lot of unnecessary attention and cause the

types of chaos that is detrimental to the IPO. Just do what you normally do, and
as always, if there’s something you need from us, all you have to do is call.”

“You got it Boss. Please take care and be careful around this Alison. . . like I
said, she seems to be the sharp kind.”

“Oh don’t you worry about that. . . we will be careful about her and those that
follow behind her.”

The line went dead. Guan-sheng shrugged and put down his receiver. His job
done, he left his bedroom and entered his work room just next door, where he had
a lab bench with various devices littered about, and a prominent lab notebook
opened to the page where he was working on before the distraction from Alison.

A solitary figure sat in a high backed swivel chair, putting down Its receiver
and staring at a wall-filled bank of screens that were filled with a mash of data,
visualisations, and surveillance footage. The entire room was painted white for
the floor, the ceiling, and the walls, except for that one wall with all the screens
on it. The ambient light in the room was low to ensure that what the screens
were showing would not be washed out by the room lights. But despite it all, the
figure itself could not be easily made out.

It was clad in the whitest of white cover-alls, from head to toe, with a hood that
extended itself over the face, showing not even the eyes, for they were protected
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with a highly reflective pair of shades. The cover-alls reflected the ambient light
so well that the figure was positively glowing from the near total reflection of all
light that was incident on it.

It. The solitary figure is the master of conspicuous anonymity. Where It
showed up on inspection throughout the SupeTech facility, it was very obvious
that It was there—it was very hard to mistake the only person in the entire Su-
peTech organisation who wore the über reflective white cover-alls, the manager
of all the managers, the leader of all leaders in SupeTech, the one person whom
SupeTech was working for. It had no name, no identity other than the one that
was forged as the über leader of SupeTech. No one even knows if It was the same
person over the two-hundred-year history of SupeTech—no one even knows if It
was a person at all. It could not be determined to be male or female—despite
the cover-all leaving nothing to the imagination in identifying the male adult form
from the female adult form, It left no such hints. Or maybe It did, but Its cover-all
was über reflective to the point that no one had any possible way to look head-on
at It to determine the pysical characteristics of It.

Visuals aside, It had a voice that was forever changing, so there was no clue
on Its identity to be obtained from there. Sometimes It sounded male, some-
times female, sometimes a discomfortingly androgenous mix of both. But no
matter the voice used, when It spoke to one of SupeTech, one would instinc-
tively know that It was talking to one, even if the one could not see the tell-tale
über reflective white cover-all, even if the voice resembled completely like that
of someone that one knew very well.

A master of conspicuous anonymity indeed.
It sighed. It was not Its idea to do an IPO for SupeTech, but the way things

were going politically, there was no cheaper way to maintain what they were
doing. The government of Diamlah was adamant that their prized company be
wholly owned by someone from Diamlah to further enhance their own socio-
economic and military aspirations, but the sheer size and influence of SupeTech
was making the Permanent Five of the UN Security Council uneasy. They de-
manded transparency—the Diamlah government demanded that nothing illegal
nor unilateral be done, threatening to take on the entire might of the UN Secu-
rity Council if need be, an extremely foolhardy sounding claim from the city-state
that still gave much pause to the Permanent Five, and it was all because of the
technological supremacy of SupeTech itself.

Technological supremacy. When the US government was showing off its
atomic weapons in World War II, SupeTech had already perfected antimatter
bombs. When Russia was flexing its own nuclear capabilities in the Cold War,
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SupeTech had already perfected precision antimatter bombs that were cheap
enough at mass production scales. Most of these secrets were kept secret for a
very long time, until Diamlah’s government started a conversation with SupeTech
to discuss the acquisition of technology from SupeTech for various uses with Di-
amlah. The level of technology shared by SupeTech with Diamlah were things
that they had already perfected some thirty years ago—they had already gone on
to bigger and better things.

It sighed again. The researchers at SupeTech have checked up on ’Murica!
and other similarly minded magazines and newspapers and have charted out
a possible story line that would reveal enough that would make the IPO plau-
sible but without compromising about what SupeTech was actually capable of.
Guan-sheng, E-li, and Henrik were just part of one threaded story that they had
concocted with Its blessing, and had decided to be personally invested in the
misinformation campaign to better fulfil the charade to its necessary conclusion
without loss of their decades-ahead advantage.

It gestured at the screens in front of it, and one of the surveillance video feeds
was brought nearer to where It was looking at, with its size increased to reveal
more detail. It showed a young woman, probably American, making her way
to the Diamlah National Archives which stored all manner of public records on
micro-film. It chuckled to itself—if only they had the type of data management
technology that SupeTech had, all these would have been over in minutes. It
pulled up a window with all the known information of Alison Ludgate, currently a
journalist at ’Murica! e-zine. It looked at the complicated graphic and started to
think hard about just what the pawn was going to do next.
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At the Archives

Alison got off the bus and crossed the road to the tall building. She paused
in front of it to compare where she was with the map that she had and was
satisfied that she had safely arrived at the Diamlah National Archives. Standing
directly in front of it, she looked up its façade in awe. She had read up a bit on
Diamlah before flying out of New York City, and she had found out then that the
Diamlah National Archives was the largest such archive in the world, and that
unlike other national archives out there, this one actually stored all the publicly
available records in micro-film form instead of a digital way, mostly because of
the enduring nature of film compared to the fragile form factor that was storing
on digital media. Many countries had laughed at Diamlah when it first shared
that it stored its searchable public records on micro-film, since it was more in
vogue to “digitise” everything and make use of the electronic computer to store
it all, but after the accidental detonation of a high altitude nuclear device by
the DPRK which caused an EMP that wiped out much of the electronic records
in the world, all the countries that were affected quietly started to rebuild their
public record permanent storage infrastructure around micro-film as well, since
the Diamlah National Archives was the only national archives that escaped that
EMP without any loss of data.

Her sense of awe satisfied, Alison walked up to the heavy steel doors, pulled
on them with her body weight to open them up before entering it. The interior of
the lobby of the Diamlah National Archives was a muted form of ornateness. The
ceiling was high above and dome shaped, a throwback to an earlier architectural
style that prioritised roomy ceilings reminisicent of the old gothic buildings—
that was as far as the ornateness went. The textures and other decor were much
simpler in nature, to the point where she might even call humble.

In the large empty space that was the lobby, a solitary counter stood in the
centre, and a single archivist was standing there, seemingly waiting for her. From
her readings earlier, she knew that the Diamlah National Archives did not nor-
mally had a receptionist, and that all excursions to it required an appointment
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in advance. An archivist would be present to aid whoever was using the appoint-
ment to find the information that they were seeking. As a foreigner, there were
some types of public information of Diamlah that were unavailable to her, but
through some careful diplomatic wrangling between the United States govern-
ment and the Diamlah government, an exception was made.

Not wanting to appear rude, Alison walked briskly towards the counter and
offered a handshake to the waiting archivist.

“Hi, I’m Alison Ludgate, you must be Johan Leug. Thank you for taking time
to help me.”

The archivist shook hands with Alison.
“Welcome to Diamlah National Archives, the largest national archive in the

world that stores all public records available on micro-film. Please just call me
Johan, and yes, I will be your archivist-as-assistant for today. According to in-
structions, you are permitted a total use time of ten hours cumulative, and you
may search for any information that we have at the Diamlah National Archives,
making copies of any of these information for your own research except for
records pertaining to the operation of the Diamlah government itself. You may
make additional appointments in the future should you not use up the ten hours
that you are permitted, but please make appointments at least one day in ad-
vance. So, how may I help you today?”

Alison eyed the archivist in front of her. Johan was a young man somewhere
in this late twenties. In her mind, the title of “archivist” always conjured up a
grizzled person who had been living in the records stacks for the better part of
five decades, their heads full of information that would take anyone else a life
time to amass. To see someone that young holding the title of “archivist” was, in
many ways, disconcerting.

“Hi Johan, thank you so much. Please don’t be offended, but may I ask you a
question?”

“Go ahead,” Johan replied.
“How is it that you’re an archivist when you’re so young? From my under-

standing, archivists tended to have nearly two decades of apprenticeship before
they get that title, and even then, it takes them another ten more years before
they become a full-fledged archivist who can operate on their own.”

“Ah,” Johan replied with a smile to allay any of Alison’s fears of offense.
“You’re not from Diamlah, so you don’t understand how we do things here. You
are right in that a regular archivist in a regular national archive will take nearly
thirty years of continuous practice before they are qualified archivists. Here in
Diamlah, our archivist training programme is very different. Thanks to the infor-
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mation technologies of SupeTech, we can train our archivists in one tenth of the
time while maintaining a level of excellence on par with the more traditionally
trained archivists out there. It is one of the reasons why we in Diamlah abso-
lutely like SupeTech—their technology actually works and they tend to help im-
prove our lives. I know from my instructions that you are here to investigate the
story regarding the IPO of SupeTech, and maybe you’re thinking that since I’m
expressing positive opinions of SupeTech, I will bias whatever information I find
towards projecting SupeTech in a good light. Rest assured that by the Archivists’
Oath, I will deliver you information as is without changing or misrepresenting
what it says.”

Alison looked at Johan, impressed.
Johan returned the look, with a neutral smile in his face.
“Alright, how may I help you today?”
“Right,” Alison said, her mind turning towards the business at hand once

more. She pulled up her stenographer’s pad and flipped its pages past the notes
that were taken at Guan-sheng’s apartment to a new set of pages that was the
cumulative efforts of the intervening two hours—a series of diagrams, names,
annotations, and many many connecting lines among the various entities that
the diagrams entailed.

To anyone, it looked no different from a conspiracy theorist’s sketch of shady
dealings, hidden connections, and sleazy alliances that control the world that
they were living in. But there was, of course, a certain logic behind it all. The two
hours that Alison had spent in her hotel room was, in her mind, the most concrete
attempt at trying to make sense of the entire structure of SupeTech. Guan-sheng
did not really say much at first blush, but he had said enough that some pieces
of the puzzle were starting to make more sense—and it had nothing to do with
just the technology.

In the centre of her diagram, a single word dominated: “Boss?”. Surrounding
it were the names of “Erica Wu” and “Erik Strannossen”, with annotations all over
them like “real name passing as fake?”, “composite person?”, and “pseudonym
from a real name?”. She tried to relate them with Guan-sheng into some kind
of hierarchical reporting structure, but found it exceedingly hard to link them up
properly since there were only three of them whose relationships are explicitly
mentioned in the story that Guan-sheng told. There was also the problem of the
separate “management” group—they were mentioned, but did not relate to the
rest of them other than the sole hybrid representative that was Erik Strannossen.

“What information do you have on SupeTech’s corporate structure that you
can pull up?”
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“There’s not much information on that, Ms Ludgate,” Johan said without hav-
ing to consult anything. “Being a private company that started even before the
current governmental system of Diamlah was created, much of their corporate
structure in the form of founders, board of directors and such were never a part of
the public record—this is despite the passing of the Corporate Transparency Act
that was passed some twenty years ago that made it compulsory for companies
and organisations, both private and public, to make known their board of direc-
tors and executive committees. SupeTech could have fallen under the Act, but the
reading before it was supposed to be signed into law, an amendment was made
to it to prevent a retroactive application on companies that were founded before
the creation of the first modern Diamlah government. There were two other com-
panies that were also affected by this amendment in addition to SupeTech. It
was reported that some rather vocal activists were decrying the amendment as a
strong-arm tactic applied by SupeTech to prevent themselves from undergoing
scrutiny due to the many ‘black ops’-type operations and research they have, and
that the two other companies that were also affected by the amendment were
merely shell companies that were controlled indirectly via SupeTech itself.”

“Please, just call me Alison. Also, wow,” Alison said as she made more notes
in a stenographer’s pad to avoid having to flip to and fro her existing one with
the diagrams. “Was there any investigation into the activists’ claims?”

“It was reported that an oversight committee of parliamentary misbehaviour
allegations was convened to look into the matter, but the investigations eventu-
ally petered out when the oversight committee could not subpoena the activists
to testify their allegations—the activists were no longer in Diamlah. The investi-
gations continued to the end, with a report written that stated that the allegations
by the activists were false, and absolved SupeTech of attempting to unduly influ-
ence the passage of law.”

“Now, when you said ‘the activists were no longer in Diamlah’, did you mean
that they were somehow assassinated or deported?”

“Neither,” Johan continued on, pulling the information from memory. “It was
just that when the subpoenas were served at the alleged activists’ places of work
and residence, they were not found to be there. There were no signs of a forced
entry, no signs of someone leaving in a hurry. It wasn’t a case of the activists
being assumed identities either—they were who they were, with a history of ac-
tivism, jobs, friends, colleagues, the whole works. There was no record of them
leaving Diamlah either, so all in all, it was just puzzling. Some tabloid papers in
that era claimed that the activists were indeed silenced by SupeTech, while oth-
ers were suggesting conspiracy theories that the government had created such
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strawmen activists to help justify their amendment to appease SupeTech without
drawing too much flak. But the official finding was just that the activists could
no longer be found. And mind you, this was twenty odd years ago.”

“Very interesting. Can you get me a list of the activists who were missing?”
“No problem. I have the micro-film of the report of the oversight committee.

It has the names of all the activists involved, as well as the members of the
oversight committee. Do you need anything else?”

‘Twenty years ago. . . it was long enough that maybe some of the people on
the lists in the reports had passed on,’ Alison thought to herself.

“Can you provide a cross-reference of the people mentioned in the report
with their associated public record information?”

“Sure. Full public record cross-referencing at ‘infinite’ depth will require at
least eight hours, full public record cross-referencing at ‘single’ depth will take
around two hours, while primary-mention public record cross-referencing will
take around one hour. Which type of cross-reference would you like?”

Alison looked at Johan in confusion. “What’s the difference?”
“In increasing order of completeness: the primary-mention public records are

those where the person’s generally recognised names, nicknames, and aliases
are the main reference of the record; the full public record cross-referencing at
‘single’ depth returns public records that mention the person’s generally recog-
nised names, nicknames, and aliases, be it directly or indirectly, but without trac-
ing it for the full context; and the full public record cross-referencing at ‘infinite’
depth is similar to the one at ‘single’ depth, except that a trace of all the contex-
tual records and documents are also retrieved and catalogued together.”

“I think I’ll get the one at ‘single’ depth,” Alison replied after a short pause
to think carefully.

“Alright, that will take up two hours. That leaves you with seven hours of use-
time left.”

“Shouldn’t it be eight? I mean, ten minus two is eight, right?”
“Yes,” Johan replied patiently, “but consultation with an archivist counts as

an hour of use-time for the purposes of accounting. It’s only when the archivist
has to retrieve records that additional use-time is incurred. This means that you
and I can keep talking for as long as it is within office hours, and it will still count
as only a one hour use-time. Also, anything I tell you during our chat, I will have
to pass you a copy of the actual records for, unless you tell me that you do not
need them. The total retrieval time for those records will add to another hour of
use-time, no matter how long it may eventually take.”

“That’s a very. . . interesting accounting technique. I don’t think the archivists
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I know work like that.”
“This is one of the major differences between the archivists in Diamlah versus

everyone else,” Johan started, with pride in his voice. “We know that time is
very valuable for our clients, and so as archivists, we have made it our duty to
remember perfectly as much information as our clients may need so as to given
them what they want fast without always having to search through the stacks of
micro-film. This is a special technique that our archivist training has worked on
and is what makes us superior to the other archivists.”

“Well, I can’t say that I’m unimpressed. That’s really scary to know,” Alison
replied in awe.

“Alright, what else can I help you with?”
“Are you aware of any patents that SupeTech has filed for their work?”
“No. SupeTech has not filed any patents in Diamlah’s patent office. You may

want to verify with the United States Patent Office to check with them in case
some patents were filed there—there has been a trend since twenty years ago to
file patents in the United States mostly because of the larger market and higher
visibility. There is a newspaper report about patents from fifteen years ago that
included a statement from SupeTech regarding their lack of filing of patents in
the five years since the Diamlah Patent Office was established. The official reply
from SupeTech was that they had no need of patent protection because they were
already so far ahead of everyone else in technology that by filing any patent at
all, they would be helping their competitors more than they are protecting their
intellectual property.”

“That sounded pretty arrogant,” Alison said.
“The same report had the same opinion as you, but they also noted that given

SupeTech’s vast influence and successes in the various industries that they have
decided to work in up to that point of time, it is hard to disbelieve what they say.”

Alison took some time to process what Johan had just told her, and consulted
her notes again. The two names “Erica Wu” and “Erik Strannossen” were still
eyeing her with an extremely loud obnoxiousness.

“Johan, can you do a type of public record retrieval based on fuzzy matching?”
“Can you be a bit more precise?” Johan asked, then looked attentively at

Alison.
“Let’s say I give you a name. But I don’t know if the name I give is actually of

the person whose public record I’m interested in. Can you help retrieve public
records on variations on the name instead?”

“We can do these types of retrieval, but they tend to be very costly, usually on
the order of more than twenty hours of use-time. You don’t have enough use-time
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to perform these types of retrieval,” Johan replied.
Alison thought a little more about the problem at hand. It was clear that

“Erica Wu” and “Erik Strannossen” are clues on who to look up next to learn
more about SupeTech, but as Guan-sheng said, they were not the real names. An
idea intrusively came into her mind.

“Johan, are tax records public in Diamlah?”
“Yes they are. We have them all available on micro-film and are retrievable

by name.”
“Do these tax records also contain companies that someone is working for?”
“Yes they do. What do you have in mind?”
“Can you help retrieve tax records of people who worked for SupeTech around

thirty years ago? And maybe return only those whose name can be considered
a variation of a small list of names I pass you?”

For once, Johan had no immediate reply, as though he were considering the
technicalities and ramifications of the request. Alison watched patiently as he
was thinking it through.

“That will take around ten hours of use-time, which you don’t have. Compara-
tively, retrieving only the tax records of people who worked for SupeTech around
thirty years ago will take only six hours of use-time, three if an abbreviated ver-
sions is needed. What would you like me to do?”

“Will the tax records be complete, meaning that anyone who has worked for
SupeTech and filed taxes will have their records returned?”

“The records will be as complete as how accurately they were filed,” Johan
replied carefully.

“Alright, please help retrieve the tax records. I think I’ll take the full ones,”
Alison replied.

Johan acknowledged the request and informed her that she had one hour of
use-time left should she not want the micro-film records of the information that
he had been telling her from memory.

Alison mulled over the choice that was placed in front of her. It seemed
that there was nothing else that she could ask for with the last hour of use-time
allocated—she was also a little peeved at realising just how short ten hours of
use-time was in the Diamlah National Archives.

“Yes Johan, please retrieve the documents and records that you were citing
during our conversation; I’d love to have them.”

“Excellent!” Johan replied as he pulled out a request form from below the
counter and filled in the types of queries that Alison had wanted through their
conversation. Alison watched as he wrote down everything in a very neat hand,
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much neater than whatever scrawl she used in her stenographer’s pad. He then
turned the form around and handed it over to Alison.

“I will need to know what form factor of the results you would like—the stan-
dard is micro-film copies ‘as is’, but you can also request for printed versions on
A4 paper. Those will cost more because of the delivery costs, about ten dollars
per five hundred sheets. You will also need to let us know if you’d like to purchase
a micro-film reader from us, or rent one, and lastly, where you would like to have
these sent to. It will take us around a day to prepare the output of the requests
you’ve made.”

Alison took the form from Johan and read through it. She decided on the
micro-film form factor since it was the most compact—she can easily bring it
back to New York City when she was done with the detective leg work out in
Diamlah. She checked the option for the purchase of a micro-film reader as well,
and filled in the details of the hotel that she was staying at. Checking through the
entire form again and finding nothing amiss, she initialled on it and returned the
form back to Johan. He too checked through the form for a third time to verify
that it was correctly filled in before initialling on it as well and sending it through
the deposit slot beneath the counter to despatch it for processing.

“Thank you so much, Johan. That was far less painful than I thought it would
be,” Alison said, offering yet another handshake before putting away her stenog-
rapher’s pads into her bag.

Johan took her hand, shook it and thanked her for dropping by before wishing
her good luck in her research. With all formalities done, he stood at the counter
again with a polite smile and watched on as Alison made her way away from the
counter and through the heavy steel doors of the lobby, where this time she had
to throw her entire body weight at one of them just to move it.

It had watched the entire transaction between Johan and Alison from the
comfort of wherever It was currently at, the nerve centre from which much of the
shadier things in SupeTech were first germinated. There was no sound, but there
was no need—automatic lip-readers had already generated transcripts for the en-
tire conversation between the two of them from the multiple camera angles that
were present. Naturally, much of the public safety and surveillance technologies
deployed in Diamlah were built and installed by SupeTech or its subsidiaries—
calling it the market leader of security solutions was a massive understatement,
and everyone who dealt with SupeTech knew that but were too polite and fearful
to say what they really felt.
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But It didn’t care. Frankly, It was impressed at the thought processes that
Alison was having—image recognisers had reconstructed the visible contents of
Alison’s stenographer pads from the deceptively low resolution camera feeds—all
SupeTech surveillance cameras had a standard resolution camera that was the
primary feed, and a much more narrow-angled optics system within the standard
resolution camera that allowed a much deeper magnification on points of inter-
est within the frame of the larger camera surrounding it. Not many people knew
about that, and tear downs from the reverse engineering team in SupeTech have
shown that none of their competitors even know that it is possible to do that in
the first place.

To It, Alison was taking the bait whole: hook, line, and sinker. It grinned to
Itself in glee—everything was according to plan.
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Diamlah

Alison stepped out into the open and consulted her watch. It was fast approach-
ing five in the evening, and apart from the quick lunch she had before she had
gone out to interview Guan-sheng, she had not really had anything substantial
in the way of food. She was still in the business and government district area of
Diamlah, with all the buildings standing tall around her. It had an air of New York
City about it, but there was still something different—the streets were less sooty
and cramped. People were starting to file out of the office buildings around,
those who decided to leave earlier to beat the evening traffic rush.

The air was definitely fresher in Diamlah than in New York City—the sheer
number of trees competing with the skyscrapers for the skyline supremacy is
just phenomenal in comparison to the many different urban places that she had
visited. She had never been to Diamlah, and would never have came on her
own accord if not for the need to write this story about Super Technologies, or
“SupeTech” as the locals seem to call it.

She wandered along the sidewalk, mulling over the epithet that had been
coined. “Super Technologies” to “SupeTech”—it sounded so natural, a sort of
dimunitive type treatment of what is starting to seem like an over-arching con-
glomerate of superior technology, the sort that the world has never seen before.
But almost no company that she knew of would allow their name to be reduced
in such a form—even the almighty Goldman-Sachs never allowed themselves to
be called “Gee-Ess” on a daily basis. Names had power; as a journalist, she knew
just how much power those names had. Armed with the right name at the right
place at the right time, doors can open, wars can be arrested, and money can be
made. In short, with the right name in the right place at the right time, the world
can be made to bend and yield to one’s bidding.

But why would Super Technologies allow itself to be called “SupeTech”?
Alison had no reply to her own questions and allowed her thoughts to wander

about without a sense of direction. Serendipity was one of the things that she
had grown to enjoy through the meditative feel of just walking about randomly
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through the city. Some might balk that doing so in New York City was tantamount
to having a suicide wish, but she was not in New York City now—she was in
Diamlah, the city-state that every city tries to strive to be because of its profound
efficiency in running and in generating excellent economic outcomes despite its
tiny size.

The people around her dressed in their stereotype neutral coloured office
wear walked by her as though she were another nameless entity in the crowd
of anonymity, her non-local features notwithstanding. No one stopped to stare,
glare, or even to engage her in any form of conversation—they were either walk-
ing purposefully in wherever they wanted or needed to go, or that they were lost
in their own worlds with or without a companion beside them. The sun was slowly
casting its long orange rays that lined up along the road that Alison was on al-
most perfectly, with the trees that were lining its side projecting their long and
delectable shadows. The orange glow reflected along some of the windows and
added a layer of dzzle that was nothing short of pure delight.

Alison savoured the secret sights of the city quietly to herself as she con-
tinued on her undetermined path, soaking in the ambience of a city that was
slowly shutting itself down into a lowered activity level for the night. Above her,
the street lamps were starting to flicker on alive, their incandescent filaments
glowing ever so slowly from a deep red to a dark orange, to a light orange to a
bright orange, to a brilliant yellow to a warm white. She looked down the street
as far as she could, and she could almost trace the path of the electricity that
was snaking through by the slow warming up of the street lamps.

But all the perfection of light and shadow was marred by her sudden realisa-
tion that atop ever other lamp post was an ominous looking box with attached
hemisphere. The sight and realisation of those usually inconspicuous attach-
ments to the lamp post jarred her away from the heavily romanticised feelings
that she was starting to have for Diamlah.

Cameras. Specifically, lamp post surveillance cameras and their associated
machinery.

She had read an article by a colleague on it before, but thought that the whole
premise stunk like a bad joke—who would be paranoid or rich enough to cover an
entire street, let alone the entire city-state, with such horrifically privacy busting
surveillance systems? Now that she was in Diamlah and walking under each lamp
post, she could not help but not unsee what she had seen—each of the black
hemispheres that concealed the camera lens and optics seemed to represent
the fiendish compound eye of an insectoid, a living and moving organism that
had the basest of intelligence.
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It was an apt metaphor, and she amused herself with it. But it was not enough
to shake her new found discomfort. As she continued to ply the road onwards, this
time with the purpose of returning to her hotel, she found that she was starting
to observe more and more of the unobtrusive surveillance cameras. There were
of course those that were on the lamp post. But there were also some that were
hanging off the façade of buildings, a couple that were off the roofs of the bus
stop shelters, and some that were standing on their own in some corner on a tree.
She started to breathe a little heavy from the anxiety—they were everywhere, and
it seemed like there was no escape whatsoever.

She didn’t know why she was feeling anxious—she was a visiting journalist
with nothing to fear. She was no dissident, or criminal, so why was she feeling
the oppression? She half ran along the road, startling quite a few people who had
not paid much attention to their surroundings as they were shuffling through the
street. Some of them stood aside and trailed her with their eyes, some confused
and others bemused. Alison did not stop running until she was in a green space
where there were no buildings dominating, and as far as she could tell, there
were no easily spotted cameras to be found.

A little out of breath, Alison slid into a nearby unoccupied park bench, panting
quite heavily. She tried to calm herself by taking deep, controlled breaths, and
looking at the grass and bushes in front of her as much as possible. She was
half-expecting to see a camera or two sprouting from the buses, but either they
were not there or that they were too well camouflaged for her to see where they
were. She continued her deep and rhythmic breathing, and found that her anxiety
was slowly going away.

‘Cameras. . . everywhere! How could they take it? Why would the people of
Diamlah allow themselves to be under constant surveillance? Was there no shred
of privacy in Diamlah at all?’ Alison thought to herself. She slowly tried to reason
with herself and rationalise that it was perhaps a cultural difference between
the United States and Diamlah, and that it was probably perfectly normal as a
culture to be subjected to the public eye, literally. Slowly but surely, she managed
to defuse her initial misgivings about the entire sordid affair. Knowing that she
had not done anything wrong and will continue to not do anything wrong in the
near future, she rationalised to herself that there was nothing to fear about it—
she was going to gather enough information for her article, then head on back to
New York City to work on it from the comfort and safety of the ’Murica! offices.
She glanced at her watch—it was nearly seven, which meant that it was about
morning back in New York City. It was probably time to give Maximillan a call.

She sat there for a short while more, giving herself a few more deep breaths
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before standing up and getting her bearings once again. Checking the map in
her hand, she figured out the direction that she had to head to for her hotel.

“E-li,” the voice through the phone rasped. “Are you well aware of what you
need to do when Alison Ludgate shows up eventually?”

“Yes Boss. I’m just curious why she’d want to come talk to an old lady like me
now,” E-li replied over the phone as she poured herself a cup of hibiscus tea.

“Your curiousity is well-founded though misplaced,” the voice through the
phone continued rasping. “You know about the. . . arrangement we had just be-
fore you decided to retire. It is time to make good of that arrangement.”

“Yes Boss, I get it.”

“Still wishing you were on active duty?”

“Not really. . . I swear that no matter how much we reduce the error rates of
the system, the longer a person is subjected to it, the errors eventually overwhelm
everything. The underlying bio-physics just isn’t robust enough for the loads we
are tossing at it.”

“Now now, this is an unsecured line. . . ”

“Yeah yeah,” E-li replied nonchalantly. “That’s an old line, even from you, Boss.
I’m an old woman now; not as hard-assed as you’d think. Is Henrik going to be
involved in this as well?”

“No, E-li,” the voice rasped back. “Henrik is not presently in Diamlah, and it
is unlikely that Alison Ludgate knows how to find him. That is all I need to tell
you for now. Keep me informed of whatever happens.”

“Yes Boss. You take care okay.”

The phone line went dead. E-li shrugged and put the hand set back on the
telephone and shrugged. She had been retired for a decade, and had not really
talked to anyone from SupeTech in a long, long while. But, like that old song
from the United States, one can always “check out” of SupeTech any time they
want, but they can never truly leave. She looked past the cup of tea on her table
and stared off into the small framed picture sitting on her mantelplace. It was a
much younger version of her, in cyan cover-alls, the only thing that she voluntarily
brought back from SupeTech on her retirement.

Over in an undisclosed location, possibly somewhere in the SUpeTech main
building, an entity in an über reflective white cover-all was smiling to Itself in a
most self-satisfactory sort of way. But there was no one to see it, not even Itself.
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Alison eventually reached her hotel at around eight in the evening. She had
eschewed the bus and decided to take a long walk back instead, partly to clear
her mind from the ruminations, and partly to kill time before she called Max-
imillan. She ordered room service from the front desk before heading up to her
hotel room on the seventh floor. She used her keycard on the reader, which gave
a satisfying beep before unlocking the single bolt locking mechanism. Alison
grabbed the handle, turned it, and entered her room, her free hand flicking on
the lights.

Unconsciously, she started to sweep around the room with her eyes and saw
that everything was as the way she had left them before she headed out, which
meant that it was as messy as the night she came in and sprawled her things all
over the room while preparing for her interview with Guan-sheng the next day.
Still affected by her earlier revelations of the surveillance cameras, she started
to quietly examine her room to look for any hidden cameras or even hidden
microphones. After nearly thirty minutes of such meticulous searching, she was
satisfied that there was nothing of that sort in her room.

‘At least they respect the idea of privacy in private,’ Alison thought to herself.
Three sharp raps on the door shocked her out of her thoughts, and she quickly
went to the peep hole to see who it was.

“Room service for Ms Alison Ludgate!”
“Okay, opening now,” Alison replied. She made some room for the swinging

door and opened it gently, keeping her eyes out to pre-empt any one who was
going to spring through. But it was just the hotel staff with a large serving tray
with cover, and a small rack to set it all on as a makeshift dining table. Alison
opened the door completely and stepped aside for the staff to bring in the food.

He nodded his head courteously, and deftly set up the table rack at where
Alison pointed out to him before laying the serving tray on top and removing the
cover. He gave another little nod with his head and was about to head out when
Alison pressed a five-dollar Diamlah bill into his hand.

“Oh, thank you!” He replied before leaving her room. Alison quickly closed
the door behind him as gently as she could and applied the bolt and chain locks.
She knew that Diamlah did not have a tipping culture the way the United States
had, but it was so ingrained in her psyche that she couldn’t help but give him
the tip. Besides, he had served her room service food professionally and without
any fuss, definitely something worthy of a tip.

Alison kicked off her shoes and changed into something more comfortable
like her pajamas. She started to eat her food and was surprised to discover how
hungry she was. Her hunger satiated and her comfort restored, she felt ready to
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give her verbal report to her editor.
She picked up the hotel phone and dialled the calling prefix to dial out of

the country and into the United States. She then carefully keyed in the phone
number of Maximillan.

The phone rang for three rings before a familiar “hello?” came through.
“Hi Max! Alison here from Diamlah.”
“Jesus Christ Alison! Where the hell were you? We were looking for you for

quite a while.” To say that Maximillan sounded angry was an understatement—
likemany editors, Maximillan had a short temper, and was almost always stressed
out by the short deadlines that dominated the journalism business. But this time
around, there was a much stronger edge to his voice that Alison could pick up
even through the signal degradation that was normal for long distance calls.

“I went to interview Guan-sheng and went to the Diamlah National Archives
to get research on the Super Technologies story. Is something wrong?”

“ ‘Is something wrong?’ she asks. Well, yes and no. I came in to the office
this morning with a small stack of memos to me saying that Chief wants to speak
to me. He does that all the time, nothing different and so okay, I went up there
to see him, almost like a normal day, right?”

Maximillan paused before continuing and Alison gulped.
“He had the most pissed off face I had ever seen and didn’t even offer me

a seat! There I was, standing there in front of him like some guilty school boy,
standing there, knowing fuck all of what’s happening. So I said ‘what’s up Chief?’
and he replied ‘I came back to the office this morning with a stack of lawyers’
letters telling me to stop the story on Super Technologies. You care to explain
how the heck that happened?’ I told him I didn’t have a clue, and asked him
what we were going to do. And he said to just carry on with the investigation of
the story, and for you to write whatever article you can, and he’ll make the final
call whether to run it or not. So, care to tell me what’s going on in your end?”

Alison was dumb-founded for a moment. She gathered her wits, steadied
herself, and referred to her notes in her stenographer’s pads. She explained
to Maximillan the outcome of the interview with Guan-sheng, at how he ended
up telling some kind of story about what happened in Super Technologies some
thirty years ago, how she figured out some leads from the clues he was leaving in
his story, how she went to the Diamlah National Archives to expend her ten use-
hours to get some more hard data, and how she was going to see if she could
track the “Erica Wu” or “Erik Strannossen” as stated in the story to get more
information. She shared with Maximillan some possible angles for the story,
depending on what information she managed to get back. She also shared her
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thoguhts on Super Technologies as a whole, but without having the diagrams
in front of her for him to see, she wasn’t sure how much of it Maximillan had
followed.

When she was done, all she heard for a while was the steady breathing over
Maximillan over the phone.

“Okay Alison, I get what you’re trying to do in the rough. Don’t make it into
some weird shit conspiracy theory crap—it will not fly. Stick with the facts, stick
with what you can back with hard data that third parties can verify. I know you’re
generally good at this, but this time, I want you to be especially careful. Chief
told me that he was going to run the lawyers’ letters through our own lawyers to
evaluate what’s happening and where we stand, but as far as he knows we’re in
the clear, as long as you keep your nose clean. I want you do wrap this up as
soon as you can, then get out of Diamlah and back here, write the article and
be done with this. I think we might have stirred a nest of ants here, but we still
don’t know if it’s red ants from the nest or red ants from some other nest. So,
keep your wits about you.”

“Max, can you tell me who the lawyers claim to be representing?”
“I can’t say. Got anything specific you are looking for?”
“Anything from ‘Guan-sheng’, ‘Erica Wu’, ‘Erik Strannossen’, ‘Super Technolo-

gies’, or ‘SupeTech’?”
“I don’t think so. I think Chief mentioned that they were some hedge fund

companies or something, but he didn’t say their names out loud. Listen Alison,”
Maximillan said in a careful tone, “I don’t know what is going on. I didn’t like this
assignment, but Chief told me to suck it up. Now we have these random lawyers’
C&D. You be careful out there—I don’t want to lose one of my most promising
journalists, you hear?”

“Aye Max. I’ll try to wrap this up as soon as I can and return.”
“Yes, please do.”

Alison stared up at the white plaster ceiling above her spread-eagled, the air-
conditioning running at full power, the lights off. She had placed the remnants
of the room service outside of her room, and had bolted everything again before
flopping onto the queen sized bed. It had been a long day, and at each step of
the way in the day, things started to get peculiar and peculiar. There was nothing
overtly bad, but there was still a strong bad vibe about things. She didn’t know
what it was, and hoped that when she returned to pick up the information from
the Diamlah National Archives tomorrow, she’d start ot have a better picture of
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what indeed was going on.



Seeking the Truth

A quiet but incessant beeping roused Alison up from her slumber. She cussed
softly under her breath as she was wont to do, reached out from beneath her
blankets to hit the snooze button on her alarm clock. The sun was already peeking
through the curtains that she had no memory touching.

Taking her time to actually wake up, she drifted in and out of sleepiness
before rolling over on her back and sitting upright, her face just happened to be
directly in the range of the intruding sunlight. She found herself squinting her
eyes involuntarily in discomfort, and any remnants of her sleep cravings were
instantly gone. She got up from the side away from the windows and stretched
herself before entering the attached toilet to wash up. She turned on the tap,
and cold water splashed throughout the interior of the sink. She cupped some of
the water in her hands—they stung—and splashed them straight on to her face,
shocking her awake even more thoroughly.

A fewmore such iterations, and her morning routine done, Alison changed out
of her pajamas and into a fresh pant suit, different in style and shape from the
one that she had gone about in yesterday. She put on her make up and went over
to the door, where she found that a note had been slipped through the crack at
the bottom of the door. Bending over, she picked it up. It was folded in two, and
upon unfolding, turned out to be a message from the concierge saying that they
had a package for her from the Diamlah National Archives and told her to call
them before she went to collect it from them as the package was kept safely away
from the front desk for security reasons—basically they did not want packages
for guests to be easily visible by anyone who was paying close attention to the
comings and goings of the hotel itself.

The message made Alison turn involuntarily towards the alarm clock at her
bedside. The glowing red liquid crystal display said it all: twelve oh six.

‘Damn it. . . had I really slept in that late?’ Alison thought to herself as she
put on her kitten heels that matched her pant suit. Her stomach was starting
to growl, a testament of the breakfast and lunch that she had managed to miss
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thus far. She grabbed her key card from the table, stuffed the message from
the concierge into a pocket on her pant suit’s jacket and exited her room before
making her way to the hotel’s restaurant on the ground floor.

Lunch was a small salad and a sandwich, and was done away in less than half
an hour. She then brisk walked to the concierge’s counter, where the duty staff
of the day was currently sitting there.

“Hi, I’m Alison from Room 723. I received this message from your counter
today, and would like to pick up my package?”

“Ah. . . this is awkward,” the concierge on duty replied, reading the message
to herself. “You really should’ve called before hand so we can prepare it for you!
Nevertheless, if you don’t mind waiting for a bit, I can have it brought out from
the safe keeping to hand it over to you?”

“That shouldn’t be a problem! Sorry for the goof up—I was more concerned
about my empty stomach at that point instead of following what the message
said,” Alison replied apologetically.

“No worries no worries! It happens some times! Now if you’ll excuse me, al-
low me to give my colleague a ring so that he can bring it out for you. Please have
a seat while you wait.” Alison took up the concierge’s suggestion and promptly
plonked herself down on one of the many comfy sofas that were lining the lobby
of the hotel as the concierge discreetly picked up a telephone receiver and mum-
bled a few inaudible sentences.

Alison looked about here in a semi-bored fashion. Waiting was part and parcel
of the job of being a journalist, but as a rule of thumb, even when waiting, a good
journalist would always be observing the surroundings around them. Sometimes,
the most innocuous of things can trigger off a whole new line of inquiry that
can lead to the greatest breakthrough story in a long while, and with that one
story, one can easily join the pantheon of legendary journalists who have made
a difference in society for society.

The lobby was spacious and homely—it had that sense of grandeur without the
air of grandiosity. In short, it was tastefully done with a faux neo-modern-esque
decor. The big clock in the middle of the lobby indicated that it was a little past
one, and already the signs of the check out crowd were starting to show. About
her, she noticed all the different types of people one would normally find at a
hotel such as this one: there were the tourist sorts, with their stereotypically loud
shirts and straw hats; there were the young couples on honey moon in Diamlah—
they could always be found by looking for that bashfully playful nature in which
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they would touch each other discreetly while still holding hands; there were the
whole family types, a pair of tired-looking nearing middle age adults with either
a coterie of children or older adults or sometimes even both, and always with
at least one child being particularly boisterous; there were also those who, like
her, were on business—they could be told mostly by what they were not, for they
were not going about as though they were on a leisurely trip, happy or otherwise,
and that they had faces that betrayed nothing about them as their eyes scanned
across the crowds that were passing them, as though sizing them up to see if
they were someone they knew and therefore could network, or someone from a
rival group that they could observe more discreetly on.

Apart from the people and the decor, Alison soon find herself looking upwards
towards the ceilings as though on instinct. She traced the contour lines of the
plaster frames for the few frescoes on the walls from the lowest edge upwards
towards the ceilings. And true enough, in the deepest and darkest corner of the
frames, she spotted an uncannily familiar sight: it was the unmistakable black
hemisphere of a surveillance camera.

Alison shot a quick glance elsewhere and did the same, only to find the same
results. Eventually, she found that the entire lobby itself was fully covered by an
entire grid of surveillance cameras, with no one else seeming to mind that at
all. The revelation was not as anxiety inducing as when she first saw them in the
city streets yesterday, but she could feel a quick kick in the gut there. For some
reason, she just could not put aside the notion that there was a whole country of
people who didn’t mind having themselves surveilled all the time in public areas.

Her lack of a strong visceral responses prompted her journalist mind to start
cranking. All the surveillance camera feeds have to go somehwere, and someone
has to expend great effort to have all these things set up in the first place—the
planning, the specifying of the operating characteristics, the actual monitoring
process itself, and possibly even the reporting mechanism. Maybe there were a
few companies who worked on such systems, but that did not make much sense
from an economics of scale perspective—if the surveillance equipment were be-
ing marketed as a security solution, then inter-operability was one characteristic
that would be completely mandatory, and somehow, the thought that multiple
companies would cooperatively define such inter-operability was something that
she could not easily fathom.

A sudden niggling sensation grew in the back of her mind. Suppose there was
only one company that did all these things to take out the inter-operability prob-
lem completely. Who could be large enough to pull off such a system? Who could
have enough resources to successfully deploy and monitor all these surveillance
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cameras?
“Ms Ludgate? Ms Alison Ludgate?” The concierge was standing in front

of her counter, motioning towards Alison while still standing within sight of her
counter and the package that was sitting on it. Alison lost her thought track from
the stimulus and stood up promptly. Seeing that it was the concierge who was
beckoning her, she walked resolutely towards her.

“Ms Ludgate, here’s the package that came for you this morning. If you could
sign this form here to acknowledge receipt of the package, we’ll be able to re-
lease it to you,” the concierge said as she pointed out the parts on the form
where Alison had to initial on.

Alison read through the form to confirm the contents that she was signing,
and, when satisfied with the terms and conditions that the form stated, she ini-
tialled at the space required. The form had told her the answer to the question
that she had wanted to ask the concierge: the package had come in at around
ten in the morning. Alison thanked the concierge, took the package from her and
hastily made her way back to her room.

Once safely locked in the hotel room again, Alison sat down at the desk to
examine the package that the Diamlah National Archives had sent her. It was a
small parcel, around six inches square by twelve inches, and was wrapped up in a
brown paper tied up with string. On it was a single simple label with the Diamlah
National Archives logo, her name, and the hotel address on it. That was all—it
was as nondescript as it got. Alison carefully undid the string on the package
and removed the brown paper. In it was a corrugated card board box that could
have easily been passed off as a shoe box if not for its thickness. Alison gently
removed the top of the box and peered at its contents.

The interior of the box was partitioned into two roughly equal partitions packed
with packing material. On the left partition, a very obvious magnifying glass was
present, together with what seemed like a small array of telescoping lenses be-
low it. Alison gently removed the packing material from the left partition and
gingerly freed the device contained there. The bottom of the telescoping lenses
was a single 35mm film holder atop a frosted piece of white acrylic, and below
that was a small ring of white light emitting diode lamps with leads that could
connect to a nine volt battery. She had seen a micro-film reader before, and this
was very similar in design to the one that she had seen previously, though it was
in a collapsed state instead of being fully extended. She peered back into the
left partition, and found that a small instruction sheet together with a nine volt
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battery were present.
She followed the instructions on the instruction sheet and extended themicro-

film reader to its uncollapsed form. Then, after attaching the nine volt battery to
the leads and flipping a switch to the side, the ring of light emitting diode lamps
lit up, creating a very diffused by very strong white light through the frosted
acrylic sheet. She looke at the acrylic sheet through the optical system above
it and was satisfied that the micro film reader had worked. With that done, she
flipped off the light and turned her attention to the right partition.

The right partition was a six by six by six cube space that had three rolls of
prepared micro-film. There were labels on each roll and Alison carefully read
them off as she took them out of the partition amidst the packing material. The
first was labelled “Report of Oversight Committee of Parliamentary Misbehaviour
Allegations”, the second was labelled “Cross-referenced People Mentioned in
Report of Oversight Committee of Parliamentary Misbehaviour Allegations at
Single Depth”, and the final one was labelled “Complete Tax Records Relating to
Super Techologies Circa Thirty Years Prior”.

Alison emptied out the packing material from both partitions to see if there
was anything that she had missed, and was thankful for doing that because there
was another small instruction sheet from the right partition describing the query
types that were used for each micro-film, and the assurance that despite appear-
ing in a roll of film, the micro-film were already developed and stabilised, and
consisted of the records that matched the query in situ, in a direct copy of the
relevant source micro-films.

Alison picked up the roll labelled “Report of Oversight Committee of Par-
liamentary Misbehaviour Allegations” and pulled on the exposed film tab and
tentatively looked through the first few frames through the ceiling light. Without
a strong light source and sufficient optical magnification, all she could see was
a whole series of really tiny writing where she could hardly make anything out at
all.

“Let’s see if this micro-film reader actually works,” Alison muttered to herself
as she flicked on the switch to the device. As the light powered on through the
frosted white acrylic backing, she slid the first frame into the holder, aligning
it with the frame markings carefully before holding it in place using the four
metal clips. She looked at the micro-film through the large magnifying glass
at the top of the optical system—and found that, as expected, the text of the
report on the micro-film was very legible. She read through the introductory
paragraph as a test, and seeing that it wasn’t that hard a problem, she grabbed
her stenographer’s pads and laid them out on the desk, using a fresh one to
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make even more notes as she read through the micro-film that was available.

By the time that Alison was done with reading all the information on themicro-
film, it was a little past four in the afternoon. Her stenographer’s pads were full of
her own notes, with arrows connecting from one major diagram to another, each
tracing out the relationships of the various entities within SupeTech. But there
was no pattern nor sense to be made as yet. It was just too early in the process—
what Alison knew that she had done was merely converting the raw material that
was present in the form of the reports into a more compact and condensed form
that made it easier to draw the type of connections that she was looking for.

But time, time and concertation were factors that ran against her.
Alison stood up from the desk, bleary eyed. She rubbed them to stimulate

some tears to flow, and then decided that it was insufficient, so she sauntered
up to the bathroom and splashed yet another couple of palmfuls of cold water
into her face. She was no longer wearing her going out outfit—that had been
ditched about an hour in when she started realising the magnitude of the task
that she had at hand. In place was her back in her comfy pajamas, the curtains
fully drawn to allow as much natural light to spill in to balance out the ambient
light against the light emitting diodes that were powering the micro-film reader.
Though she had used a micro-film reader before, this was the first time that she
spent nearly three hours staring through one, trying to make sense of what was
written in the documents that were captured within. It was a very back-breaking
work. Initially, she had kept moving her head to and fro the micro-film reader
and the notes that she was making, but after the thirty minutes or so, she found
that her eyes were fast losing their focus from having to keep acccommodating
to the different vision conditions. Eventually, she worked out a system where she
had one eye always reading through the micro-film reader while the other was
more focused on that of her near-writing. It wasn’t the best combination to be
had, but it definitely improved her rate of just crunching through the data.

She felt refreshed after washing her face, and she allowed herself a small yawn
to accompany a good long stretch. ‘The easy part was over,’ she told herself, ‘and
now, the hard part begins.’

She ordered another meal to be brought up via room service, and gently rolled
back all themicro-films back into the film canisters before putting them away into
the right partition of the box in which they were delivered to her. She switched
off the light source for the micro-film reader, removed the nine volt battery, and
carefully collapsed the optics so that it could once again fit within the two hun-
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dred and sixteen cubic inches of space that was available in the left partition of
the package. Then, she filled both partitions up with whatever packaging mate-
rial that was available, before putting the lid back on. The meticulousness of the
putting away of the materials was such that it would be easier to fly them back
with her to the United States where other journalists and maybe a couple of the
more technically inclined interns can split up the work and help her fact check
whatever it was that she had written. She finished up the putting away of the
package by rewrapping it with the brown paper that it came with ahd tying it up
with the string.

With that done, she carefully put it into her luggage so as to remember to
bring it along when she was ready to check out.

The desk had a significantly freed up space, and Alison rearranged her ma-
terials all over it so as to obtain a better overview of everything that she had. It
was not the most ideal set up for her—her work desk back in ’Murica!’s offices
was easily three times as large as this, but it will have to do. She knew that she
did not need a full story from the material, just enough to figure out who next to
look for to gain the precious information that Super Technologies was not willing
to talk about on their own through official channels.

In the centre of the table was a single sheet of stenographer’s paper, written
on only a single side. It had “SupeTech” written on it, and “Guan-sheng” linked
to it. Next to that sheet, Alison laid out a piece of paper that had “Oversight
Committee Report”, followed by some point-wise summaries of the findings of
the said report. Around that piece of paper, Alison started laying out other sheets
of stenographer’s paper that had names written on it, and next to them, various
descriptions that corresponded to their public records as cross-referenced by
the report itself. The stack of papers were slowly eating up the entirety of the
left side of the desk, with the right side still relatively pristine from the great
organisation of information.

Her baseline information laid out, Alison then gathered the small stack of
stenographer sheets that contained the names of people who appeared in the
tax records of all the people who worked at SupeTech some thirty years ago,
complete with short summaries of what the tax records contained. With them
in hand, she started to systematically compare the names of the sheets in her
hand with the names that had been laid out on the table. There were nearly one
hundred sheets of information in total, and that was mostly because she had
used half-sized stenographer’s pad sheets to work with the fact that her desk
was small.

There were some that matched the names that had appeared in the report,
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and there were others that did not. Among the others that did not appear in
the report, Alison put them in a special pile if the seemed to be talking about
someone who was likely to be useful for interviewing—the main problem then
was to determine somehow if those people were still alive thirty years later, and
if they were, where they were living at.

Another hour pased before Alison had completed her matching and sorting
task. The pile to discard was quite large, the pile of potential future leads had
around five sheets, and there was around ten or so that matched the names on
the report. Alison sighed. She thought that the process was enough to help her
narrow down the list of people down to maybe one or two, but having ten left
wasn’t as good an outcome that she was looking for. Or was it?

“Argh!” Alison growled out loud to no one in particular. “I’m not thinking
straight any more! All these reading, matching, and sorting—I need a break.
When’s the food coming anyway? I don’t remember them being that slow. . . ”

As if on cue, three sharp raps came from her hotel door. Alison jumped
a little—it was, in some ways, an unexpected visitor—but quickly regained her
composure. She tiptoed quietly to the peep hole and peered through it. It was
another hotel staff who had finally brought her her food. It was confirmed when
Alison’s “yes?” was replied by a clear “room service”.

The same routine of opening the door and allowing the hotel staff to set up
the collapsible tray-table and the removal of the cover with the staff leaving after
that ensued, and with the door safely closed, bolted, and chained, Alison turned
her attention towards the food that was lying in front of her. Hunger struck her
like a cold shower in the morning, and she wolfed down the chunks of rice that
was fried with cubed carrots, peas, corn, and chopped ham with a scrambled
egg mixed all throughout the rice, the quintessential Diamlah “fried rice” that
everyone in the world had copied one version of, but never could quite get the
actual flavour of it, or so the afficionados claim. Alison found the food palatable,
though its flavour was something that wasn’t one that she was particularly used
to. Rice was something that she’d eat occasionally in New York City despite there
having a large enough population of Asians and Mexicans that it was not really
that hard to find a place that served a good version of rice anywhere—it was just
something that she wouldn’t normally eat as a staple.

Her dinner done, and with the used cutlery and collapsible furniture shifted
to outside of the hotel, Alison turned her attention back to the sprawling ad hoc
concept map that was lying atop of the desk. Right in the centre of it was that
single sheet of paper that had “SupeTech” written on it, and “Guan-sheng” linked
to it. There was that combined dual network stack of people who were referred to
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in the report and had tax records from SupeTech thirty years ago, a hint of some
kind of strong employee relationship. Ten of them formed the double stack—the
rest either did not file taxes thirty years ago or simply weren’t there when the
report was made.

Alison carefully picked up each pair of matched stenographer’s sheets and
read the information on each of them as carefully as she could, as though it
were the first time that she was reading them. Of the ten, eight could be easily
eliminated from her list of potential contacts to look up—at the point of the re-
port made by the oversight committee, they were already halfway through eighty,
which would make them centenarians, not altogether impossible, but just very
highly unlikely—the report did make it seem that SupeTech’s capabilities at that
time were more in tune with large scale engineering, physics, and chemistry, with
little to no focus on actual biology-related disciplines, let alone on senescence.

‘I mean, I could probably verify them with more up-to-date public records
with more depth in the search, or perhaps get the interns to do that leg work in
the future,’ Alison thought to herself as she looked harder at the data in front
of her. ‘But for our current purposes, they are probably unlikely to be any lead,
either in the form of an “Erica Wu” or a “Erik Strannossen”.’

Alison took a long time to examine the only two matched records that were
not eliminated through other means. One of them was an electrical engineering
PhD holder called “E-li Wu”, and the other was a physics PhD holder called “Erika
Lu”. Both of them sounded like good fits to Guan-sheng’s description of the
behaviours of “Erica Wu”.

She could probably hit them both up to talk to them, but time was running a
little short—she was due to head on the flight home in around two more days. Di-
amlah was a nice and safe city for sure, but Alison could not ignore the fact that
when one was outside, one would be subjected to non-stop universal surveil-
lance. That was also partly why she was spending all these time on research
from the relative safety of her hotel room instead of going somewhere with a
more comfortable setting, like the use of a special project room in any of the
Diamlah National Libraries—’Murica! definitely had the funds for any short term
rental, and Alison had obtained the right permission to take action on things that
would make it easier for her to work on the story without running afoul of the law.

But the public library was public, and she had no way of knowing if any one
was actually payng close attention to her so as to figure out what she’s working
on before she could complete the story for publication—SupeTech’s IPO is a very
big thing and everyone who was anybody was dying for any form of information
that could help them decide if buying up SupeTech’s IPO was indeed the best
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thing that they could do for the decade or was it going to be one of those flops
like that time when Saudi Arabia’s Araoilco had an IPO in the New York Stock
Exchange, got a lot of interest and buyers, and have the prices tank the very next
day when it was revealed that there a large amount of the reported earnings was
not part of the company proper, but was part of the government of Saudi Arabia’s
treasury, and that the company itself was actually hurting in terms of their cash
reserves, which was why they needed the proceeds of the IPO to float their entire
enterprise.

Alison read through the information on “Erika Lu” carefully, making notes as
she went along. The more she read it, the more it felt like it was going to be
the right target—the ages sort of matched what was expected, and her expertise
seemed to be relevant to what Guan-sheng had [failed] to report during his little
story. There was only one problem from the profile that Alison could see—“Erika
Lu” had claimed in the oversight committee report to have worked for only ten
years even at Super Technologies, which fit the time-frame provided, but seemed
to be a little off—at the time when Guan-sheng first stepped into SupeTech, “Erica
Wu” was already a supervisor of sorts who, in many ways, sounded like she knew
the ropes of the place very well. That did not sound like the sort of person who
had just started there thirty years ago but before Guan-sheng. She made her
notes about this fact on the stenographer’s sheet for “Erika Lu” and set it aside
before picking up the one on “E-li Wu” to have a closer look.

On closer reading, Alison found that “E-li Wu”, like “Erika Lu”, seemed t fit the
role of “EricaWu” well. The ages were within range of what she was expecting, the
expertise was definitely relevant (“EricaWu” had been introduced by Guan-sheng
in his story as someone who was dressed in cyan cover-alls, a hallmark of those
who had electrical and electronic engineering training, a much closer fit to “E-li
Wu”’s PhD discipline than that of “Erika Lu”). Moreover, “E-li Wu” had claimed in
the oversight committee report to have worked at Super Technologies for twelve
years, which fit the time-frame as well as “Erika Lu”, but did one better—she was
more likely to have good familiarity with the operations of Super Technologies
to play the role of initial guide to Guan-sheng when he would appear on his first
day since she would have been working at SupeTech for around two years at that
point. Alison made a note of this fact on the stenographer’s sheet for “E-li Wu”
and set it next to “Erika Lu”.

Alison leaned back on the chair at the desk and stared up at the corner be-
tween the ceiling and the wall in front of her, ignoring everything else that was
around. She pondered about what she had seen, and thought about what next
she had to do. In her mind, only one name was present: E-li Wu, the real person
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behind Guan-sheng’s “Erica Wu”. It was not definitive, but it was the closest
thing to being as right as it could be. She re-read the material that she had to
see if there was any way to dispel any of her remaining doubts, but to no avail.
Short of going back to the micro-film to re-read the source materials—a definite
pain in the butt—there was nothing left to do except to make a judgement call.

She decided to contact E-li Wu to schedule for an interview.

Finding E-li Wu was not s straightforward as it seemed. Alison thought that
perhaps she could just look her up in the local telephone directory, but there was
no telephone directory to be found in her hotel room at all. She then put on her
going-out clothes—the pant suit that she had changed out of into her pajamas
for “something more comfortable” while doint the research—and went to the
concierge at the hotel lobby to ask for a telephone book, to which the concierge
politely (but regrettably) informed her that yes, there was a telephone directory in
the hotel, but it was meant only for the staff of the hotel to use—the hotel guests
were not expected to make external calls to people whom they don’t already know
how to contact, and that the expectation was a Diamlah regulation for hospitality
in general to dissuade scammers and conmen from checking into a hotel, using
the telephone directory to do their spam calls, and then check out, using the
hotel as a smoke screen for their illegal activities. Alison had quite a number of
possible replies to refute that logic, but kept them to herself, having reminded
herself of the universal surveillance that was present in the public areas.

“Then where can I find a place with an updated telephone directory?” Alison
asked the concierge.

“You can always try any branches of the Diamlah National Library; they are very
likely to contain the most up-to-date telephone directories for both residential
as well as commercial. If you cannot find the contacts of that person for any
reason, there’s always the Diamlah National Archives that you can fall back on.
I am sure they have records of telephone directories somewhere, even though
those are not technically public records,” the concierge, a different person from
earlier, replied with a smile.

Alison sighed.
“Okay. Where are the nearest branches of the Diamlah National Library?”
“Ah! That, I can help you with. Please hold on,” the concierge replied cheerily

before opening up a small drawer located behind the counter. Alison peered
discreetly and saw that behind the counter was a chest of drawers, with each
drawer roughly one and a half inches tall and three inches wide. From within
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the opened drawer, the concierge pulled out a small index-card like piece of
cardstock with various printings on it, and handed it to Alison.

“Thank you for waiting! Here is a list of ‘educational points of interests’ that
are nearest to our hotel, and with it are the addresses. The Diamlah National
Library branches count as ‘educaitonal points of interests’ and are therefore on
this list as well. Do you have a map so that you can find them on your own,
because if not, we can give you a map, complimentary of course.”

“Oh no, I’m good with the map,” Alison said gratefully as she took the small
index card from the concierge with only a little glance to ensure that it looked
reasonably like what it was supposed to be. “Thanks!”

“You are welcome,” the concierge replied, “is there anything else I can help
you with today?”

“Uh. . . do you think these library branches are open now?”
“Why yes! All the branches of the Diamlah National Library close at ten thirty

in the evening—so they are definitely open now. Is that all?”
“Yes, that is all. Thank you very much!”
“My pleasure!”
With that, Alison returned to her room, grabbed her map from her bag, and

started to plot out the branches of the Diamlah National Library that were closest
to her hotel. She found a couple, and one was just three blocks away—a short
enough distance to travel on foot. She spent a litle more time examining the
details more carefully to ensure that she would not get lost on the way there.
Once she was confident about her knowledge, she stuffed both the map and the
card into her bag, packed in a fresh stenographer’s pad and headed out for the
nearest Diamlah National Library branch.

The walk to the nearest Diamlah National Library branch was relatively un-
eventful. It was roughly two miles away, and Alison took her time to get there to
avoid working up a sweat—she was, after all, in her pant suit and not some work-
out friendly type of attire. As she walked along the beautifully curated streets
passing by the myriads of people and cars, she tried her best to ignore all the
surveillance cameras that she could no longer easily unsee. The cameras were
spaced out in a manner that didn’t seem to be too close, but they were still oc-
curring at a high enough frequency that when one would sort of not realised that
one of them was nearby, the next one would come into view somehow.

As she continued on her way, she started to wonder about the surveillance
cameras a bit more, regaining the lost thread of thought she had a while back.
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‘Who has the capability to run and maintain such a ubiquitous surveillance
system? Is it the government of Diamlah? But they do not have a specific tech-
nological arm that is capable of handling all these. . . so they must be contract-
ing it out? All these seem to require advanced electronics and electrical work. . .
and SupeTech seems to have those even thirty years back, if what Guan-sheng’s
words are to be trusted. Could it be that SupeTech really is running all these?’
Alison thought to herself, startled at the conclusion that she knew she was hastily
jumping to.

But that line of inquiry had to wait—she had arrived at the Diamlah National
Library branch. Like the Diamlah National Archives, the library branch had doors
that were made of heavy steel, as though it were designed to withstand anyone
who tried to breach them with force. Pulling the massive door with her entire
weight, she eventually succeeded and entered.

Unlike the Diamlah National Archives, the Diamlah National Library branch
had a more friendly feel about it. It looked like what a library might look like
in New York City, with lockers for bags, a scanner gantry to detect books that
were taken out of the library without having them checked out in the system,
associated security guards, and the librarians’ counter beyond the gantry but
just next to it.

Alison walked confidently through the gantry, and the security guard next to it
did not raise even an eyebrow when she went in with her bag held tightly next to
her. She approached the librarians’ counter and asked the duty librarian where
the telephone directory was.

“Oh, do you want the latest ones or the old copies?”
“Aren’t they in the same place?”
“Ah, not really,” the librarian replied with a polite smile. “The latest ones are

among the ‘recent periodicals’ section, while the old copies have been copied
to micro-film and are stored in the reference section.”

“Uh. . . ” Alison started, trying to decide which of the two options she wanted.
“Maybe you can advise me on this. I’m a journalist from ’Murica!, an e-zine
newspaper from New York City, and I’m trying to locate someone based on some
information from twenty or so years ago.”

“Hmm. . . I’d try the latest issues first. If that person you are interested in is
still alive, they are likely to be staying in the same place over that time frame, and
so using the latest version will be faster. Most people in Diamlah don’t move all
that often anyway, given the price of housing. Come back to me if you can’t find
the person you want, and I’ll see if I can set you up with the back copies—we’ll
probably work forwards from your main source of information to see if we can
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get ahold of this person,” the librarian replied.
“Ah, thanks for the advice!” Alison said, before suddenly lowering her voice

in a very conspiratorial tone, “but in case I don’t manage to find what I want and
need to use the second option, just how confidential will you take what I need to
look for?”

“Oh, don’t worry about that, we’re perfectly discreet about things like this.
Librarians’ Oath and all—we provide the knowledge and expertise to help peo-
ple look for information they want without any discrimination, and without ever
divulging what it was anyone was looking for.”

‘You people seem to have lots of Oaths about. . . for the existence of universal
surveillance,’ Alison thought to herself before thanking the librarian.

Following the instructions of the librarian, she made her way to the “Recent
Periodicals” section that was conspicuously near the librarians’ counter. There
were a few people lounging about, reading that day’s newspapers, while a few
others were reading some magazines that were there. Alison looked about, and
wasn’t surprised to see a copy of ’Murica! lying on the racks.

She traced the labels on the shelves, and finally came to the section for the
telephone directories. She pulled the two volumes out carefully, and put back
the one that said “Commercial” on it. With the “Residential” telephone directory
in hand, Alison lugged it to an empty table in the section and gently opened up
the tome.

For a well-thumbed volume, it was surprisingly pristine, much to her surprise.
In the libraries of New York City, such books would often show signs of extreme
heavy use incongruous to actually. . . using it. Pages would be torn out, scrib-
blings all over, annotations defaced the text, marker graffiti blocked out readable
parts—it was basically a horror show. But in Diamlah, the telephone directory was
pristine.

She flipped the pages until she was in the “E” section, to look for “E-li”. Care-
fully following the lexicographically ordered names, she moved from “Ek” to “El”
until she reached “Em”, but could find no entry that started with “E-li”.

She then looked in the “W” section, to hunt for “Wu”. She traced from “Wr”
to “Ws” and finally to “Wu”. The long litany of entries starting with “Wu” started
to frustrate her—she skipped a couple of pages before she was near “Wu E”.
Then, she scanned on till she reached “Wu Ek” and slowly followed the names
till she reached “Wu El”, and quickly zoomed in to two entries of “Wu E-li”. She
pulled out her stenographer’s pad and took down both addresses and telephone
numbers on a fresh page before putting the pad away back into her bag, closing
the voluminous telephone directory, and returning the tome back to the shelf
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that she had picked it up from.
Two possibilities to check, and perhaps she could find her “Erica Wu” or “E-li

Wu”. As she walked past the librarians’ counter and waved good bye to the help-
ful librarian and through the gantry past the security guard, a thought suddenly
dawned upon her.

‘What if E-li Wu got married and changed her name? The telephone directory
seems to list last names first, and if she had married, maybe she’d take on her
spouse’s last name, and in that case, these two possibilities will be as good as
zero.’ Alison groaned audibly, and the sedate security guard was suddenly paying
close attention at her.

She quickly shook her head and left the library branch as quickly as she could
through the heavy steel doors.

Back in the hotel room, Alison pulled out her stenographer’s pad and flipped
to the page with the contact information. She looked at the number she wrote
for the first E-li Wu, and decided to make the call.

The phone rang continuously for five seconds and she was about to cut it off
when it was picked up and an unsteady “hello?” came on.

“Hi, I’m Alison Ludgate from ’Murica!. Am I speaking with Ms E-li Wu?”
“Yes. . . I am E-li. Where did you say you are from again? America?”
“Oh, it’s ’Murica!, the e-zine. I’d like to ask you a couple of questions, will you

be willing to help me with them?”
“Okay. . . I guess. . . ”
“Do you like tea?”
“Sure. . . what about it?”
“How about hibiscus tea?”
“I think I might have had it every now and then. Why?”
‘Damn,’ Alison thought to herself, ‘wrong E-li.’
“Oh, we’re going to do a tea special for a future edition of our e-zine, and

we’re trying to figure out if hibiscus tea is one of the more favourite teas of folks
from Diamlah,” Alison replied to cover up the obviously odd question and end
the conversation quickly.

“Oh! I don’t mind it, but like I said, I don’t frequently drink it. Is that all you
need to know?”

“Mhm! Thank you so much Ms Wu!” replied Alison in as cheerful a voice as
she could through her disappointment.
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“You’re welcome! It wasn’t much really,” E-li Wu said before hanging up the
phone.

Alison put a small cross mark next to the first E-li Wu’s information and looked
at the second one carefully. If this wasn’t the E-li Wu she was looking for, there
was nothing else that she could do for the day, and she’d have to write the story
with only whatever Guan-sheng told her.

With great trepidity, Alison took deep breaths, and dialled the telephone num-
ber of the second E-li Wu.

The phone rang, and within three rings, it was picked up. Before Alison could
say anything, a very strong but female voice said “hello?”.

“Hi, I’m Alison Ludgate from ’Murica!. Am I speaking with E-li Wu?”
“Speaking. What do you want?” The voice was cutting and firm—whoever

owned it possessed the type of mind that was used to getting its way.
“Do you like drinking hibiscus tea?”
“What kind of question is that?”
‘Shit, another false lead. . . ’ Alison thought to herself as she switched out into

damage control mode.
“Oh, we’re going to do a tea special for a future edition of our e-zine, and

we’re trying to figure out if hibiscus tea is one of the more—”
“Cut the bullshit,” E-li Wu replied curtly. “I have been expecting you. From

what I’ve heard, you’re supposed to be quite bright—I cannot believe that you
are resorting to such a lame statement, and after so long too.”

Alison felt her face flushing. Outfoxed.
“I must say,” E-li continued, “when they told me that you would make contact

with me, I did not believe them, not out of arrogance but out of the assumption
that you would not be meticulous enough to actually find me.

“And before you utter a word, I shall ask you this: would you rather we meet
face to face, or continue over the phone? I can do either.”

“Sorry for all that Ms Wu. . . ”
“Please, just call me E-li, and answer the question directly,” E-li said, pro-

nouncing her name as EE-lee.
“I’d like to meet you face to face.”
“Excellent. I have no doubts that you have my residential address as well, so

let’s just meet at my place after lunch, at one o’clock. I will be waiting.”
“Will it be an interview or a story like Guan-sheng?” Alison asked.
“You will know when you arrive. Take care.” And the phone line was cut.
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Alison felt an adrenaline rush through her entire being. She had finally found
the right E-li Wu! And they had a meeting scheduled for the next day—things
could not have gone any better.

But once the exhiliration wore off, Alison started to think a little more carefully
about the encounter to prepare herself of what was to come. The way that E-li
said it, no doubt in a more assertive manner than Guan-sheng did, seemed to
suggest that there was some one or some thing else outside of her observable
universe that seemed to be either following her, or worse, manipulating events
and her so that things will go in a certain, specific direction.

‘ “I have been expecting you”, “. . . they told me that. . . ”—just who those “they”
were?’ Alison wondered to herself. She looked at the clock—it was nearing eight
in the evening, just about the time when the ’Murica! offices were open and full
of activity. She decided to buy herself a little insurance and called up Maximillan
again.

The phone rang for a short while before it was picked up.
“Maximillan here, who’s this?”
“It’s me, Alison.”
“Ah,” Maximillan said, his voice seemingly more alert, “any updates?”
“I’ve found the person behind the ‘Erica Wu’ moniker that Guan-sheng was

using when he was telling me his story. Her name is E-li Wu, and lives out in
Sommersville. Her address and associated telephone number can be found in
the latest edition of the Diamlah telephone directory. And we have scheduled a
meeting at her place at one o’clock local time after lunch.”

There was a short pause of silence over the conversation before Maximillan
slowly started to reply.

“This is your insurance, isn’t it?” Maximillan asked carefully. “Don’t worry, we
have this recorded in case something happens. Are you expecting something to
happen, Alison? Are you in any danger?”

“I don’t know,” Alison replied sounding tired. “It’s subtle, but I keep hearing
things that involve a ‘they told me this’, ‘I was expecting you’ here and there
from both Guan-sheng and E-li. I’m probably being paranoid, but it’s hard to not
notice things like that. Then there’s all these. . . cameras everywhere, in public.
They look like some sort of surveillance system, only thing is, I don’t know who
runs it, and I don’t know if it is safe to ask about that. I think I’ll just get this
story from her tomorrow and then we’ll work out what we can write when I return.
I’ll bring back the micro-film data from the Diamlah National Archives so that we
have some hard evidence that we can use for fact-checking whatever we can.”

“Alison,” Maximillan started saying solemnly, “you’re doing a good job out
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there. Please be careful. I think that what you are thinking is not unfounded—it
does sound like there are stronger under-currents in things than we expected.
You know it yourself—I didn’t want you to take on this story, hell, I didn’t want
us to take on this story. But this is ‘orders from above’, and so we’re going to
put our best effort forward and do whatever we can. Just hang in there, and call
me again this time tomorrow to check in on your insurance, okay? I know it’s a
Saturday over in New York City, but I’ll be at my desk, by the phone, waiting for
you to call in safely. Take care!”

“Alright boss, thanks.” Alison gently put the phone receiver down and had a
good, hard stretch in a bid to ease all her tired muscles from the day’s worth of
hard core distraction-free research.

She got into the cold shower, and as the cold water jolted away her weariness,
she started preparing herself mentally for the meeting with E-li tomorrow.



E-li Wu

The day came sooner than expected to Alison, who opened her eyes and just
laid there, looking up at the ceiling through the rays of the morning sun that had
made its way through the window whose curtains she forgot to close completely
before sleeping last night. A strong sense of adventure was running through her
soul, and she felt its electrification effects rather strongly. Alison let the sunlight
warm her face a bit more till it was starting to get a little too hot for comfort
before she sprung out of bed and carried on with her morning routine.

A dump, some teeth brushing, and a cold shower later, Alison was already at
the desk of her hotel room, taking the time to re-examine her notes and find-
ings to better prepare herself for the meeting with E-li. As she looked through
the writings that she had made over the past couple of days again and again,
the same thought of something or someone else who was out there potentially
meddling with her work was niggling ever so strongly from the back of her head.
She tried to ignore it, and for a while she was successful as her mind devoted
itself towards absorbing the information that she was reading.

But as she kept on repeating the absorption process of her notes, her concen-
tration started wandering till she was only thinking about that omniscient entity
than any of the things that she was supposed to take care about.

“This is sounding crazy,” Alison said out loud to no one in particular. “Just
what am I thinking about? Is there really something as conspiratorial as I think
it is going on in the background? And more importantly, is this something I can
ask E-li and potentially get an answer?”

When she was done speaking out loud, Alison just lazed on the chair, her torso
stretched out with her head lying on top of the back rest, and her eyes staring
languidly into the featureless wall above. She tried to calm herself as much as
she could, and slowly but surely, succeeded.

Her inner zen reached, she glanced at the clock next to her bed—it was nearly
lunch time. Foregoing the rather expensive room service (even though she wasn’t
the one paying for it in the end) and wanting a little more breathing room, Alison
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put on her outfit for the day, stuffed the stenographer’s pads into her bag, while
looking a few irreelvant ones to E-li to leave behind in her luggage; there was
no sense bringing along things that will not prove tobe useful, especialy if the
“conspiracy theory” were true. She could have mailed them out to the offices
of ’Murica!, but it would take a long time for the information to reach there, and
by then, there was a change that the package be lost, conveniently or otherwise,
in the international post. With everything safely stowed away, Alison left the
confines of her hotel room andmade her way down to the hotel’s other restaurant.

“Good day Ms Ludgate! Would you like to have lunch with us today?” The
maı̈tre d’hôtel greeted Alison warmly as she stood at where he was, the small
rostrum before the entrance of the restaurant proper. It was a different restaurant
from the one where she had her salad the previous day—it was a bit more classy,
and hopefully less public as the other one. Alison nodded, and was ushered to a
seat by one of the wait staff who was waiting next to the maı̈tre d’hôtel. It was
the first proper sit down meal that she was going to have ever since she had
touched down in Diamlah—she felt that she definitely deserved it after having
put in that amount of research work all over nearly twenty-four hours, something
that she didn’t even do back when she was still a junior journalist in ’Murica!. She
glanced about quickly from her seat to look for the tell-tale surveillance cameras,
but was shocked that she could find none of them.

‘Could it be that the restaurant is considered more “private” than the hotel
lobby? How is the concept of “private” and “public” distinguished then? It all
seems so. . . arbitrary!’ Alison thought to herself quietly. She looked around to
see the types of people who were having lunch in this more up-scale restaurant,
and it was made of the usual suspects: businessmen, businesswomen, a couple
of rich people who seem to be stopping by the hotel’s restaurant for their fix of
food before heading out, and maybe a couple of other people who wanted the
more quiet restaurant to enjoy their meal and thoughts instead of the other one
where everyone had access to.

Alison’s grilled chicken set lunch was swiftly served, and she ate it with the
delicacy of one who was well practised in the ways of table etiquette. That was
definitely not how she would eat normally, but sometimes it was just fun to do
something a little more high class as a change of pace—what’s the point of eat-
ing at a higher class restaurant if one does not follow its associated rules and
customs?

Lunch was professionally dealt with, and Alison settled the bill on the spot; it
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was a luxury that she wanted that was not covered by the per diem of ’Murica!
and thus should not be a part of the hotel bill that is sent up to the finance office
to pay. With that part done, she went over to the concierge to order a taxi cab to
take her to where E-li Wu lived to rendezvous for their agreed upon meeting.

“Here you are Miss, and that will be seventeen fifty six,” the taxi cab driver told
Alison having read the meter in front of him. She pulled out the exact amount
from her purse and handed it over quietly to the taxi cab driver, who turned
around to take it from her.

“Thank you Miss,” he said as Alison opened up the back door of the vehicle
and stepped out, bag slung on shoulder, mind ready to handle what was to come.
The taxi cab driver had been mercifully silent throughout the ride—he was rather
chatty when she first got in, but the moment she mentioned the address to which
he was to drive her to, he immediatel got all silent, as though he had found the
urgent need to be as discreet as possible. And as if to reinforce that perception
that she had, Alison heard the screeching of tyres as the taxi cab gunned its way
out of the neighbourhood that it had dropped her in.

Alison stood in front of the massive bronze gate and looked at what was in
front of her. Calling what she saw “palatial” was just barely doing it enough
service.

From the address in the telephone directory, and from the map that she had,
there was no indication of the type of grandeur she was looking at. It was a fully
detached house, complete with three levels, a large lawn, and a turfed round-
about whose roads ran under a porch of the main entrance of the house and
linked up to the massive gates that were in front of her. The architectural design
of the house looked very simple, but the simplicity itself imposed an air of ele-
gance instead of peasantly mediocrity. There were no cars to be seen under the
porch, and high white washed walls girded the entire property.

“Wow,” Alisonmuttered under her breath. This was not what she was expecting—
she thought that E-li was going to be like Guan-sheng, living in some apartment
somewhere like a normal person. That E-li was some rich old lady was soemthing
that took a while to get used to.

Just as she was about to find the door bell to ring it, a speaker came to life
and the unmistakable voice of E-li as heard over the phone came on.

“I see that you are right on schedule, Alison Ludgate. Kudos! I wasn’t expect-
ing any less from you—thank you for being on time. I am personally very sick and
tired of people who do not show up at their appointments in time. Please, allow
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me to open the gates for you to come in.”
A soft click was heard, and Alison could hear some device powering up with

that high frequency hum. The brass gates started to move outwards, and Alison
stepped back at enough of a distance to be out of the way of the moving gates.
The gates picked up some speed, and maintained much of it as they moved on-
wards and outwards, before slowing down to a stop without crashing or banging
into the walls the way many such systems tended to end up doing.

When the gates were fully opened, Alison slowly walked through them, secretly
marvelling at the subtly high class feel of the estate that E-li lived on. There was
that sense of outward simplicity from the architecturally simple construction as
noted before, but beneath it all, Alison could sense a vast store of energy and
technology that was powering many hidden away features of the estate: the quiet
hum of hidden generators, machinery, and mechanisms permeated the entirety
of the estate—it was clear that this was no ordinary rich person’s estate the E-li
was living in.

Alison followed the road up to the roundabout, and veered around it to get to
the foyer. Even without reaching there, she saw what was clearly E-li—she was a
wizened old lady dressed in an unmistakable cyan cover-all with a white belt in it.
Though old with white hair, E-li stood erect—her posture daring anyone to think
that she was incapable of going at it with those who were forty years younger
than she was. There was a haughty air about her that Alison detected, and it
felt terribly deadly only because Alison knew that if E-li felt that she was better
than you, she was, and mostly because of who she is, and that she had worked
at SupeTech.

Eventually, Alison arrived at the main entrance under the foyer, where E-li was
still standing, and was observing Alison’s every movement.

“Good day Dr Wu,” Alison began before being curtly cut off.
“Did I not mention that you are to call me ‘E-li’? How bad is your memory

anyway?”
Alison blushed, steadied herself, mentally reset, and soldiered on.
“Good day E-li, thank you for this meeting! I hope that—”
“Yes yes, enough of the pleasantries—you’ve flupped it anyway. I’m sure

you’re not here to spend time talking pretty words with an old woman like me.
Look—I’m even in the old uniform I used to wear when I was working in Su-
peTech, had to bring it out of the old closet of things that I didn’t want to look
at again ever since I retired ten years ago, and damn I’m amused that it still fits
me. Now, come on in, and let me brew a pot of nice tea, and we will see what it is
I can help you with,” E-li replied as she pirouette and walked through the main
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doors.
Alison followed quickly behind E-li, and respectfully paid attention to the var-

ious things that E-li was pointing out about the house and the corridors that they
were in. For a much older woman—E-li was sporting a head full of white hair—
she was walking surprisingly well, with a speed that would rival an average young
adult.

As it turned out, Alison was right in realising instinctively that the house
that she was looking at was running better than state of the art equipment and
technology—some of them were so new that the prototypes themselves were
used as a part of the house itself, with the theoretical underpinings for their oper-
ations buried deep within SupeTech’s intellectual property vault, the metaphrical
storage for all of SupeTech’s inventions and developmments. The science blew
over her head almost completely, but Alison paid close attention to the types of
effects and outcomes they were going for in each specific prototype. At times,
she wanted to discreetly take out a stenographer’s pad from her bag to make
quick notes on what was being shared openly with her, but she could not bring
herself to break the cadence of the cantankerous old woman.

E-li led the both of them sure-footedly to the living room, her steps regular and
even somewhat brisk, a trait that made her spryness suspiciously unreal. Alison
wondered if E-li had been fitted with any special augmentations that SupeTech
might have been working on—given what she heard from Guan-sheng and what
she was seeing so far, it would be completely reasonable to have that kind of
assumption. But she kept her tongue, just letting E-li do the leading. They were,
after all, in transit from one place to another, and no matter who it was, asking
hard and possibly personal questions like that in transit is just a faux pas that
she did not want to commit, not before she had gotten to know E-li better.

The living room was finally arrived at, and E-li parted the beaded curtains that
separated the corridor from the living room proper, before motioning for Alison
to step into it.

Alison nodded and quickly crossed through the curtain, and took a moment
to appreciate what it was she was looking at.

The living room itself looked like something out of the nineteen forties Amer-
icana, with wood panelling for the walls and the exposed parts of the floor. The
ceiling had beams across it like one might expect from a wooden cottage, and
resting on top of them were more wood panels. All the wood was stained into a
rich dark colour that, while giving the room a little bit of a darker feel, exuded
a sense of warm that felt very cosy. Alison could not tell if the wood that she
was seeing was decorative or structural, but it really did not matter—it was real
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enough for her. The room itself was quite bare, except for a couple of single
seat sofas, a small table, and a large rug that sat between them, all in front of a
fireplace with its own mantelplace and chimney. On top of the mantelplace were
a series of framed photographs whose contents Alison could not see from where
she was standing—but they looked vaguely like they were of various persons,
some of them in a cyan-coloured outfit, while others seemed more pedestrian.

After Alison stepped through, E-li went in herself, and let the beaded curtains
fall back to their original vertical configuration with a sibilance from the many
beads jostling initially with each other before finally falling into position. She
walked purposefully ahead of Alison who was hesitantly moving forwards and sat
down in one of the single seater sofas, and motioned for Alison to take the other
one.

Alison took up the offer and sat down in the remaining single seat sofa,
putting her bag on the rug on the floor, on her left side, and retrieved a fresh
stenographer’s pad and pen from within.

“Ah, your memory is indeed terrible,” E-li commented when she saw what
Alison was doing. “Now, I don’t profess to have an eidetic memory, but at least I
remember things, and I’m definitely much older than you as well. But, no bother,”
E-li continued with a somewhat haughty air, “I suppose you journalist types have
their tools of the trade inasmuch as we researcher types have our tools of the
trade.”

“And now,” E-li rambled on, staring deep into Alison’s eyes, “before you start
what is obviously going to be a barrage of questions, I will tell you bluntly that
I will only take a limited number of questions, that I may choose to not answer
anything you ask without ever telling you why, and that what you are going to hear
from me is going to be at least ten years out of date because I am just a retired
old woman from SupeTech who really has no real wish to talk about SupeTech in
the first place. Do you understand what you are in for?”

Alison nodded her head.
“Alright, may I first interest you in a cup of hibiscus tea? I had freshly brewed

it to time your arrival. It’s a very nice blende, this one is, not as strong as I would
personally like, but it should be interesting enough for you.”

With that, E-li poured a cup of tea from the tea pot before handing it over
to Alison, who accepted it with both hands, took a hot sip out of it, smiled, and
gently put it back down on the table.

“No asinine comments on how good the tea is? My, my. . . aren’t you learn-
ing?”

“Anyway,” Alison started off, brushing away the snark as non-chalantly as she
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could, “could you tell me a bit more about yourself? I only know what little of you
from Guan-sheng, and even then, he did not really say much at all.”

“Oh Guan-sheng? He told you about me? That’s interesting. . . I doubt that
very much. In all my years of knowing him, he was definitely not the one who was
most willing to talk about people directly, preferring to keep his fantasy story
of pseudonymous people whom he worked with. Don’t get me wrong, it’s not a
bad idea to have that, but he’s one of the scholars that SupeTech owned. Don’t
give me that screwed up face—no matter how they sugar coat it, scholars who
take up the funding from SupeTech to complete their studies are owned by Su-
peTech. They may choose to see it otherwise—‘ooo I’m serving a bond for my
scholarship!’ is a common one—but the fact of the matter is, SupeTech owned
them. And the ownership does not come cheap: Guan-sheng was under a lot of
pressure, both real and imagined, to perform at least at the eightieth percentile
when ranked among everyone in SupeTech for their pay grade. So, totally natural
he’d tell you a story with me and anyone else in it, but with names changed and
what-not. He cannot not do that—it is in his nature.

“I know I’m digressing—indulge in an old woman, will you? I’ve not had a
chat like this in a very long time, and I totally intend to relish it, whether you like
it or not.

“Myself. Not much to talk about—I got my PhD in electrical and electronic
engineering about forty years ago, and had worked in the industry for around
five before joining SupeTech as one of their electrical and electronic engineering
researchers.

“I know I used the word ‘joined’, but I didn’t go about applying for a job with
SupeTech. You will call what I underwent as being ‘head hunted’. At that point, I
didn’t even hear much about SupeTech—they were like how they sort of are now,
hush-hush, have great influence everywhere, but only spoken of with the kind of
awe reserved for the truly exceptionally elite type of person. In short, a place
that if you aren’t good enough, you’d never know of, let alone work for.

“I didn’t think that I was that good for SupeTech, and this was considering
that I was a holder of a PhD. Now I know you don’t have one of those PhDs, so al-
lowme to elucidate what it means to have a PhD. When you have a PhD, you would
have built up a considerable expertise in a very narrowly specified topic within
the general field in which your PhD was from. With that kind of expertise—you
are, by definition The Expert for that topic—a strong sense of personal capability
and invulnerability was to be expected. Some go overboard and become egoma-
niacal, but I was a bit more normal. Or less normal, depending on how you look
at it.
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“So what I mean is that, even when I had a healthy dose of ego about my own
abilities, I didn’t feel that I was good enough for SupeTech.

“Another to note about those days was that it was hard to get a PhD in the first
place, let alone a woman getting one in a ‘hard science’ type field like electrical
and electronic engineering.

“And so, I was head hunted by SupeTech, and became one of their researchers
for a long while until I retired ten years ago.”

Alison made notes of what E-li was saying and nodded her head in agreement
with what she was hearing just to keep everything in perspective.

“Why do you think that SupeTech wants to go for an IPO now, after operating
with their own funds for so long?” Alison asked next.

E-li glared at her, and Alison could feel herself unconsciously shrinking back
into the seat.

“How would I know? I never made management—to me, it had always been
the technology, the science, and the successful execution of their combination
to solve problems that people were facing, and solving problems that they might
face before they even realise that they were going to face them. That was all
that mattered to me then, and that is still what matters to me now. I don’t know
nor do I care why they would want to run an IPO. Maybe there’s pressure from
management to get more funding, which I highly doubt, or maybe there’s a need
to pre-position themselves for a future scenario that they think is most likely.
Who knows? I sure as hell don’t,” E-li replied with a tone of voice that positively
dared Alison to continue along that line of inquiry.

“I tried looking this up, but it was nearly impossible to, so I’m just going to
ask you directly: what are the useful innovations that SupeTech has produced
over the past decade that makes it an outstanding technological company even
in this time and age?”

“That, I can answer,” E-li said, her voice calming down. “And that’s mostly
because the technological innovations that you are seeing over the past decade
are based on the work that I had did nearly twenty years ago. That’s right—all
the so-called ‘innovations’ that started entering the market ten years ago were
already ten years old in technological content within SupeTech.

“My work then was on circuit digitisation and miniaturisation—how to take
commonly used electrical and electronic objects and shrink them down so small
that devices requiring such logic circuits in their operation will not have to be
big and clunky. We had to come up with some new physics and techniques to
create all these breakthroughs, and those were already sorted out and put into
testing twenty years ago. But, like all the technology we develop in SupeTech, the
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world was not ready for it, and so it took nearly ten years before it was deemed
to be relevant and safe enough to release it to the world.

“By the time I retired, we have already successfully converted our entire man-
ufacturing, research and development stacks to using our newer more efficient
systems. If there’s something quintessential about SupeTech, it is that we are
never afraid of redoing things that had already been done if it is deemed that
we have much better technologies that can do the same thing cheaper, faster,
and better. We never really subscribed to the engineering maxim of ‘cheap, fast,
good – pick two out of three’. We are always way ahead of anyone who dares to
think of themselves as our competition, and so it was always possible to do it
cheap, do it fast, and do it good.

“But you probably don’t care about the technology that goes into products—
products are the most obvios things that the consumers will see. So fine, I will
just enumerate some of the products that we have come up with. The most
prominent one is the public security camera system.”

Alison gasped.
“Ha! You’re pretty observant to have noticed them! Now, don’t you dare to

lie—you gave yourself away with that almost inaudible gasp. Let me try to deci-
pher what you are thinking—indulge in me for a bit. ‘Oh my god, I’ve noticed all
these surveillance cameras all over the place—but why is no one else reacting to
it? Why are they putting all these cameras everywhere—who owns the cameras,
and more importantly, who are watching the cameras?’

“The truth is, no one is watching the cameras, or at least, no human is watch-
ing the cameras. SupeTech built the cameras and installed them on contract
from the Diamlah Police Force as a form of public safety mechanism. The size
you see them in are a compromise—we can obviously make them so small that
you can’t even see them, but the purpose of the cameras was never for covert
surveillance—it had the dual purpose of acting as a deterrent for people who may
want to commit a crime in public under the guise of anonymity by being obvi-
ously ‘there’, as well as acting as one of the input to the Diamlah Police Force
despatch by using miniature logic circuits that can analyse the pictures taken
with the cameras and determine if a crime were in process, and when it does, it
will start to store the pictures taken as evidence.”

“You’re telling me that SupeTech has this technology twenty years ago and
are only deploying it ‘live’ for the past ten years?” Alison asked with incredulity,
her mouth wide open.

“Close your mouth; you’re drooling,” E-li said sardonically. “But yes. We have
the technology a long time ago, but again, it was all about the timing. The timing
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ten years ago was about right for the product to be made known, and so it has.
It was also time for me to retire, and therefore I did.”

“You said that no one was watching the cameras. . . ”
“That’s correct.”
“Why?”
“Have you tried to figure out just how much effort it would take to have a per-

son looking at all the cameras? Calling it impossible is just barely scratching the
surface—it’s not just impossible back then a decade ago, it’s still impossible now
and will remain impossible in the future. These are camera systems trained on
a single location for years—sometimes nothing happens, most times thousands
of variations of a mundane action occurs. Then, on a rare occasion, a crime hap-
pens, and even then, the type of crime that occurs can run into their own set of
variations. It takes too long to keep training human replacements for the job—it’s
thankless, and requires more concentration per person than any single person
can comfortably bear for ten minutes, let alone a whole shift or even a day. So it
is completely impractical for anyone to be watching the cameras directly all the
time. But our logic circuits—they get the job done painlessly and reliably. We’ve
had the time to really work on and refine the process such that our logic circuits
are the most efficient and cost effective compared to anyone who dares to think
of themselves as our competition.”

“That’s a pretty bold claim. . . ”
“You don’t have to trust it,” E-li replied dismissively while taking another sip

of her hibiscus tea. “I’m just telling you what we are looking at. You can always
talk with someone from any of our ‘competitors’ and ask them just how well they
are doing and come to your own conclusions.”

Alison stared deep into E-li’s eyes—the latter had sounded completely con-
vincing, but it was also possible that she was just that loyal to the company that
she’d be willing to say whatever was needed to make SupeTech sound good.
There was nothing acrimonious about E-li—grumpy and arrogant she may be,
but she was exuding nothing but honesty when she was saying all that she was
saying. Alison found it hard to contradict her, and just quietly made a few notes
to verify the things that she was hearing.

“Can you tell me more about your work with SupeTech?”
“Do you have a non-disclosure agreement signed with SupeTech?” E-li de-

manded in return.
“No. . . I don’t—”
“Then I cannot tell you much about my work. I’m sure you’ve heard from

Guan-sheng about how a day might have looked like, and I can help answer
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some questions about those, but if they start entering territory where an NDA
would be required, I will not be answering them.”

“Fair enough. . . in that case, can you tell me more about the structure of
SupeTech?”

“This is as it was thirty years ago—I will not know what they are like now. Su-
peTech isn’t organised along the lines of a normal company you may be familiar
with—it is more organised like a research university, if you are familiar with that
concept. That is, SupeTech has several large divisions that are based on the pri-
mary scientific fields that they care about. Thirty years ago, the ones that I knew
of were the electical/electronic division, chemical division, mechanical division,
and maybe a couple more that were not as well defined because they were using
internal definitions of what the field was. We have built up so much body of the-
oretical work that we ended up coining our own terms to describe them until the
rest of the world caught up. At that point, we would have to re-educate everyone
in SupeTech to use the terms that the rest of the world was using so that we can
easily hire people trained on the outside into SupeTech and speak in the same
type of language. It also acts as a type of barometer for us to know just how
far the outside world has caught up—it kept spurring us to advance the body of
knowledge faster and harder than before.

“There were also two other large but crudely termed divisions more related to
operations than to research, namely the management division and the security
division. These two divisions have representatives in the other divisions, mostly
acting as consultants and guides where necessary.

“Apart from the divisions, which are highly theoretical in nature despite hav-
ing some experimental aspects, there are cross-division sub-organisations of
SupeTech that you might think of as more traditionally aligned with manufactur-
ing and product design. These sub-organisations are built around two types of
themes—one based on emergent products, and the other for products that are in
market. Emergent products sub-organisations are mostly focused on designing
products, be they relevant for the now or for the future. In many cases, the context
of the product, the know-how of the product and all its related parameters are
explored under the emergent product sub-organsation. When the product’s de-
sign is completed, the management division takes up all the designs, data, and
know-how and stores them somewhere for future use when the world is ready for
the product.

“The products in market sub-organisation is focused on taking designs, data,
and know-how from that some emergent product sub-organisation have devel-
oped in the past and working out the manufacturing processes needed to oper-
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ationalise and sell it to the world.
“Mind you, this was the organisation thirty years ago. I am sharing it with

you now because at this point, the structure of SupeTech is completely different
from what I just told you. I know only because I watched it evolve. You will have
to find someone else to tell you more information about the current structure.”

“Do you know how the ‘emergent products’ are chosen to become ‘products
in market’?” Alison asked, making a note that the structure she just sketched out
was at least thirty years old and was likely to not be the correct one for SupeTech
now, though the IPO, if it successfully went through, was likely to document some
version of the organisation structure within it.

“No I don’t—I told you those were handled completely by the management
division, that I don’t know anything about. I was and still am a researcher by
default—management was never something that I cared to take part in, and Su-
peTech respects that by never asking me to be a part of management.”

“Guan-sheng talked about what sounded like portals within the SupeTech
building, what are they actually?”

E-li burst out laughing, and was laughing pretty hard for quite a while to the
point that it was starting to freak Alison out.

“He talked about them as ‘portals’? Really? Guan-sheng?”
“He didn’t call them portals, but the way he described them, it just sounded

like portals.”
E-li laughed even louder for a while more, much to Alison’s consternation. But

eventually, she calmed herself down and took a big gulp of hibiscus tea before
putting on a more serious face.

“Alright, sorry for the laughter—it was too incongruous. Whatever Guan-sheng
told you is one of the best technologies that SupeTech came up with that the
world hasn’t quite caught up with yet, so unfortunately, I cannot tell you what it
is, because there’s no name for it in the outside world, and thus whatever I can
tell you will be full of jargon that I might as well be teaching you the technological
advancements that we at SupeTech had done, and that cannot be done, not even
if you had a PhD and mostly because you’re an outsider. It is not completely un-
available in the world—I’m sure Guan-sheng talked about the regional entrance-
exits. I highly doubt that the world will ever catch up on this technology—a com-
pletely new science had to be invented to explain it mind you—and so I will just
have to leave you with the fractured ‘first hand experience’ that Guan-sheng gave
you. Do you have any more questions?”

“Who’s ‘Erik Strannossen’?”
E-li paused for a short moment before bursting out in laughter again. Alison
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was getting visibly annoyed, and E-li was actually laughing so hard that tears
were starting to stream down her face. Alison sat there sullenly, waiting for her
host to stop the incessant laughter.

“I must say,” E-li said as she recovered herself some time later, “you have
given this old woman a good work out that she hadn’t had in a long time! Let me
guess, ‘Erik Strannossen’ was a name that Guan-sheng dropped for you wasn’t
it? I’m also going to guess that you got me through some pseudonym that you
had to make sense of—what did he call me?”

“If you promise not to laugh like that, I will tell you,” Alison said, putting on
her most professional sounding voice.

“My my, tetchy aren’t we? Alright, I promise you.”
“He called you ‘Erica Wu’.”
“Wow really? ‘Erica Wu’? That’s terrible. . . he didn’t even bother changing

the surname. No wonder you managed to find me so quickly.” E-li was about to
break into another laughing fit, but seeing Alison’s disapproving face, seemed
to thought better of it and managed a light snicker instead.

“To answer your question, I think ‘Erik Strannossen’ is ‘Henrik Strovëngson’.
That’s ess tee arr oh vee eee-umlaut en gee ess oh en for your. He was a
technical-management dual-track, a rarified group of researchers that straddled
between working on science and technology, and the business of managing a
business. I can’t think of anyone else that might fit ‘Erik Strannossen’, mostly
because most of the people who work in SupeTech are locals who don’t have that
sort of European name. You look surprised—of course SupeTech hires the bulk
of its employees from the local population; Diamlah has an extremely strong en-
gineering culture that you don’t hear of even within Diamlah, and that’s because
SupeTech will always endeavour to hire the best engineers and scientists that
they can find locally. Fresh graduates from Diamlah will always be sought if they
are good, whether or not they graduate from the most prestigious universities in
the world, or from Diamlah’s not that bad pedigree.”

Alison took down all the information that E-li was telling her, taking care to
spell “Strovëngson” the way that E-li was spelling it for her.

“Do you know where I can find Mr Strovëngson?” Alison asked after she was
finished with her last set of notes.

“Unfortunately, no. I retired ten years ago, and while he was obviously older
than me, stayed on for even longer. I think he may still be working at SupeTech;
he’s just the sort of person one would not expect to ever retire. You will have to
find out how to contact him from someone or somewhere else. One thing that
isn’t readily apparent to you yet is that at SupeTech, we work with each other, but
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when we are off the metaphorical clock, we hardly ever hang out with each other.
So you are better off figuring out how to look for him. My gut reaction tells me
that you are unlikely to find him.”

“Is he staying in Diamlah?”
“He has to if he’s still working for SupeTech. Mind you, I don’t know for sure

if he’s still working for SupeTech—it’s just a guess on my part.”
“Were you and Mr Strovëngson close?”
“Close in what sense? If youmean workers, sure. He’s technical-management,

and I’m a hardcore researcher, there aremany cases where he’d be passing down
‘orders from above’ and many more cases where he’d be working with me to pre-
pare the right materials to brief the management about new techologies that are
created in SupeTech. You must remember that most of the management division
don’t necessarily have science or technology degrees, and considering how we
are literally inventing our science as we go along, we will also need to educate
them on the extent of the theoretical underpinnings so that they can make the
best decisions that are available.

“I know that it sounds like an impossible task, but in some ways, trying to edu-
cate the management division people about the new science that we are coming
up with is actually much simpler than trying to do so for those who have science-
related degrees. Part of the reason is that with completely new science that is
way ahead of contemporary science, jargon and symbols need to be invented
with almost no real-world corollary, and for the management division people,
their needs can be fulfilled much easier when they don’t have a dogmatic frame-
work to think from. This is unlike the freshly graduated researchers—by virtue
of the fact that they had studied contemporary science and engineering would
mean that they have been indoctrinated with the dogma of their field. That is
not a bad thing in itself, but it means that they will need to learn quickly how to
unlearn and relearn the new science.

“And if contemporary science does catch up, everyone in SupeTech will need
to update their level of understanding to make use of the new consensus-defined
terms, formulations, and conceptual framework.

“Strovëngson has this knack of taking a complicated scientific theory—contemporary
or otherwise—and breaking it down into its logical components and chaining
them up into a presentation format that would make the best teaching professors
blush with envy. I picked up a bit of the skill over the decades that I had worked
in SupeTech, but even I don’t think that I can match up with what Strovëngson
could do. He is just that good.”

“What have you been up to ever since you’ve retired from SupeTech?” Alison
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asked. “And also, did anyone from SupeTech keep in constant contact with you
after you’ve retired?”

“Ho ho ho ho. . . you are a sneaky one! Well, let me put it this way—you
can take the researcher out of the lab, but no the lab out of the researcher.
I may have retired around ten years ago, but that doesn’t mean that I’m no
longer interested in technology and science. In fact, it’s to the contrary—I ended
up liking what I’m doing more. Don’t get me wrong, SupeTech is a wonderful
employer, their benefits and remuneration are second to none, and this is taking
into consideration the over-inflated prices in Silicon Valley itself. How do you
think I can afford this lovely little house? It’s from what SupeTech paid me over
the decades that I had been working with them. As I said, second to none!

“But you, being the able journalist you are, will ask: ‘if SupeTech pays so well,
and you are doing what you love doing, why did you leave?’. For starters, I didn’t
leave, I retired. They may sound the same to you from the Land of the Free (ha!),
but SupeTech takes retirement very seriously. No matter how good you are, once
you reach the statutary Diamlah age for retirement, you will be asked to retire—
they do not undergo the pretense of ‘forgetting’ when your retirement is and not
inform you about it. When I reached that age, they asked me if I wanted to retire
or to continue to work, and I said that I’d retire.

“It’s not because I was getting sick of things in SupeTech, but that may have
been a hidden contributing factor that is the most logical to many people. I just
felt that if I kept on being there in SupeTech, then I would slowly become part of
that dogmatic aspect that would slow down the progress of science and technol-
ogy in SupeTech. It’s just something that eventually happens to everyone—you
come into a field fresh and untainted, you learn some of the new science, then you
slowly contribute to it, and eventually, you end up becoming one of the new sci-
ence’s ardent followers and defenders. That may work fine in the outside world,
but it was not the right thing to do in SupeTech, where we’re at least ten years
ahead of everyone else. The only way we managed to keep that advantage is to
always have people challenge dogma, and to come up with better explanations
and observations. So naturally, when one becomes dogma, it’s probably time to
go. And for my case, it was just retirement.

“As you have noticed when coming in to the living room earlier, I haven’t
stopped my own research. I have an arrangement with SupeTech that allows me
to periodically present what I have discovered to them if I think it may be useful
to them—in return, they help defray some of the material and machinery costs
that I may incur. They will never tell me if what I did has indeed been useful
for them, but they will at least add what I have done out here to their body of
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work. As a researcher, this is among the more important things in life; it is to
have people who are happy to make good use of one’s research. The different
science in SupeTech makes it hard to nearly impossible to publish to the real
world journals and conferences, and so I think that the arrangement made isn’t
too bad, at least for myself personally.

“And indirectly, yes, I have kept in contact with a couple of representatives
from SupeTech. Since I was no longer officially a SupeTech employee, they canot
reveal their division to me. I know them only by face, and a number that I use
to contact them when there’s a need to. And no, you cannot have this number—
each time I use it, a new number is issued during that call that I will need to keep
track of. If I lose or remember that next number wrongly, I will lose my contact
to SupeTech forever, and as a researcher, I cannot run that risk, so don’t even
try.

“I know that you are thinking to yourself, ‘wait, if E-li retired when her time was
up, how can it be that Erik Strovëngson can keep on staying despite being older
than E-li?’. That’s because when asked to retire, he told them to delay it, and that
his retirement will be delayed till the day comes where he either declares it or
dies on the job. At the rate he was going, it would seem like he was interested in
reaching the second conclusion. That is as far as I know—that is, he was offered
a chance to retire, he disagreed, claiming that he hadn’t use up ‘all his research
time’ because he was a technical-management dual-tracker. They agreed with
him and so he still works for them. Probably.”

Alison nodded in between E-li’s miniature stories, filling up page after page
of her stenographer’s pad. It was a good amount of information that she was
getting, but she could not tell if it was going to be enough to run a story with. E-li
sipped on her hibiscus tea quietly, seemingly waiting for Alison to ask her next
questions.

“Do you know if SupeTech is really intending to have an initial public offering
at the New York Stock Exchange. Have you ever seen the CEO of SupeTech?”

“My, my, that’s a good one—going for the jugular eh? I have heard the ru-
mours about an impending IPO, but to me it sounded very wrong. There was no
conceivable reason why SupeTech would want to bring itself public—it has what
I would think to be enough funds to last for another few life times, and so there
was no good reason why SupeTech’s internal business processes ought to be
open up to third party scrutiny. The level of scrutiny needed in a public company
can easily devalue SupeTech by leaking away all the trade secrets we have, which
of course includes the new science and new technology. By having an IPO, we
might as well put all our designs and science into the public domain, because
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that’s what it is tentamount to doing.
“As for the CEO of SupeTech, it’s funny. I’m prety sure that the CEO exists,

and have heard many different rumours on where he likes to appear and who it
is specifically, I’ve personally not met the CEO, and that’s because what I was
working on had more relation to the ‘hard science’ than to the managment-type
conversations, and so I can tell you almost nothing about meeting the CEO.”

“But these rumours, can you share what it was you heard?” Alison asked, her
eyes pleading.

“Against my better judgement, I will tell you some of the rumours that I have
heard, and would like you to not say that those were from me. There’s really
no need for that kind of unwanted publicity—I just want to quietly do whatever
research I can do without legions of people pestering me for an interview only
because I’m the easiest one to find after Guan-sheng. Can you promise me
that?”

Alison nodded—anything for E-li who was telling her more in that two hours
than all the work thse did running through the micro-film, scanning information
with one eye on the concept diagram and the other eye through the micro-film
reader.

“Alright. Some of the rumours I heard about the CEO is simply that he is a
very mysterious person. Despite being the CEO of SupeTech, no one has actually
seen his face. Yes, they see him, and that’s because he apparently dresses in a
special ‘whitest of white’ cover-alls, the kind that either reflects all visible light
tossed at it, or emits its own wave length of light that achieves that ‘glowing’
effect.

“In fact, calling the CEO a ‘he’ is technically wrong, since no one has actually
seen nor heard from the CEO directly. Granted that most CEOs are males, the
CEO of SupeTech never underwent direct observation to be confidently placed
in ‘male’ or ‘female’. You might think that the timbre richness (or lack thereof)
is enough to put to rest the gender problem of the CEO, but I just want to point
out that the CEO is never seen without his own voice-modulation tool, which as
you may be well aware, works really well to keep the voice identity a secret by
first stripping out much of the contextual clues that one would use when in a
conversation.

“Another rumour has it that the CEO has been changing over time, but they
keep their façades to conjure everyone into thinking that they are one and the
same, and that SupeTech has had the same CEO in forever from the initial found-
ing rumoured to more than a century ago, which sounds like an elaborate hoax
to me because Diamlah had not really existed at that time either, though I don’t
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doubt that the ‘whitest of white’ cover-all could have been in existence then,
given the type of technological capability SupeTech has.

“Those are the main rumours I have heard. Most of the other rumours die out
really fast, but for some reason this hadn’t. I’m sorry that I don’t have anything
more concrete than this, and in some ways I’m not sorry at all, because it means
that I didn’t actually leak any internal information to you.”

Alison’s mouth was gaping as she was writing all the facts of the rumours
down, as fast as E-li was telling them to her, her mind processing the informa-
tion as quickly as possible. Already she started seeing links between disparate
pieces of information that she had found through the micro-film, and from var-
ious conversations with Maximillan before she got on the flight out to Diamlah.
It was starting to become very scary information, and she was wondering if she
could ever return to ’Murica! to write that story after hearing it all.

E-li sat there quietly watching the journalist’s subtle changes in facial features
as realisations upon realisations were building up. She felt a certain smugness
in her, knowing that she had done what she was told to do, and that would be
enough. But she said nothing and displayed no other emotion to Alison as she
camouflaged most of her facial features with the cup of hibiscus tea that she was
always drinking.

Alison eventually put down her pen, and looked up from her stenographer’s
pad, with a certain look about her eyes. She stared at E-li, who looked unblinking
back. Then, breaking the ice, E-li said “So, do you have any more questions for
me?”

“I. . . don’t think so,” Alison stammered back a reply. “I think I’ve got quite a
lot of useful leads and information from you, E-li.”

“You did?” E-li replied in surprise. “That’s rather interesting, because as I
know it, I didn’t tell you anything that you probably can find out on your own if
given enough time to look for the right material.”

“That’s true,” Alison began as she discreetly put away her stenographer’s pad
and pen into her bag, “but as you have said yourself, you basically helped saveme
nearly weeks of research that may or may not produce the necessary information
in such a concise manner. I am really thankful for this interview, E-li, and rest
assured that I will not betray you as my source for some of the things that I will
eventually know the details of.”

E-li dismissed Alison’s words with a small flick of the wrist. She finished up
the rest of her tea and stood up.

“Do you need a ride back to the hotel? I can call a taxi cab for you—it’s not
easy nor is it generally possible to attempt to flag one down out here.”
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“Um. . . thanks, but I think I’ll just borrow your phone to make the phone call
instead?” Alison replied, doing her best to mask her wary sounding voice.

“Alright,” E-li replied as though she did not notice the change in tone. “The
phone’s in the corridor—just dial the taxi cab company’s number and tell them to
pick you up from thirty one Sommersville, and that they can turn in to the porch—
I will keep the main gates open for them to enter if you like. It’s definitely much
cooler to be waiting at my porch than at my front gates.”

Alison thanked E-li and found the phone the latter was referring to, and dialled
for the taxi cab using the number she got from the hotel—the same number as
the one that was printed on the taxi cab that had previously dropped her off at
E-li’s house. The phone rang for a short while, before the operator picked it up.

“Good afternoon, Diamlah City Cabs, how may I serve you today?” The oper-
ator sounded like the same as when she dialled for the taxi cab earlier.

“Hi, I’d like to call for a cab to pick me up from thirty one Sommersville.”
“Is that for a future booking or immediate?”
“That will be immediate please.”
“Alright, please hold on a second.” The line was replaced with some stock

classical music as Alison was put on hold. She stole a glance through the beaded
curtains and saw that E-li was just sitting there, sipping on a new cup of hibiscus
tea, her focus seemingly on the mantelpiece above the dark fireplace.

“Thank you for waiting,” the operator replied. “Your cab is a Hyundai Sonata
with license plate DC 1456 L, delta charlie one four five six lima. It will be arriving
in five minutes. Did you get all that?”

“Yes, thanks!” Alison said as she made a mental note of the license plate of
the taxi cab that was coming to pick her up.

Alison went back into the living room, where E-li stood up once again and
wordlessly led both of them through the house back to the porch. There were no
more words passing between them—all that needed to be said had been said,
and what was left were the questions that Alison did not know to ask, and answers
tha E-li did not want to give.

Time seemed to pass slowly as the two of them stood there waiting for the
arrival of the taxi cab. There was hardly any traffic outside of the gates of E-li’s
house—it was altogether too peaceful.

Alison took the moment of silence to reflect upon all that she had heard. She
had come to Diamlah to find out the truth of SupeTech and its attempt at an IPO,
and now that she has gotten one version of the truth, it was starting to occur to
her that she was woefully inadequate to deal with what was to come. Already in
her mind’s eye she could see all the possible ramifications, how the secret links
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that were in place would start firing off their secret actions that will eventually
come to haunt her. The whole thing smelt like it was rigged right from the very
start, when her upper management coerced Maximillan into sending her out to
Diamlah to chase the story down despite his strong resistance. Guan-sheng felt
like a plant, a person with enough of a tangible story that can be used to further
spring board in additional actors that can contribute to part of the narrative. E-li
was meant to be found, and Erik or Henrik was never meant to be found at all.

Someone was telling the people that Alison would need to find ahead of time
things that they should not know easily. And the cameras were owned and op-
erated by SupeTech itself. Everything was reeking from head to toe completely.
Guan-sheng and E-li might have been truthful in their words, but even then their
stories corroborated a bit too well considering the ten to thirty years of separa-
tion between when they occurred and when they were finally retold.

Alison took another glance off E-li. E-li was still as cool as before, sipping on
her hibiscus tea, looking ahead at the plants and not-so-obvious contraptions
that were sitting near them behind the wall on the far end. She was not actively
ignoring Alison, but seemed to respect the latter’s need for some silence. For
that, Alison felt grateful.

The peacefulness of the neighbourhood was soon breached by the unmis-
takeable raw of a diesel engine, and soon enough, a Diamlay City Cabs taxi cab
arrived at the gates of E-li’s house. The taxi cab slowed down and made the
obligatory turn around the the roundabout and stopped dead centre under the
porch. The driver wound down the passenger’s side and asked out loud “some-
one ordered a cab?”

“Ah, that would be me,” Alison replied as she stepped forward to the cab. She
examined the plates: DC 1456 L, as expected from the call. She opened up the
rear passenger’s side door and was half in and out before of the vehicle before
she turned around and wished E-li a good day. Bemused, the latter nodded her
head in agreement and waited till Alison got into the taxi cab and was safely out
of her house.

“I’m assuming that Alison Ludgate had appeared at your door step to warrant
this call,” the voice through the phone rasped.

“Yes Boss, I did as you asked. Dropped a couple more of those hints here
and there and answered her questions as much as I could without telling her
anything that might harm us,” E-li replied over the phone.

“Very good E-li. You have done well. Even as we speak, Ms Ludgate is heading
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towards a most interesting tour. Some might even all it the tour of a life-time!”
There was an odd guffaw that E-li heard over the phone.

“Well, she’s got onto a cab she dialled for and is probably on her way back to
wherever she’s staying. In short, she’s not at my house any more.”

“Nonsense E-li! Have you truly forgotten what SupeTech can do?”
“I didn’t forget it Boss; I just don’t want to remember it. We have a deal,

remember?” E-li replied adamantly.
“Yes, yes, yes. . . you will get what you want. Please let me know of any more

changes in the situation.”
“Can do, Boss. You take care,” E-li said through the receiver.
The line on the other side went “click” and it was all silent once again.
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Tour of a Life-time

The taxi cab sped as quickly as it could through the neighbourhood of Som-
mersville. Sommersville itself was unlike the parts of Diamlah that Alison had
seen so far—it was closer to that of the city centre region but with shorter build-
ings as compared to the apartment neighbourhoods of Guan-sheng. The roads
were definitely more wind-y, and had a bit more hills on them than down town.
And the fact of the matter was, places like Sommersvile often had very compli-
cated road networks due to the generally organic manner in which the houses
were orginally built.

Getting to E-li’s place was much easier than leaving it, much to Alison’s sur-
prise. She glanced at the taxi driver—he was keeping his cool and was navigating
his way through the residential road network as best as he can. The houses were
just whizzing by without stopping, and the myriad of colours mixed with the green
started to blend into a single hypnotic trance. And Alison, after nearly three hard
days of work, started to slowly drift off into a nap.

“Alison Ludgate, reporter on a special mission from the e-zine ’Murica! from
the United States of America to Diamlah, to uncover the reasons and evaluation
of the likelihood of the initial public offering of Super Technologies, also known
as ‘SupeTech’. Did I get anything wrong?”

Alison knew her eyes were closed, but there was a strong light that was shining
through even her eyelids—they made her eyelids appear in a deep orange. But
the Voice, it was something. . . different. It had a tone that she had not heard
before, the kind that sounded borderline unreal for some reason. Her ears could
detect that there was a strong organic component in the timbre of the voice, but
they could not pick up any of the sonic clues that one would need to use in order
to differentiate who the person was. Directional hearing was sufficient to tell her
the Voice was speaking roughly an arm’s length away from her. She tried to open
her eyes, but the presence of a bright light prevented that of her. Both hands

89
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were heavily manacled, and thrust into a very solid rope that kept her from doing
anything more than wriggling.

“Ah, I see you have discovered that you are bound. But I mean you no harm
and must instead bid you a fond ‘hello’ and congratulate you for getting closer
to the truth of the matter than you realise. Guan-sheng is, as you suspected,
sort of like a plant—we had given the lead out to a few press companies, and so
far, only ’Murica! has actually taken up the led and sent a true journalist from
the company itself to actually verify the leads that had showed up in the main
office. I must really congratulate your editor-in-chief for such a daring attempt
at finding out the truth—it is one of the qualities that is fast disappearing in the
world today!

“Unfortunately, I think you may be getting a little ahead of yourself here. You
have done some rather good work, but I fear that ou may not have enough time to
get the. . . right type of narrative that I’m expecting you to have. And so, against
what would seem to be good sense, I am going to help you get the right narrative.

“You might be wondering why I am so magnanimous, but frankly, I’m not. I’m
being completely Machiavellian here—there are things that SupeTech needs that
only you and by extension ’Murica! can deliver, and so things have transpired the
way they have.”

Alison tried to open her eyes, but managed a squint at best. The light that
was shining into her face turned out to be a highly directional spot light that was
high in the ceiling and pointed straight into her face. It was far, but its sheer
luminosity meant that it did not matter if it were that far in the first place—it was
just as glaring as it could be.

Her irises getting used to the brightness, she squinted harder and tried to
make out where the Voice was located. She saw a silhouette of sorts just at the
edge of where the light met the dark. It was not just any old silhouette—it had a
strange glow about it, and when she tried to look at where the face was supposed
to be, she found that shoe could not see anything that remotely resembled a face,
just a pair of vaguely familiar eyes looking back at her, the entire lower half of
the face obscured by a device that looked like it could be a respirator for a diving
gear.

“Ah, you have finally decided to open your eyes! Welcome again, Ms Ludgate.
As I was saying, there are things that SupeTech needs that only you and by ex-
tension, ‘Murica! can deliver, and so things are now the way they are.”

“Where am I?” Alison managed to squeek out, deciding to close her eyes
again to avoid the overly bright light overhead.

“ ‘Where’ is such an interesting question,” the Voice continued on, “How would
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you characterise a ‘where’ if you have no notion of what to anchor your position
to? Would it help to tell you ‘where’ if all that you know about your relative position
is the Void that binds and surrounds us here, where there is nothing ‘external’
for you to have a consistent frame of reference.

“I can tell you ‘where’ of course, but somehow, I think you already know and
will find that my answer can be considered quite. . . inane. You are, Ms Ludgate,
currently within the main building of the compound that is Super Technologies.
Ah, I see that you are starting to plot relative positions, trying to make sense
spatially how where you are now relates to everything else around, to Diamlah, to
the United States of America, to New York City, and even to your beloved ’Murica!
office.

“But before you break your head trying to think through the geometry that you
cannot even begin to comprehend, allow me to inform you that you, Ms Ludgate,
while technically in Super Technologies, are in fact, not anywhere in particular.
You, this light, the rope that binds you, and even I, simultaneously exist and not
exist because of ‘where’ we are.”

“What the. . . just what are you talking about? And who are you?” Alison asked
loudly in the general direction of the Voice.

“Oh, how have I forgotten my manners! I must have forgotten to introduce
myself. You may call me the CEO of SupeTech. No need to thank me for grabbing
you while you were trying to leave E-li Wu’s place, no doubt to head back to your
hotel to make yet another phone call to your supervisor, a certain Mr Kreuger, to
let him know that you have completed what you sought to do, and are safe.

“But before I go back to what I was saying, do you. . . ever, really and truly
feel. . . safe? Somehow, I don’t think so, not because I don’t trust you—which
in some sense I don’t—but because you’re living in a place where SupeTech is
not present in a dominant form. Your Raytheon and other ‘defense contractors’
are there providing all the security for your, and look what that got your country
in the end? So many senseless mass killings, much murder and mayhem, thugs
who kill cops, cops who kill thugs, the innocent getting caught in the cross fire
between order and chaos—when will it end?

“Ah, but the Diamlah way, the SupeTech way. . . it prevents problems from even
surfacing. Because it arrests issues before they become problems. Because it
sets the social contract between the state and the citizenry that when in public,
the public eye is always watching, and because of that, everyone behaves well.
But I digress.

“As I was saying, you, this light, the rope that binds you, and even I, simulta-
neously exist and not exist because of ‘where’ we are. You think that that’s you in
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that chair, bound by the rope, eyes burning from the penetrating spot light from
impossibly far away, while I, standing here looking at you, am talking as though
nothing awkward is going on,” the CEO paused for a bit and seemed to look away
for a second or two, as though he were trying to decide what he was going to say
next.

“Tell me Ms Ludgate, are you familiar with the concepts of ‘quantum mechan-
ics’? Don’t lie—because it will do you no good anyway.”

“I’ve read about it before somewhere,” Alison replied, her eyes still smarting
from the bright light that was more of an annoyance than a pain generator. “But
what are you trying to get at?”

“Ah, patience Ms Ludgate! In quantum mechanics, there exists the notion of
a wave function as you outsiders call it. These wave functions are mathematical
objects that, in some ways, encode the existence and non-existence of whatever
it is they are said to be describing by taking in an initial state and showing that
there exists a probability distribution over all accessible states that the object
will continue to exist in the accessible state. So existence is the collapse of the
abstract wave function upon points where the resulting space has a probability
that is greater than zero.”

“What’s that got to do with ‘where’ we are?” Alison demanded, emboldened
by her continuing existence with little to no pain or indication of any form of
torture.

“I’m getting there. . . you see, you are now a part of the wave function, as is I,
as is everything you notice in this. . . chamber that you are in. You simultaneously
exist and not exist, until the wave function collapses into a firmer state which will
determine your final level of existence or not.

“You are here with me because this is where I want you to be.”
“If here is where you want me to be, then how am I and ’Murica! supposed

to help you achieve the goals that you have been hinting throughout this period
of time?”

“Ah, herein lies the wonder of what I have done. You see, there’s you who are
here with me, and there’s another you who are out there, safely going back to the
hotel to make that phone call to Mr Kreuger, and eventually safely flying back to
New York City to write that article that needs to be written before the SupeTech
IPO can be released.”

“What?! I don’t understand what you mean?!” Alison was shouting, any sense
of professionalism thrown into the wind as she struggled harder on her bonds.

“Sadly, I know that you don’t understand what I mean, so please, allow me to
explain a little more. Inasmuch as a wave function can be used to determine the
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existence and non-existence state of an object, it can also be used to create a
sub-object through careful conditioning of the probability distribution described
by the wave function. You were doing well until you started to get a little too close
to where I didn’t need you to be, and since that there wasn’t much time left, I
found it more expedient to tweak the wave function to create a you with exactly
the right information needed and leave that to carry on, while extracting away
that part of you that has the information that I don’t think you ought to have.”

“You. . . you fucking kidnapped me in this prison?” Alison growled as the
bonds on her hands were starting to loose.

“It’s not a prison—all of us are here. All of us who work for SupeTech are here.
It’s the manner in which SupeTech operates. Think of it as a. . . containment of
your dangerous ideas that should never see the light of day.”

“What the hell. . . there’s no functional difference between what you are saying
and illegal abduction and confinement!”

“But there is!” the CEO crooned, “can something really be ‘illegal’ if there’s
no law written against it? You may think of this as a philosophical question, but
I see it as a manifestation of reality. ‘Legal’ and ‘illegal’ are very ill-defined—all
that separates one from the other is the government in power, and a set of lines
written by the governments of the past.

“I’d like to think that since I have power over the way reality works through
manipulation of the wave function, that I am, by definition, above the petty con-
cerns that you would call ‘the law’. Ergo, there’s nothing illegal about holding
you here because there is no law that recognises that you are being held here.
After all, aren’t you moving about freely outside and heading back to the hotel
to celebrate for a job well done?”

“You. . . you. . . monster!” Alison screamed as the bonds of her hands broke
free. She leapt up, forced her eyes open to stare in the direction of where the
glowing silhouette was, and sprinted towards it at full speed. The figure did
not even flinch, but simply stepped aside at the last possible moment to avoid
Alison’s bull charge completely. She ran off too far, tripped over an unseen step,
and fell sprawling all over the floor.

“Tsk tsk. Completely uncalled for. Your lack of understanding is deeper than
I initially thought, otherwise you would know that it is a very stupid idea to at-
tack someone who has absolute control over the wave function of space. But no
matter—I believe you are learning. Anyway, just to inform you, you will be here
oh until the end of time, which means nothing much since ‘time’ is as malleable
here as anything else. I cannot let you out because I simply cannot allow more
than one possible interpretation to affect my plans out there.
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“But don’t worry—you will get to explore the interior of SupeTech; that is one
of your wishes of wishes, am I right? The Ultimate Story of Super Technologies,
the most insider of all insider information of a company that had been in exis-
tence longer than civilisation but was only recently becoming ‘more public’. To
be fair, you will not ‘live’ forever—the wave function is only as valid as the object’s
consistency—so technically, you’ll get the same amount of time as the other you
who is out there has to live. Let’s hope that the you out there can survive well
enough without this part of you in her.

“But, feeling as magnanimous as I am, I shall indulge in a little interview with
you to answer some of your burning questions. You may choose to ask them now,
or next time should you ever have the chance to see me again, which may take
a while since you are not the only thing that occupies my attention—I do have a
company to run after all. Decide and let me know. And while time doesn’t really
mean anything here, I’d rather you not waste too much of my time by stalling for
too long since I will get rather irate.”

Alison pushed herself up from the ground with her hands and got into a sitting
position. Her face stung from the quick blow of the ground from the fall, and her
knees were feeling very bruised—a contusion was likely to be there, but she could
not examine it just yet because she was still wearing her pant suit and was in the
penumbra of the spot light from an impossibly high position within the cavernous
room. She hugged her knees close, nursing the bruises that she could feel below
the cloth as she stared at the unmoving glow that was the CEO in his impossibly
glowing cover-all.

“Well?”
A burning desire to question the CEO of what his plans truly were was felt

deep within Alison’s soul, but she knew that she would not get any satisfaction
by asking the “obvious” questions now. It wasn’t clear to her if she would ever
get a chance to ask questions again if she had done so right now. At least the
CEO was kind enough to leave her with the option of a future interview session
where she would know enough to make it a more worthwhile use of time.

“I’m still waiting, Ms Ludgate. What is your decision?”
“I will have that interview with you. . . later,” Alison replied through her gritted

teeth. The pain from the bruises were starting to throb continuously, and it was
becoming more noticeable and very hard to ignore. The last time that she had
hurt herself that badly was nearly thirty years ago when she was still a small child,
and had fallen off the monkey bars and landed awkwardly into the sand pit below.
She did not have any dislocations or fractures, but had landed hard on her knees,
slamming the patella into the joint itself, causing a rather angry looking bruise
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that was painful and colourful for nearly a fortnight. What she felt now was close
to that feeling, except it was more acute because she is three times the mass of
before, and her bones are no longer as pliant as they were when she was still in
the throes of puberty.

“You do not disappoint me, Ms Ludgate! I was expecting that answer from
you! Excellent! I will now leave you to figure out what you would like to do with
the remaining time you have here in SupeTech. You are free to wander about
anywhere within SupeTech—for places that you have no access to, it will be very
obvious because you will not be allowed to enter them in the first place. And
if you have been paying attention to what Guan-sheng was telling you in your
‘interview’ with him—yes, I know that it was more a story that he was telling you
than you asking him questions—youmight even remember why it does not matter
that you roam about SupeTech seemingly unsupervised.

“With that, I will bid you adieu. . . ” the CEO said with a mock bow before
walking away from Alison towards another part of the room where there was no
light.

“Wait! How am I supposed to find you when I’m ready to want answers?”
The CEO paused for a moment, the glowing cover-alls emitting their glow

clearly even in the umbra, and seemed to turn around to look dead at her face,
before replying “since you have chosen this path on your own, you will need to
figure out who to find me when you feel that the time is right for your interview
with me”. The CEO stood there and observed Alison’s stunned face for a moment
before pirouetting and continuing on the original trajectory in which the CEO was
heading towards before the interruption.

Alison sat there in the threshold of lightness and darkness for a while to gather
her thoughts. With the pretentiously intimidating CEO out of the way, she found
that she could actually think a bit more freely, givine her more room to organise
and make sense of the situation that she had inexplicably found herself in.

The last thing she had remembered was being on a taxi cab that she had
deliberately called on her own to ensure that precisely this situation was one
that would not occur. But it had happened anyway, and she was not sure why.
She did not remember the taxi driver doing anything particularly abnormal—he
was trying to navigate out of the Sommersville neighbourhood that was made up
of many one-way streets. The external view was sufficiently monotonous that she
had fallen asleep on her own accord—she was very sure that there was nothing
else that could have caused that.

So how was it that she was now in SupeTech and talking with the CEO?
Alison pinched herself hard.
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“Ouch!” She cried out involuntarily in pain. At least it was clear that she was
not in a dream of any sort. It was as real as could be, and yet she could see
that a version of her was indeed walking about outside, doing the things that she
would normally do, and in this case, it was wrapping up the story that surrounded
SupeTech to give more insight why it made sense for them to create an initial
public offer out in the New York Stock Exchange.

“Confusing, isn’t it?” A new voice was heard from somewhere among the
darkness.

Alison tried to turn her head towards the source of the new voice. It was hard
to see—everything other than the spot light from above was covered in one type
of darkness or another. Eventually, she could make out the silhouette of a heavy
set man with a big shock of hair and walked with a slow deliberateness. When
it stepped into the penumbra of the spotlight, Alison could see that the heavy
set man was in a cyan cover-all with conspicuous white arm bands around both
arms, just like the sort of sleeve holders that a croupier in a casino would have,
only in white and about an inch thick.

The shock of hair was all white, and there was amassive white beard to match.
Behind the beard and hair was a wizened old figure of a man who looked like he
could have been fifty instead of the eighty something that he was now. He walked
slowly but steadily without the aid of any other walking tools like the walking stick,
crutches, or even wheel chairs. His movement was purposeful but slow, and the
attitude that he was exuding was similar to his movement—purposeful but slow.
But through it all, he never did look like he was going to engage in Alison with
some kind of sparring, verbal or otherwise.

Instead of the more normal “who are you?”, Alison decided to try her luck
with the knowledge that she had just obtained (it was alright for the “same day”
delivery) from E-li. Before he could say anything else, Alison had already blurted
out.

“Are you ‘Henrik Strovëngson’? I’m Alison Ludgate from the ’Murica! e-zine,
and. . . ”

“Yes, I’m Henrik Strovëngson—can’t you see it on the name tag,” he said as
he pointed at the name tag that was on the left breast pocket of the cover-all.
“Considering that you are an outsider (as shown by Boss’s words and treatment
of you), I find it interesting that you know who I am. Have you been talking to
anyone before you were sent here?” Henrik replied with the patience that was
incongruent with the raw machismo aura that he was exuding.

“I’ve only talked to Guan-sheng and E-li, and they mentioned you in passing,
though from what I heard from them, you were still going to be working in Su-
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peTech and not retire. Everything else is just coincidence more than deliberate
engineering.”

“You are very negative! Take a moment to think carefully about SupeTech. We
do way more research here then at other reaserch labs or institutes combined,
because to us, staying ahead is an extremely important goal for the company to
fend off any future competitors.

“It is for reasons like that—always winning, hardly losing because good hard
work has been done to help increase the margin in which we are ahead of the
global state-of-the-art. Anyway, sorry for deflecting your questions—it was defi-
nitely unintentional.

“Please call me ‘Henrik’ if you need be, and I’m at your disposal should you
need specific information is stored either in the SupeTech library or currently
being worked on by people within SupeTech.”

“Okay Henrik,” Alison asked more carefully, painfully aware that her bruises
still existed and they were still hurting badly. “Can you do me a favour and help
me with these bruised knees? I really can’t seem to do anything at all. And
maybe when I’m feeling a little less pained and confused, I can probably ask you
more coherent questions. Because even right now, I don’t think that I actually
heard and understood what you were talking about clearly because of all the pain
that I was trying to not think about.”

“Sure sure, no problem. We always have first aid kits around in all the rooms
anyway—standard protocol. Can you stand? Come, let me give you a hand.”
Henrik squat down and tried to take one of Alison’s arms around his shoulder.

“Are you sure you can actually help me move? I mean, you’re at least eighty
something by now, am I right?” Alison asked cautiously.

“What, you doubt my strength and balance?” Henrik replied, sounding a bit
hurt. “I’ve been working all these while, and let me assure you, working here is
no walk in the park, so there’s no problem with that I’m sure!”

“Okay okay,” Alison replied, feeling a little sheepish. “I just didn’t want to hurt
you as well. Because then I would have no idea how to help us both since I don’t
know as much about SupeTech as you.”

She carefully balanced her weight between her less beat up leg and Henrik,
and the both of them stumbled towards a corner of the room that Alison was sure
contained nothing. They stopped in front of a black nothing and Henrik gently
slid her down to the ground so she was sitting on it again. He then stood back up,
and seemed to be reaching for something invisible before pulling out a box that
looks like a completel normal first aid box. Setting it next to Alison, he opened it
up and retrieved a small canister, broke open its seal, aimed it at Alison’s knee
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and said “You’ve got to expose the skin so that the painkiller can reach it. It
doesn’t work that well through cloth.”

Alison rolled up her pant legs carefully to expose her knees. She was amazed
at how he could see that well in the dark—it was nearly impossible for her to
determine just how bad the bruises were on her knees since all she could see
was a general dark patch on her skin.

Henrik aimed the canister carefully at Alison’s knee and squeezed the spray.
Alison felt a sharp stinging sensation before the pain faded away completely. He
did it for the other knee, and when he was satisfied that he had covered both
contusions, he capped the canister and handed it to Alison.

“Here, you can hold on to this. There are another four doses left—one dose
is one spray. You can use it when the painkiller effect wears off. Let me put away
the rest of the kit first.”

He packed up the first aid kit and walked back to the wall with it, before
slipping the kit back into the invisible cabinet. Alison stared at Henrik for a
while, her mind still confused at what she just saw. Henrik returned and saw her
quizzical look.

“Oh, I see what happened. When they got you here, they did not properly
register you in the system, so you cannot actually see what is going on around
you. Let me help you sort this out.” He pulled out a slab like device from a
pocket on his cover-all and thumbed all over the glowing side for a while, before
finally telling Alison to close her eyes and keep them closed for around thirty
seconds before opening up again. She followed the instructions to a tee, and
when the time was up, she opened her eyes, and was shocked to find that she
was no longer in that completely dark room with only a single light source, but
resembled a small laboratory of sorts.

“I think you should sit down—these things can cause vertigo if one’s not care-
ful,” Henrik said as Alison gently allowed herself to sink back down on to the floor
to overcome the visual shock. She tried to focus her eyes on the writing on the
cannister that Henrik had just passed to her—it had an unfamiliar brand name
with Super Technologies labelled as the manufacturer. There were some writings
on it that claimed it was a next generation fast acting topical painkiller that pro-
moted healing factors as well as removing the sensation of pain almost instantly.

Her focus on the words steadied, she tried to look about her. Her peripheral
vision had slowly conditioned her to the rapid change in surrounds that had finally
stabilised itself. She looked about her—she was no longer in a dark room with
only a single high powered spot light from way above in the nothingness; she
was just in an ordinary office room. The chair that she was sitting in was just a
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normal metal chair, and the ropes that had bound her earlier were scattered on
thr floor near the chair. The spot light that she saw was just a regular spot light
on a clearly visible ceiling at a height that one would normally expect a ceiling to
be at. In front of the chair, where the CEO was standing earlier, was a work desk
of some sort, and it was covered with veneer that was all white. It stood on top
of a single step platform about a metre farther in, where an all white high backed
chair was. Alison realised that she had tripped over the step earlier when she
was bum rushing the CEO, and shuddered when she saw that she had missed
hitting her head on the edge of the desk by mere centimetres.

Apart from the spartan furnishings, the other thing that Alison noticed almost
immediately was that everything was white in colour. The ceiling was white, the
walls were white, the furniture that she had seen were also white, and the floor;
some how they managed to have it all white as well. She had thought that Guan-
sheng’s description of an all-white room to be impossible to believe, but here she
was, and it was exactly as he had said it would be, though it was of a completely
different room.

“How are you feeling?” Henrik asked as Alison started to look away from her
surroundings to make some mental sense of what she was seeing.

“I think I’m feeling better. Thank you very much, Henrik. Now that I can see
where I am andmy knees are feeling much better, I have got to ask you this: why
are you here to help me?”

“Why?” Henrik echoed, and even managed to inject even more quizzical un-
dertones than Alison’s own befuddlement. “Why indeed! I don’t think that Boss
would want to waste the time of a senior personnel if it wasn’t in Boss’s interest
to really satisfy your curiousity so that things of a scale larger than you and I can
easily comprehend can move along more smoothly.”

“But he said that I would be here forever while the ‘perfect’ me was going
to remain out there, doing what is going to be necessary!” Alison replied indig-
nantly, immediately realising just how whiny she sounded.

“Ms Ludgate, there are two things that you need to understand and immedi-
ately correct your thinking on. First, Boss is just ‘Boss’. Gender neutral. There
is no inherent masculinity or feminity when it comes to Boss. Boss can sound
female, and Boss can sound male—it all depends on the whimsy of Boss. Boss
may look female at times, or male at times—again, that’s the perogative of Boss.
Boss is ‘Boss’—no gender. Boss does take offense when gender is attributed to
Boss unnecessarily. Since you are an outsider, I doubt that anything particularly
serious will happen to you if you make the mistake, but I don’t think that you
should be pushing your luck that hard.
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“Second, things are not as simple as they seem. I see that perhaps your
knowledge on the properties of the wave functions are not as strong as what Boss
might think, so maybe I should elucidate a little more. Yes, you are ‘split’ into two,
with one part of you in here, and the other part of you ‘out there’. That much is
true. But to think or claim that each of these instances of you are independent of
each other is a grave newbie mistake. The wave functions represent probability
distributions, they can be partitioned or ‘split’ into various linear combinations
through a careful application of a function that effectively does what we call a
‘conditioning of the probability space’. These are all mathematical abstractions
that the technology needs to work, but they have a rather profound effect from
the perspective of a person. You see, while you may be both here and there, you
are still. . . you. There is an aggregate source entity from which the instance of
you here and the instance of you out there spring from, and it is this aggregate
source entity that provides the most tenuous of links between both instances of
you.”

“You mean to say that—”
“Yes. There is a subtle and nuanced relationship between the two instances

of you that can affect the other instance. This means that there are actually ways
to transmit information from one instance to the other, no matter the distance.
But the ways of doing this are not easily understood—we have some good theo-
retical underpinnings of explaining how this can be done, but from a pragmatic
perspective, it takes almost a life time of conscious effort to learn the types of
mental manipulations necessary to create the right kind of environment for the
transmission of the said information.

“In other words,” Henrik continued, sounding like he was about to finish what
he wanted to say, “Boss wants to ensure that all the possibilities are covered in
as safe a manner as possible, and to do that, Boss needs to ensure that the you
who are now in SupeTech must be kept sufficiently up-to-date with the types of
information the you who are out there to prevent the unintentional meddling of
the information that the you out there needs to achieve the goals that Boss wants
to do.”

Alison raised her hands to her temples and started massaging them carefully.
She could sort or tell what Henrik was trying to tell her, but all the talk about
how she was both here and there, separate yet linked, mostly unaffected but
potentially affecting, was starting to get to her. She may be good at working out
the information flows as part of being a journalist, but this was getting beyond
what she was comfortable with.

Henrik looked at her with a critical eye, as if he was trying to make sense of
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what she was thinking. She just kept rubbing her temples for a while more, as
though the action alone was sufficient to help her make more sense out of the
situation.

“Come on, stop thinking about this for a moment—let’s get you some tea. I
think that will help you feel more comfortable here,” Henrik gently encouraged
Alison as he helped her up to her feet. She feebly followed him as they walked
towards the only door to the room. Henrik gripped the handle and threw open
the door, and the both of them entered it.

Alison felt her stomach tumbling in every which way, as though she were
falling through an elevator that was moing in all sorts of directions except for
down, her eyes seeing nothing but blackness, for a split second before discover-
ing that she was in another room that was completely white. From the layout of
the tables and chairs around, together with the counter with trays of food, Alison
realised that they were now at the café.

“I hope that didn’t disorient you too much,” Henrik said. “It’s definitely a
far cry from thirty years ago, but the way the doors work, there’ll always be a
perceptible amount of time where the lack of a consistent set of large scale
physical laws rears its ugly head. We’ve managed to get it down to around a
millisecond of proper time, but we’re still working on how to shrink down the
relative time that a single person might feel as they go through it. The regulars
who are at SupeTech are basically immune to this sensation since they have
to use these doors all the time, but for someone who is new to this, that short
amount of time can lead to some rather dramatic outcomes. I’m just glad that
you hadn’t decided to throw up yet.”

Alison shook her head. “I’ve ridden roller coasters that are worse than that—I
think I’m fine. Also, can you tell me more about the technology that we just used
there? Guan-sheng had told me vignettes about using such a mechanism to get
around in SupeTech, but he was sorely short on the details on what it really was.”

Henrik frowned a little and said nothing for a while as he led the two of them
to an unoccupied table and sat down. A waiter came by with a pot of tea which
had a card that labelled it as “lapsang souchong” and two empty porcelain cups.
He left those on the table, gave a short bow, and moved on to his other tasks.

Without saying anything, Henrik poured out two cups full of the tea, and
sipped on his cup carefully. Not wanting to appear too awkward, Alison followed
his lead and did the same, all the while observing Henrik’s actions to see if he
was going to change the topic or answer he question directly.

“I don’t think that the outside world’s technologies have caught up enough
for me to give you a technically correct explanation of what it is, mostly because
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you (and by extension, the outside world) do not have the right jargon to really
understand everything that needs to be said of the technology. So I’m going
to tell you about this technology using whatever knowledge the outside world
currently has.

“Think of each door as a device that produces a discontinuous pathway into
a high dimensional manifold. You can think of this high dimensional manifold as
a rubber sheet that has been bent and folded into impossible to imagine shapes.
Each of the doors that are attached to a room in SupeTech has a counterpart on
the high dimensional manifold. Are you following me so far?”

Alison nodded as Henrik continued.
“Okay. Now picture that the counterparts of two doors on the high dimen-

sional manifold are arranged such that one opens to another, so like two differ-
ent parts on the same very horribly complicated sheet of rubber are next to each
other, and you poke a hole through them. It then becomes possible to move
from one side of the high dimensional manifold to another, with both sides link-
ing to different physical places. That negligible distance between the two sides
of the high dimensional manifold are the void that does not have any well de-
fined physics laws, which explains that weird feeling you had earlier. We have
advanced technology to the point where we can get any two surfaces on the high
dimensional manifold to get that much closer—it’s around ten orders of mag-
nitude from Planck length—which is an amazing feat, but it is still insufficient.
We’re still working on that and the goal is to get it to within two orders of magni-
tude from Planck length—that’s where we estimate that the associated relativis-
tic effects as felt from the frame of reference of the person will be completely
imperceptible.

“Of course, that only explains how one gets from one room to another via the
doors when the two doors are aligned correctly on the high dimensional manifold.
The really tricky part is how to specify that such an alignment is needed. Mind
you, each door in SupeTech can be used to open every other door in SupeTech
just by thinking alone. That part is the most important breakthrough we’ve had—
it was the discovery that the higher order abstract structures of the brain can
be easily mapped to that high dimensional manifold. It was then just a case of
working out how to measure that higher order abstract structure in terms of its
shape, and how to effect the deformation of the high dimensional manifold itself
from the control surface from the higher order abstract structures of the brain.
Naturally, we have worked them out, and that is how the door systems work.”

“Guan-sheng said that one needed to think very clearly and resolutely the
place that one needs to be in in SupeTech before the door will open to the right
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place, otherwise the door will just open back to itself and cause some serious
vertigo.”

“Ah Guan-sheng. . . right. He’s not wrong—that was what was needed thirty
years ago. We’ve worked out the technology to the point that it no longer requires
such a strong signal from the control surface before the manifold mapping needs
to be done. Of course, we still request that everyone who commutes using this
system be as unambiguous as their thoughts can be about where they need to
go, just to avoid any unpleasant situations from occurring. Thirty years and we’ve
not stopped innovating—that’s how SupeTech works.”

Henrik paused for a moment to let the things that he just mentioned sink in
to Alison’s head. He filled in his time by sipping ever so often from his cup of
lapsang souchong. He mulled over his time in SupeTech—more than forty years
of working there; it had been so long that time itself started to have even less
meaning compared to before. Remembering what the Boss told him, he just
chuckled to himself quietly. Both E-li and Guan-sheng were people that he had
not seen in more than ten years, but for the sake of the Big Plan he, like they,
had to do what they had to do. Even if it meant cobbling everything together to
talk to this journalist that the Boss had said was vital to the Big Plan.

Alison tried her best to wrap her head around what was being said, and in-
stinctively reached for a stenographer’s pad from her. . . non-existent bag. Up
till then she had not realised that while she was still in her pant suit from the
beginning of the day, her bag did not survive the trip over into SupeTech. A mild
panic gripped her and she started to dart her eyes around.

“What’s the matter?” Henrik said as he observed her getting frenetic.
“I. . . I don’t have my bag with me! How am I going to make notes of my

findings here?”
“Oh, I see the problem. . . ” Henrik began before trailing off into an ellipsis. “I

don’t think that your bag came in with you into SupeTech. The other you—that is,
the you outside of course—has the bag with all the other material inside it. I can
get you some writing materials if it helps you, but they will have to stay within
SupeTech.”

“That would be nice,” Alison replied, already sounding a little more relieved.
But a slow realisation dawned upon her. “No worries about them staying within
SupeTech—I’m supposed to be confined here forever!”

Henrik shrugged. “You make it sound like it’s a bad thing. Don’t worry—I was
told to take you around SupeTech to help satisfy your curiousity, and if you have
been paying attention to Guan-sheng, it also means that you can easily revisit
any of these places in the future when you want to. Trust me, it really isn’t so bad
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in here. There’re lots of things to see and do—it’s basically a self-contained mini-
city! And if there’s a deep secret of SupeTech that no one knows, it is exactly
that,” Henrik replied, his voice slowly gettingmore andmore enthusiastic. He was
not wrong about it all—SupeTech was a self-contained mini-city. But no one who
wasn’t there long enough would know it—usually, only a certain type of character
of a person will find SupeTech interesting enough to want to work for them, and
among them, many of them have the sort of mono-mania that makes them the
best in the field true sheer dedication and obsession to the art form that they
had chosen to look into for their life time.

Henrik pulled up the slab like device from one of his pockets and tapped at
it with his right index finger as he held it out with the left. The device obliged
with a few tentative sounding beeps, and seemingly satisfied, he gently pressed
a button to the side of it with his left hand and slipped it back into the pocket
from whence it came. Alison did not fail to notice that, and she was immediately
on his case, her earlier anxiety of a lack of writing material forgotten.

“What was that?” Alison asked, almost demanding.
“What was what?” Henrik replied naturally, looking at her in a confused way.

“Why are you looking at me as though I have a mole growing at the tip of my
nose?”

“Stop it. . . I know you know what I’m talking about,” Alison continued indig-
nantly. “That device, that thin and metallic thing that you were poking away at
with your finger. I’ve not seen that thing before—and that was not the first time
you had used it. What is it?”

“Oh! I really didn’t know what you were talking about at first,” Henrik replied,
his face suddenly showing that he had finally understood what it was she was
saying. He fished out the slab from his pocket and laid it on the table. The top
most surface looked like it was made of a highly polished piece of glass, with
blackness behind it. The edges had a small bevel that led to the back, which
Alison had seen that it was made up of a silvery metal before Henrik had put it
on the table. There was a small blinking light near the corner of the top most
surface, and the edge of the device closest to her had three small rectangular
protrusions that looked suspiciously like buttons that one might find on a high
end television’s remote control.

“You mean this thing?” Henrik said.
“Yes!” Alison confirmed enthusiastically. “This thing! What is it? You kept

poking around at it ever so often—you were using it earlier when I was in that
completely dark room sans the bright spot light that was shining down. Then
you were using it again just now when you mentioned that you could get me
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some writing material. Just what does it do? Is it some kind of a communi-
cating stenographer’s board or something? It looks a little too small to be a
stenographer’s board though. . . ”

“This is one of the newest technologies that SupeTech has been working on
for the past five years. It’s the Super Technologies ‘Slab’. We just call it the Slab.
It’s an electronics device that provides us with a variety of control surfaces for
most of the equipment and resources that exist within SupeTech itself. We used
to use physical clip boards and specialised electronic paper to provide the nec-
essary control surfaces to operate our systems and machines, but around five
years ago we had enough subsidiary technologies that we could put together
the Slab. It’s really based on an old concept that Vannevar Bush had about an
almost self-contained automated information rolodex, except this time, we use
electronics to help us shrink things down. So what I had done earlier was to
bring up the control surface for stationery to have some stenographer’s pads
and pencils to be delivered up to my office. The information on the Slab updates
itself according to the replies from the variosu sub-systems, and the one corre-
sponding to this requisition informed me that they materials will be there when
we next head back to it.”

“And how about earlier?” Alison asked as she eyed the device on the table
greedily, drawn by the nearly forbidden nature of the smoothness and the curves
and the dark, ominous colour of industry.

“That was the control surface for registering people into our security system.
You weren’t registered properly in the system, that’s why you were presented with
a view of the interior that was not exactly correct for what it really was. I think that
Boss just wanted to make sure that Boss had a chance to talk with you before
you shut down your thinking and get distracted by everything else that you could
see.”

“Oh! I think I remember that registration process,” Alison said, her eyes
beaming.

“Let me guess: Guan-sheng’s story?”
“Yes! It was exactly as what he was talking about regarding his first day at

work at SupeTech—E-li was carrying around a clip board, and she was writing
things on it and interacting with some control panels in the wall itself before she
declared that he had been successfully registered.”

“That sounds about right,” Henrik replied. “Same concept, excpet we don’t
use the clip board any more. Every control surface in and around SupeTech can
be accessed and manipulated via the Slab, and it is definitely more powerful.

“There are other things that the Slab can do apart from working with control
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surfaces. For example, I can access the SupeTech electronic data library and re-
call any useful documents that had been stored within, and have them displayed
on the Slab.”

“Electronic data library?” Alison asked, her journalistic eagerness showing
itself again. “Is this anything like the micro-film from say the Diamlah National
Archives?”

“Yes, in a way,” Henrik replied. “But it has a big difference. Don’t forget
that electronic libraries and archives were the norm up to a while back until that
incident where the EMP made all of those data go away. In SupeTech’s version
of the electronic library, we store the data on specially engineered time crystals
that will not lose any of their data from an EMP even without any form of external
shielding. By now, all of the work ever done in SupeTech has been converted
into a form that can be stored on these time crystals, and their contents can be
retrieved through the Slab whenever we need to.”

Alison stared at Henrik, her mouth agape.
“What do you mean by ‘time crystals’?” Alison asked.
“Ah. . . this is one of those things that the real world hasn’t quite caught

up with us on. These ‘time crystals’ have a strong regularity in the lay out of
their crystalline structure, except the regularity is more than just the physical
regularity nor the temporal or vibrational frequency one. Like how our doors work,
the time crystals have a resonant component located on another high dimension
manifold—a different one from the one we use for moving about in SupeTech—
where the bulk of the material is located. They are called ‘time crystals’ because
they don’t simply vibrate over time, they actually appear to be phasing in and
out of the space they are embedded in over time, as though they are actually
pulsating through alternating between gaining and losing mass in the embedded
space. Like I said, the real world hasn’t quite caught up with us on this—the
idea of a high dimension manifold exists out there in contemporary science, but
anything they have said about them were still in the theoretical sort of space. The
last I checked, they were still quibbling about the impossibility of constructing
such an artefact in our space due to the inability for us to create tools that can
move about freely in the high dimension manifold.

“But of course, the fact that we can push and pull data out of the time crystals
in SupeTech is proof that not only are the external theoreticians wrong, the may
not even know why they are wrong.” Henrik allowed himself another sip of the
lapsang souchong in his cup, and waited for Alison to say something.

She just sat there, and took in yet another revelation about just how insanely
advanced that Super Technologies truly was. She had a feeling that even with the
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information that she possessed now, she could not write a good enough story on
SupeTech in ’Murica!, let alone the her who was out there en route to New York
City with hopefully the notes she had made, and whatever unrevealed training or
hinting that had occurred.

“Wow,” Alison finally managed to muster herself to say. “I came in knowing
little about SupeTech, and from my reading and earlier interviews with former
SupeTech staff, am starting to develop a healthy fear. It seems not so much as
what SupeTech can do, but more of what SupeTech cannot do. Don’t you find all
these disturbing?”

“Why would it be disturbing?” Henrik asked, his face genuinely confused.
“Like I said before, we are doing technology and innovation at a pace and scale
that the world has never seen before. We had to come up with our own models
and frameworks to figure out how the universe works, so that we can build useful
products.”

“I know,” Alison interjected. “But this is not just coming up with models or
frameworks, it’s the overthrowing of a large part of human knowledge thus far
that had been obtained through semi-open means. Wouldn’t it benefit society
better if such knowledge were shared through publication? I mean, there are
some ideas that are not practical now, but they may have an interesting and
usable theoretical background that can help advance the knowledge of society
should they be published.”

Henrik snickered as politely as he could before gathering himself together
again.

“You’re not wrong, but your perspective is very naı̈ve. The sharing of knowl-
edge alone is insufficient to benefit society. As an old saying goes, once some-
one makes it known that he or she has a gun, it will make everyone around that
person to get a gun or two. It’ll always be a case of keeping up with the Jonses,
except that there will be that one company or two will be unhonourable and out-
right make manoeuvres that steal the technology or waste it on very banal things.
We’re talking about taking the reseach that SupeTech had paid for, had built for,
and had experimented on and making them available to the rest of the world.

“I’m not denying that it sounds like a good idea, but the reality holds still that
it is not going to be done at SupeTech. We put the science and technology on
priorities that are even higher than product design—we want to amass enough
technology and knowledge of technology that when things go wrong as they are
wont to do, there exists a group, namely us, who can bring everything back. Why
trust anyone else to do the right thing for survival when we can do it ourselves,
and do it even better? But we are no charity case. If other companies and corpo-
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rations want to make use of something that we had invented, created, and sold,
they are free to figure out how much they want to pay for their own research and
development to come up with their own version of things—after all, the laws of
physics that surround us are generally consistent enough that they won’t change
too much as to hamper the success of anyone who was exploring the search
space in the most methodical sort of way. Fortune favours those who put in their
effort after all.”

Alison stared at Henrik in wonder, taking into fact that he was wearing cyan
cover-alls with white arm bands. She could not tell if what he just said was some-
thing that manager-Henrik would say, or if the stuff he just said was just what
engineer-Henrik would lament on. It did not matter much to her after all, as she
finished the rest of the lapsang souchong in her cup. It had a similar taste pro-
file as the one that she had drunk at Guan-sheng’s place, except it tasted just a
tad richer, and a tad more smokey, something that, even without anyone telling
her, she could tell was an indication of a much more meticulously prepared brew
than the home made one.

Henrik looked at her scrutiny in surprise, but said nothing. He nursed his drink
for another couple of minutes before he decided to chug it all down. Putting aside
his cup, he looked straight at Alison and asked her where she wanted to go next.

“That will be your office, Henrik. If what you said about the use of the Slab is
true, they will have the stationery ready. I’m feeling very uncomfortable without
any means of organising my thoughts and notes—I think that all these years of
being a journalist has dulled my ability to retain such technical knowledge for
anything more than a short period of time.”

Henrik nodded in agreement. “Don’t worry about that—even I have to use
the Slab to help take down some notes and thoughts that I had throughout the
day. I think we have some researchers from one of the other divisions working
on memory-related issues, and they came up with a finding that stated that it
was generally cognitively expensive to be bogged down by too much technical
detail, and that everyone was more comfortable with just remembering the broad
strokes material, while only a small percentage of the technically skilled are suf-
ficiently obsessed with understanding that they developed prodigous levels of
data chunking and organisation to not have to take down any notes on paper or
on the Slab at all. We have a few of those scattered throughout SupeTech—I will
probably not take you to meet one of them directly, but I’m sure we will pass
enough of them as we tour the facility.”

He stood up and pushed the vacated chair under the table and walked pur-
posefully towards the door that they had entered from earlier. Alison did the
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same, and followed behind Henrik. He gave a loud sigh, closed his eyes for a
bit, and grabbed the handle of the door, throwing it wide open. The two of them
stepped through the door.

Alison looked about her. Henrik was next to her and had reached for a light
switch that was near the door. The lights came instantly on, but with a grad-
ual ramping up of the brightness from a comfortable dim up to full brightness
that was enough to see everything and anything around clearly but without the
glare one would normally associate with light of that intensity. Alison seemed
impressed.

“Those are the special adaptive light bulbs that SupeTech makes. The elec-
tronic capabilities of it are such that its resistance will start off being very high
before lowering itself slowly, thus providing that ramp up time before it gets to its
full brightness. The other special thing about these adaptive light bulbs is that
most of their energy are transformed into visible light and not heat, and without
any other intervening material.”

“So, they are like light emitting diodes?” Alison asked, recalling the array of
lights that were on her micro-film reader.

“Yes, sort of like light emitting diodes. But unlike the light emitting diodes,
there’s no bias direction in them—one can easily plug it in any way, just like
how the older incandescent light bulbs work. Very useful devices—you won’t find
them in the consumer market, but some of the commercial buildings have these
bought in bulk and used for their general lighting needs. Another SupeTech in-
novation.”

“I think I have heard of them before—our offices in ’Murica! had their lights
replaced by the land lord not too long ago with something that sounds like what
you just described, except they didn’t have SupeTech label on them.”

“That’s because much of SupeTech’s products are marketed under different
holding companies for legal reasons. It has gotten to the point where it is diluting
our brand name, couple that with the slander that some of our self-declared
competitors have been spewing about, and you’ll now understand Boss wants to
do an IPO for SupeTech.”

“Diluting of brand name? What brand name are you talking about? I didn’t
even know about SupeTech until I was told to work on this assignment!” Alison
replied as she followed Henrik towards his work desk. He motioned her to sit
down at one of the other chairs that were lying around.

“Exactly. SupeTech isn’t a house hold brand name despite us also working on
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consumer grade products. Actually, I’d be very surprised and concerned if you
actually knew about us before you were assigned to work on the story. Our brand
is most commonly spoken in the same breath as Raytheon, Boeing, Lockheed
Martin, General Dynamics, and Kawasaki Heavy Industries.”

Alison looked at Henrik in shock.
“No way. SupeTech is a defense contractor? How did no one else know about

that?”
Henrik shrugged as he looked at his desk. The requested for stationery were

sitting there, and he pointed them out to Alison. She got up from the chair, picked
up the stenographer’s pads and pencils, and immediately started to scribble
down all the thoughts that had been pent up in her mind for a long while.

“I thought that Diamlah was a generally neutral country. Its size was small
enough that it would be risky to do anything that would annoy the larger geo-
political entities out there,” Alison finally said after finishing the sketches of the
diagrams that captured the links that she thought made the most sense.

“Okay, let me try to explain what I understand of things. You must remem-
ber that I am dual-track technical-management, which means that I’m usually
straddling between the ‘business’ and ‘science’ end of things. While I contribute
to both tracks, the strategic decisions tend to be made by those of the man-
agement division together with Boss and whoever Boss thinks is relevant to the
matter.

“The whole idea behind SupeTech from way long ago, even before the found-
ing of Diamlah, is to create a science and technology trust that is independent
of any geo-political entity. Apparently, as part of the fund raising strategy, the
types of science and technology pursued had to have some applicability in the
the military and defense enterprise, mostly because that sector operates with
two distinctive attributes that make it very attractive: they worked with secrecy
in mind for the most part, and they had the money to do so. SupeTech had a firm
interest in the second part to fund the types of science and technology work that
they are interested in, and the first part was relevant in the sense that it helped
to obfuscate for a limited period of time the visible advancements that SupeTech
has made. Remember, the first person or entity to come up with something takes
the most effort to do so because there was no easy way to tell a priori if a ven-
ture was going to succeed, and it is only by doing that one can learn if a train of
thought and design will be successful. But once that is done, if anyone learns of
the possibility of such an advancement, the effort it takes to get their technology
level up to that is astronomically cheaper—they needed only to find a path to the
goal as opposed to finding a path and the goal itself.
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“But it was not a particularly hard mode of operation for SupeTech. Even then,
we were already ahead of what society has in terms of scientific and technolog-
ical advancement—we like to keep ourselves at least five to ten years ahead as
much as we can, so what you see emerging now are likely to be work that was
already mastered between five and ten years ago. And the thing about science
and technology development is that almost everything can have a military use.
The military itself is a very interesting parallel society that may be hard to com-
prehend from a purely civilian perspective.”

Henrik paused for a while to allow Alison to scribble down whatever it was she
was scribbling—the latter was doing so as she was keeping some eye contact with
him. She nodded her head to tell him to carry on.

“Themilitary. . . most civilians cannot bring themselves to understanding what
it is that the military does. Yes, they can sort of understand that military is re-
sponsible for the application of force against external aggressors—internal ag-
gressors are dealt with by the police, and that can be another completely thing
to talk about because the roles in which a police plays is running counter to the
increasing militarisation of the police itself, but I digress. But what they cannot
see is that the military is the same as a civilian society that has more enforced
discipline and structure. If such a system as used in the military were used in
the modern world, it would be decried as fascism, which is exactly what it will be.

“Of course, in the military, the enforced structure and discipline are accepted
as is. Because the military is understood by those who are a part of it as a
society stripped to its bare essentials that counts as survival, banded together
with specific shared goals in mind. It is the type of society that predates the
modern state as we now know it. And since the military is a type of human
society, every basic necessity we expect in modern society has an analogue in
the military. Food, clothing, shelter—they have their equivalents in the military,
except that their requirements are more stringent due to the larger diversity of
environments in which they are used in. You would be hard pressed to need a
collapsible shelter that works in the humid forests and also in the cold tundra
winter in the civilian world—that’s what permanent dwellings are for. But the
military has such requirements; they have many of them, and they want the best
that are available.

“That gives SupeTech an excellent room to work with. We are exceedingly
strong in science, and can hold our own in the engineering or product devel-
opment. Of course, other companies may license some of our technology to
build their variants of the basic design requirements mandated by the particu-
lar military—but since those technologies are at least five years out of date with
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respect to our cache of knowledge, it’s not a big risk.
“But lately,” Henrik continued, “Boss and the management division as a whole

have started to diversify SupeTech’s dealings. The military is as strong as before,
but their appetite for further refinements and deployments are waning as the
civil society gains more and more power. The idea of applying external force
will never go away, but the focus is slowly being shifted away from the military
towards supporting the democractic processes that exist in a country. To many
people, the idea of having a standing force with the hair trigger war-mongering
tendencies was becoming more and more unpalatable over time. Many in the
defense industry have found it hard to transit towards serving the civilian world
because their brand names and by extension their companies have been tainted
with the spectre of bloodshed for too long.

“SupeTech does not have that problem. The IPO is a way to transfer part of
our source of funding from the military-industrial complex to the civilian one,
so that SupeTech will continue to have a stake in the future, with good cashflow
to support our quest to amass significant amounts of science and technology.
As I had said before, we are not new to the civilian world—we have deployed
numerous technologies out there, but often under different brand names as a
means of testing the receptiveness and readiness of the civilian world.

“With the current situation, Boss has decided that the time for a transition is
now. And that’s why the whole initial public offering, and the. . . ah recruitment
of you to help with getting the message out.”

Henrik leant back on his chair, catching his breath a little, his age starting to
show. Alison sat there with her mouth gaping, her hands still noting down all that
was being told to her. She looked back at Henrik.

“Why tell me now when I’m going to be in here forever? Shouldn’t these be
told to the me that is outside?”

“It’s mostly to satisfy your innate curiousity. I can tell that you will not ever
have closure should you not know the ‘whole story’. It is something that Boss
has told us, that the journalist-type cannot be left without any form of closure for
whatever story they are working on, otherwise they will keep on digging. The very
best will avoid the situation of straying into conspiracy theory, but will neverthe-
less continue to bite on and not give up, much like a bloodhound.

“To answer you a little more directly, the outside you had a briefing on the
story of SupeTech that was relevant to what she was here for. How and what
went into the briefing, I don’t know personally since Boss handled it with the rest
of the management division. Those of us who have interacted with you are not
privvy to the information of the rest who were not going to interact with. . . you.
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It’s mostly for your benefit.”
“Are you telling me that there’s artifice in the information that the outside me

is given?”
Henrik hesitated for a moment before simply answering “frankly, I don’t know.

I was not involved in that part of the Big Plan. Working here for as long as I have,
one of the things that we learn quickly is to operate within the realms in which
we are qualified and not stray too far into decisions and positions that we do not
know how to defend logically. It is not the same as being unquestioning of what
we were told to do—we do question orders and decisions, and are often engaged
in debate over them. But ultimately, when a decision has to bemade and is made,
we only ask questions that help to clarify the actions that we need to take in view
of the decision, and not to question why the decision was made, because the
time for those kinds of discussions were gone by the time the decisions were
made.

“So in this case, I was not privvy to the part of the Big Plan involving your
outside you, so I cannot help you there.”

Alison looked hard at Henrik, trying to decide for herself if he was lying. He
did not look the sort that would resort to such tactics—his face proudly declared
that he was both an engineer and a manager, and that he was bond t tell the truth
of all matters that he knows about, because the truth was unassailable. She saw
no reason not to believe him now.

Alison sighed. It looked like she would have to find the Boss and ask. . . him
or her some rather hard questions.

But how to go about finding someone who seems to be in complete control
over what she understood as the laws of physics?
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Epilogue

The taxi cab sped as quickly as it could through the neighbourhood of Som-
mersville. Sommersville itself was unlike the parts of Diamlah that Alison had
seen so far—it was closer to that of the city centre region but with shorter build-
ings as compared to the apartment neighbourhoods of Guan-sheng. The roads
were definitely more wind-y, and had a bit more hills on them than down town.
And the fact of the matter was, places like Sommersvile often had very compli-
cated road networks due to the generally organic manner in which the houses
were orginally built.

Getting to E-li’s place was much easier than leaving it, much to Alison’s sur-
prise. She glanced at the taxi driver—he was keeping his cool and was navigating
his way through the residential road network as best as he can. The houses were
just whizzing by without stopping, and the myriad of colours mixed with the green
started to blend into a single hypnotic trance. And Alison, after nearly three hard
days of work, started to slowly drift off into a nap.

“Miss, we’re at the hotel. Miss?” An unfamiliar voice was calling out to Alison,
and she lethargically opened up her eyes. A couple of blinks later, she was fully
awake and had taken in her surroundings. She found that the taxi cab had made
it back to the hotel where she was, and that the taxi driver was looking at her in
a slightly concerned manner.

“Ah, you’re awake! I have been trying to wake you up for the past minute or
so,” the friendly taxi driver said with a smile.

“Oh, heheh. . . sorry about that,” Alison replied sheepishly. “How much was
the fare again?”

“That will be eighteen thirty two.”
“Oh, the trip in was seventeen something. How is the return trip more expen-

sive?”
“Slightly longer route, Miss. The road network in Sommersville doesn’t allow
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one to back track out of it.”
“Oh okay. . . ” Alison said. “May I have the receipt as well? I need to make a

claim for this.”
“Sure Miss, no problem,” the taxi driver said as he accepted her exact pay-

ment and pushed a button on the meter which spat out a small print out with
details of the trip, and the price. “Have a good day!”

Alison nodded in reply, opened up the door on her side of the vehicle and
stepped out into the sunshine. It was just a little before five, and she was starting
to feel the effects of having drunk those cups of hibiscus tea at E-li’s place. She
walked through the hotel doors, ordered some room service from the concierge
on duty, and made her way back to the room.

Once safely inside, she tossed her bag on the bed, kicked off her shoes,
and got out of her pant suit, and just laid there on the ample mattress in her
undershirt and stared at the ceiling. The interview with E-li was very fruitful—
she felt as though she had known much more about the structure and intents
of SupeTech than she had thought possible. After a few minutes of just lazing
around and staring at the ceiling, she rolled over to the side and opened up her
bag, grabbing a couple of stenographer’s pads that were in it. She sat upright,
and flipped open one of them to verify the notes she had taken.

They were extensive. Lots of diagrams that had important concepts and peo-
ple linked together with arrows and labels that stated what the relationship be-
tween them were, small minutae on various aspects of SupeTech that she knew
she could weave into the story. From the material alone, she figured that she
could probably do a longer special report or one of those multi-issue reports
that could spend each instalment examining one particular aspect of SupeTech.
There were at least three or four good angles from which to describe SupeTech
and the relevance of their IPO, and she was certain that most of the informa-
tion she got from E-li were not available from anywhere else—it was definitely
a ’Murica! exclusive. Engrossed in reliving all the details that she was trying to
capture through her notes, it wasn’t until the door was knocked that she realised
that it was dinner time, and that she had to give a call to Maximillan to confirm
her ‘insurance’.

“Room service!”
Hastily, Alison put on the nearest pants—it was her pajamas—and walked up

to the door of the hotel room and peered through the peek hole. It was the same
staff who had brought her first room service meal. Cautiously, she opened up
the door, and he went through the same routine actions to set up the collapsible
table and laid out the food before bowing and leaving the room, after which Alison
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closed, locked, and bolted the door.
She went over to where the room phone was, picked it up, and dialled Max-

imillan’s office number.
The connection took a while, but soon she could hear ringing on the other

side. Almost immediately, it was picked up and a gruff “hello?” was heard.
“Hi Max! Alison here from Diamlah.”
“Jesus Christ! I’m assuming you’re alright?” Alison could have sworn that

she heard him heaving a sigh of relief.
“Yes, managed to get back to the hotel safely. That E-li Wu really knows a lot

of things about Super Technologies. . . I think we can have a good special report
going. Either one long one or something more episodal and/or thematic. . . ”

“Okay, don’t talk about it over the phone—I’m just glad to hear that you’re
safe. I’ve been at my desk the whole bloody night just in case you called, so I
don’t think I’m in the right frame of mind to make any bloody editorial decisions
right now. Now that I know you are safe back from the interview, I’m going to
go take the morning off and catch up on sleep. Frankly, I’d feel much better if
you’re on that plane from Diamlah and back here in New York City.”

“Awww. . . thanks Max!”
“Blech. Don’t thank me; I just don’t want to lose one of my better journalists

and having to train another green horn up again.”
“How’s the case of the lawyers’ letters? Are we still going to run with what we

have?”
“Urgh that. . . ” Maximillan groaned. “Chief consulted our lawyers, and their

professional opinion ws that those guys are full of crap. They had no cause to
tell us what to do, and it was basically some kind of fishing expedition. Chief
said to ummm ignore them for now and to return with some kind of skeleton for
the report or reports that we want to write about Super Technologies. If he have
good sources and evidence and what-not, Chief says he can get the lawyers to
fight those other lawyers back by telling them to stuff it because it was none of
their damn business what we do since they were not representing the company
involved anyway. So basically, no problems—just get back here safe.”

“Alright Max. You should go rest—you sound like you need it.”
“Of course I bloody need it,” Maximillan replied, not unkindly. “You take care,

get on that plane to New York, and we’ll work out some outline of how to present
what you found.”

With a click, the phone line was cut.
Alison put away the phone receiver and threw herself back on the mattress,

lying there on her back, arms open, and stared at the ceiling again.
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It was one of the shortest investigations that she had done so far, but it
was also among the most intense. Within the past two or three days, she had
traipsed through the city state of Diamlah to interview people who were working
for a hitherto unknown conglomeration, made use of the research facilities of
a national archive that ran on micro-film, used a national library, stared down
the migraine inducing micro-film reader, discovered a dark side to Diamlah’s
squeaky clean image in the form of universal surveillance, and came up with one
of the world’s first concept map of the same mysterious conglomeration.

And now, all she had to do was to get back to New York safely. How hard can
that be?

It was late at night. The room service dinner was already consumed, and the
remnants of the cultery and such had been moved to outside of the hotel room
as per what she had done previously. The lights in the room were completely off,
and the curtains were parted just slightly to let in some of the moonlight that was
available out there.

Alison was lying in her bed, her blankets up to her neck, sleeping. She had
spent the rest of the time after dinner till before she slept doing a final read-
ing of her notes, and created a summarised version of her findings into a fresh
stenographer’s pad. In another one, she started her preliminary work on outlin-
ing various ways in which she could write the article, from a single issue special
report to one that spanned a few issues tackling various aspects of Super Tech-
nologies in as in-depth manner as she could. She could have just spent the time
exploring Diamlah a bit more before her final flight out of the city state, but the
ever present cameras out there had turned her off enough that she would rather
stay indoors. And because of that, she ended up working again.

Once she was sick of all the prepatory work for the outlines that Maximillan
and Chief would want, she started to pack her luggage itself. All the clothes
she had worn were neatly folded and separated from those that she had brought
but not used, her outfit for the next day neatly laid out on the chair where she
had sat in earlier to work on her notes. The bulk of her stenographer’s pads
were arranged carefully into her luggage, as were the package of micro-film and
reader that came from the Diamlah National Archives. The stenographer’s pads
that contained the high level conceptual diagrams, relevant details, and article
outlines were in her carry on bag. It did not take her too long to pack it all up, but
she tried being as meticulous as she could. She had called the airline company
to confirm the check in time for the flight for the next day.
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When she ran out of things to do to kill time, she just turned off the lights and
gone to sleep.

In a room far away from Alison in the hotel, a figure in an über reflective white
cover-all watched the video feed of a recently installed temporary camera of a
certain hotel room from the outside through a partially obscured window and
smiled to itself.

Things were indeed going according to the Plan.


